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tis month,

power outages on a

mass scale. Find out
why Arcata escaped
most of the mayhem.
Page 41

e After years of
speculation and
hope, scientists are
close to convinced
they've found
evidence of past life
- on Earth’s closest
neighbor, Mars.
Page 45
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Dorms implement non-smoking policy
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No-smoking policy
adhered to in halls
ers to use while it is raining.
made
by residents,

@ HSU Bookstore also
stops selling tobacco
products due to policy.
By Govid Parry
PRODUCTION MANAGER

health issues and the policy focuses on common areas in which air is shared.
“Wedon’t want other people
to have to be
subjected smoke,” he said.

In accordance with HSU’s smoking
policy, residence hall students are no longer

allowed to light upin their rooms, and it may
cost them more than their health.

A September 1995 executive memoran-

“Wewereone ofonly three or four schools
statewide that has allowed smoking in the

dum states: “HSU has a responsibility
to its
employees, students and visitors to provide
a safe and healthful environment.
..smoking
and the breathing of second-hand smoke

residence halls,” said Rees Hughes, direc-

tor of housing and dining services. “And
since the campus has moved to a more nonsmoking environment, we began to re-think
the situation.”
According to Cory Sbarbaro, assistant

constitute a significant health hazard.”
The policy does state, however, it “does

not apply to or include private-study bedrooms and apartments in the residence

director for staff in the housing department,
a fine of $25 per incident will be issued to

halls.”
“Weneed tolearnas wegoalong,” Hughes
said. “The fazing-in of the policy will be
done with pre-meditation with input from
residents.”
“We'relooking
for suggestions,” Sbarbaro

violators of the new rule.
“Our judicial system is based on educa-

tional components,” Sbarbaro said. “In the
past our philosophy has been to help students make better choices by providing them
with more information on subjects such as

said.
Social work freshman Katie Oxley, 18,

drugs and alcohol.”
Sbarbaro said that a normal action taken

said she noticed smoking in the halls during
her visit here at Spring Preview and it didn’t

by his office has been to have violators of
rules write critical thinking papers. He said
a $25 fine per incident isn’t too much to ask

seem too much a problem.
“It’sapain to have to walk outside,” Oxley,
now
a Cypress
Hall resident, said. “It seems

and the money will go to maintainance of
facilities.

there’s aan smokers here to have smok-

He said some of the money will be ear-

TODD WUCETICH CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Soothing second day

Billy Henderson, speech communications
junior, grooves to the sounds of the Andes performed
by Fredy end Moses Salazor, of Arcata.

See Smoking,
page 5

marked for well-lit sheltered areas for smok-

Student survey shows high rate of drug use
@ Core study finds 44
percent
of HSU
students smoke pot.
Hise Bane
0, APR
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survey, which has a5 percent margin of error.
In a comparison sample of

11,798 students from other California colleges, 44 percent of HSU
students reported using marijuana
“in the last 30 days, comparedto 17
t in other colleges.
In terms
toasurvey conducted
of other illegal drugs, 13 percentof
last fall, HSU students are more
HSU students reported use comthan twice as likely to be users of
to 5.5 percent in other col-

aes
x

than students enrolled in other
California colleges.
The Core drug and alcohol survey was commissioned
by HSU’s
Substance
Abuse Committee and
was developed
to measure alcohol
and drug use, attitudes
and perceptions
among college students
at two and four year institutions.
David R. McMurray,
director of
vices oid 50 public

i

toasample
of 38,715

students at other colleges, the survey found
HSU students twice as
cnogens and sgh
more ly

cinogens,
and slightly more
to use alcohol, cocaine,

i
amines, sedatives,

onde.

re
HSU tied the other colleges for
tobacco
use (29
percent) and steroids (0.3 peas

McMurray said he believed the

were conservative,
espe-

ie saidrecent

third year HSU participated in the
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Preparing for the ‘big one’

Retrofitting planned to strengthen J GC

a

As seismic retrofitting on campus continues, work on the Jolly
Giant Commons
is about to

a

— including the addition of the

in 1968, and the three main objec-

much anticipated elevator.
Ina 1993 seismic safety survey,
all the
in the California
State University system were
evaluated to determine their sta-

bility
and safety. From that study,
HSU officials decided to doseismic work
on six

The initial schematic planning
and preliminary steps began in
° 1994 and work has since continued.
“It’s not that the ‘J’ is unsafe.”
said John Capaccio, associate
di-

rector of h
. “The building
has been through three 7.0 earthquakes
“The issue for us is whether theis safe if we were to have
an 8.0 ground zero earthquake,”
he said.

_

Based on the frequency
of ma-

:

tions to the JGC, which was built

tives of the project.

campus
and to expand the internal
space of the structure to create a
more usable and modern complex.
The plan was collaborated by
physical services, housing and dining services and disabled students

services.

“We've had our own operations
people as well as the architectsas
active resources,” Capaccio said.
“Through the various stages,
we've involved not only the department staff, but also the RHA
(Residence. Hall Association).
We've tried to have everyone pos-

sible take a look at the
when we first started and help re-

fine it as we go down the road,” he

y

years.

“It’s been about 300 years,”
HSU geology Professor Gary
Carver said. “So we would expect

that the next one will occur within

the next 100 years.”
Carver supports
the concept of
seismic retrofitting at HSU, but

code. Ifa problem
is found, it
be redesigned and _ resubmitted
until all
are approved.
The current plan calls for many

in both the interior and

exterior of the JGC, as well as in-

creasing the space for students and
8

The building
will be expanded

to the west only, but the walls on

The Jolly Giant Commons’ parking lot now includes a red line which indicates where perking will be restricted.
the third level will be expanded to
the north, east and west. The glass
windows along the second floor
will be moved outward to enclose
the outside walkways.
The recreation room on the first
floor will be extended to the west
and the north. Additional first floor
plans include an expansion of the
mezzanine closest to the JGC parking lot and added conference
rooms.
io said the existing stairs
leading from the third level to the
“Hill” will remain intact. The walkway and elevator will be on the
west side of the stairs.
Some students have shown concern about the possibility of removing the large redwood trees

mavsrern

SS TL

next to the stairs. That issue has
been addressed.

“Though I haven’t seen the actual topography map,” Capaccio
said, “there will probably be some
trees that need to be removed. But
it won’t be the larger trees on the

east side (between the stairs and
Cypress); the platform
will be built
on the west side.”
The CSU chancellor’s office is
in the process of finalizing the
project documents and returning
them to the contractor who will
accept or reject the proposal. If
accepted, construction on thel5month project will begin in three
or four weeks.
Already accepted is the $6.3
million price tag for the project. It

by

TG

See

Onn)

a

,_

=r

contractor do the work that will
allow us to be as operational
as we
possibly can be so thatwe mini-

mize the disruption to the students,” Capaccio said. “Until we

See retrolt,
page 22
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tion is to be funded by housing and
services.
Because of the amount of both
internal and external work that
must be done in sequence, the time
table is dependent upon one thing
exactly following the other. The
actual completion date of the
—
cannot be yet be deter-
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Smoking
© Contieved
from page 3
ing rooms.”
“I don’t care too much about it,”

freshman fisheries major Brett
Kormos said. “I might
as well get
some fresh air while I smoke.”
Non-smoker, James Brady, a
rangeland resources freshman said
the policy doesn’t make a difference
to him.
“It
doesn’t bother me because I

THE

PLEASURE

don’t smoke,” Brady said. “When

people smoke around me when I’m
eating it bothers me, otherwise it
doesn’t matter.”

CENTER

Leather Lingerie © Leather Levis © Body Piercing

Hughes hopes the policy will

have an affect on curbing the
amount
of new smokers.
“It seems we've had an increase
in the numbers of smokers in the
residence halls,” Hughes said.
“That seems to goagainstthe trend
of young people not smoking.”
Hughes said there hasn’t been
backlash either way concerning

Erotic Toys ¢ Comics © Oils & Lotions

Artwork ¢Books, Videos & CD-ROMS
Body Piercing Jewelry
Bead Rings, Captive Bead Rings, Barbells,

Circular Barbells, Winged Skulls, Rosette Shields,
Horse Shoes, Illusion Rings, Eyelets, Jeweled Rings,
Labrets, Tusks, Nostril Screws, Retainers
Available in

DAVID PERRY / PRODUCTION MANAGER

policy for
focus groups to look at how to the campus bookstore’s
accommodate
smokers whilecon- _ sales of tobacco products.
a
sidering non-smokers’ rights.
the
all tobacco
selling
_
or
seven
maybe
that
He said
eight percent of smokers consid- bookstore,” said HSU Bookstore
if the policy came

ae

Gold, Stainless, Silver, Niobium and Titanium
Pi

‘ tobacco products.

Durham does not see this action
as curbing the amount of tobacco
consumption
on campus or in the

Gauntlet Seminar Attendees

General Manager Ron Durham. residence halls.

those who bought
“I
about thesameper- “Thisisduetothecampuspolicy.”
into effectand
centage of non-smokers consid- | Thebookstore,whichaccording these products here before will just
or Hutchins
to Durham did about $40,000 in haveto go to Safeway
ered moving if it did not.
Also changed from past yearsis _ retail tobacco sales, is restrictedby Liquor,”* Durham said.

Open 7 days * 11am - 6pm
visit our website at: http://www.sexual center.com/
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Couldn't You Use
Some New Underwear?
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Erotic Toys, Books,

Videos,
& Games
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smoking. Last year the housing
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cadining Watershed to

celebrate the bounty of the area and develop a vision for its future

Sept.13 - 14 at the Adorni Center, Eureka

Sept.15 Activities Day at locations around the Bay

Be Pregnant?
FREE pregnancy testing
all services free and confidential
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Core survey
“Buzz” Webb said the results from the sur-

“I would guess from talking to students
and peer counselors that the numbers (on
the survey) are lower by at least 5 to 10

vey were “not out of line” when comparing

HSU to other universities. He also said the
survey was “probably accurate” (in regards
to the student body at HSU) when the fre-

e points. I think that the harder

the drug, the less honest people are about
using it,” he said.
McMurray also said usage of drugs such
as hallucinogens, amphetamines and heroin
are rising on campus.

quency of drug use was in question. Webb

also said he wants to take a “firmer stand”

dents by class. Of those, 321 students re-

may possibly use other drugs that do not
require something being burned to cover up
the smell.
She said her primary concern in this scenario was the drug methamphetamine. She

juniors, 44 percent were seniors and eight

SS
x
joa
er)
*

percent were graduates.
One percent were “other.” 52 percent
were in the “typical” college age range of 1822 years old, 62 percent were female, 78
percent lived off campus and 94 percent
were full-time students.

JACKSON

GARLAND
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also causes drastic effects ifi an individual’s
personality and behavior patterns.
Vice President of Student Affairs Edward

-

iil

fer sse

sponded. 15 percent were freshmen, ten
percent were sophomores, 23 percent were

said methamphetamine, not unlike alcohol,

g

3

by randomly selecting 10 percent of stu-

BB
be

dents who normally use matches or incense
to mask the smell of tobacco and manjuana

new policy prohibiting the use of matches in

g

the residence halls. She believed that stu-

ifan undercover cop was to be living on the
premises.
The Core mail-in survey was conducted

Little also expressed concern about the

=
2

ior and academic achievement.

=

intriguing element of the survey is that alcohol seemed to cause the most trouble of the
drugs included in the survey, especially compared to marijuana in terms of social behav-

—
nal

halls last semester. Webb said he has “not
ruled out, but wants to avoid” the option of
once again using an undercover officer.
He said there is a need for students to be
clear of their rights and responsibilities.
Therefore, residents would be approached

|

Judy Little, chair of HSU’s substance
abuse committee, said she believes the most

|

Webb mentioned the administration’s use
of an undercover officer in the residence

> —]

HP
i
l
|

against drug use at HSU.
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is confiscatedat

JGC.

13: Does the owl have friends? —

alarms are set off at The Depot. The cause is unknown.
© June 14: Two males carrying skateboards remove a gas cap and
loosen a mirror on a disabled van in the library parking lot. Officers are
ablack leather
iaieeed
Seri

long,
has.
et
The other
jack

@ June 14: Three to four white male juveniles are reported skateboarding on the front steps of the library. Officers are unable to locate
the skaters. One is described as having blond hair and another was

in
zed”ghat.
an “oversi
wear
_ @ Jaume 15: Officer reports two

wayof
sitting on hallfloor

duaceer Wi? teens 01 Olbcar vintes the prints is a cloast nentby.
-@ June 17: Trash and recycling bins are rolled down fire lanes in

area.

ible

e June 17: Gotcha! —
Four male juveniles,

party or parties are unknown.
ing

ee

Gist
ess
manner between
inareckl

_

Hall and the Theatre Arts building, are spotted by a UPD officer. The
subjects are contacted, admonished and sent on their way.
© June 20; Reports of a possible sick raccoon near the Karshner
=
House driveway is filed. UPD is unable to locate the animal:
:
|
e June 20: KOA at HSU —
|
e June 1s Things going bump in the night —
plates illegally
Bus with Washington
Officer observes a V
Loud, banging noises are heard coming from the Jolly Giant Commons
advised
warned,
are
Parking Area. After checking the lot, JGC and Canyon areas, UPD - camping in the 14th and Union Lot. The subjects
officers are unable to locate the source of the noise. The area is quiet after and sent on their way.
e June 21: You smell that? —
UPD departs.
Officer detects a light odor of marijuana emanating from the first and
e June 5: Water running from Cedar Hall, possibly the roof area, is
of the boiler room is second levels of the Theatre Arts building. The area is checked. No
ee
Se
illegal activity is noted.
¢ June 22: UPD gives aid to an injured pooch. The dog, possibly with
e June 5: A child, similar to one pictured on a Child Quest International poster, is reported being seen. UPD forwards the information to
Child Quest.

e June 6: Big rubber check —

Suspect writes $2229.83 check to purchase a computer on a closed

;
checking account.
e June 7: Things bumping things in the night —
An alarm is set off in the game pens. The suspected culprit, an owl.
UPD is unable to locate any other causes.
© June 7: Eight six-foot tables and approximately 100 chairs are
reported missing from the storage area near the greenhouse — respone June 7: Let us out —
Two 8-year-old males are accidentally locked in the equipment cage of

the men’s locker room at Forbes Complex. The trapped boys are freed
UPD arrival.
prior to ian
by a custod
e June 8: Arcata ambulance requests officer response to Campus

riencing
ents. A male is
coming
noises
e June 9: Pounding
buildingare reported. The complex,
UPD is unable to locate the source of

dizziness.
from the first level of the Science A
including the shop area, is checked.
noises. The areais quiet upon UPD

© June 10: May I see your ID please? —
Disturbance involving a non-student requesting financial aid is reported at the Student and Business Services Building. The situation is
cooled off by a discussion with the subject and financial aid personnel.
e June 12: Vial-ated—
A glass vial breaks and cuts the finger of a student in the Science A
building. The student, unable to stop the bleeding, calls UPD. Upon
arrival of officers the bleeding has stopped; victim refuses transport to

a broken leg, and its owner are transported to Arcata Animal Hospital.

e June 263 H.O.P. counselor reports an orientation participant being
under the influence ofalcohol and extremely intoxicated. The reporting
party requests officer assistance and an ambulance is dispatched. The
subject’s parents are notified and transported to the scene. The subject
refuses treatment. The ambulance crew determines rio medical assistance
is needed.
o June 26: The

of Shoeless John Doe —

,

male, standing about 5°10” and wearing
A suspicious
green jeans is reported looking into garbage cans near Sunset and JGC.
UPD is unable to locate the subject upon arrival.
e June 26: The Barefooted Man: The Final Chapter —
Officer observes a male and a female on the third floor of JGC. Upon
contact the subjects explain they are looking for a lost ring. The male
and female are sent on their way. Male subject is determined to be the
mysterious barefooted one described in previous incident. Subject

explains he was also looking for a ring at the other location.
e June 26: The Barefooted Man: A New Beginning —

Female Redwood Hall resident reports a male subject peering into
her room witha flashlight. Officer deduces it may be related to previous

e June 26: Report of minor in possession of a beer in second floor
suite of Alder Hall proves to be unfounded.
e June 27: Ukiah girls basketball team supplies access to Redwood

Hall for three male juveniles from Upward Bound. The girls are advised
of rules and regulations. Juveniles are sent on their way.
smell that —
© July 3: I definitely
Officer smells strong odor of marijuana coming from inside and

See UPD Cligs, page 11
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CRP saves HSU $35K am
By Pale Saeese
LUMBERJACK STAFF

$35,000 a year by diverting waste

from landfill,” Misha BeigayGutman, an saves re es
in
from
graduated
who
Rel
f995 Rs. in Natura
sources Planning, said.
“Another real importance is it
ives students the opportunity to
Coe about recycling and environmental preservation.”

|

TOOD WUCETICH
/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

.

, now
retired”
since e,
long el
Former Kinetic Sculpture Race contender “ecscy
picks up beverage container recepticles along three different paths on compes.
While CRP doesn’t handle
styrofoam, Beigay-Gutman said the
Arcata Community Recycling Center accepts it.
The recycling containersare collected and emptied of the recy-

CRP, which has over 350 recep-

tacles on campus, is run by a core
staff of 12 advisers, managers and
directors with student volunteers
and work-study students filling the
other positions.
s m accepts
lgra
rt itheapro
Matetha
for recycling, depending on which
one of the 50 locations you go to on
campus, include glass, aluminum
cans, plasticcontainers, newspapers,

clable contents, then sorted and

brought to the Arcata Community
gugh
in
ay thro
cl
r Mond
Cente
Recy
Friday.

Beigay-Gutman said the Arcata
Community Recycling Center
takes care of selling all of CRP’s

cardboard and mixed paper (col-

ored paper, glossy paper and magaFi

tiee

need
to be flattened
and removed of all
materials,”
other
Beigay-Gutman said.

rjobalot
“|tmakesou
easier if this is done.”

In November or

recyclables.

director,
Scott Ford, said. “It’salso

great exercise.”

Catherine Cook, a student vol-

unteer for CRP, said she just enjoys being able to ride the ecocycle
because it is a new experience for
her.

The ecocycle covers three separate routes twicea week pickingup
only beverage container receptacles. Each week, the ecocycle

collects from a total of 20 to 24
receptacles.
“Catherine and I run what call

the Annex route,” Ford said. “We
cover Natural Resources, Forestry,
Wildlife, Science B,
Student Services, the

ean

“| gry thrilled to work for my alma mater
giving something back. Also, | feel good about

haveitsannual phone
book recycling campaign. Some of the locations where
will be set up include
Founders
Hall, the University Center, Plant Operations, Nelson Hall,
Student Services and at various
locations throughout the residence

ride through rain,

“They always find us the best
rate,” Beigay-Gutman said.

Transportation of the large containers is accomplished mostly by
using a flat-bed truck the program
bought using
grant money. A hu-

nally built to compete in the annual Kinetic Sculpture Race by

eae

local human-powered

and

containers, laundry scoops
and Snapple™ four ring bottle
holders are not recyclable.

tP
I

week,”

about the ecocycle is all of the

lk eford my
to lwor
“J am thri
alma mater giving something

heck,”

I feel

role

people that wave at us,” ecocycle

Tom Lewis D.D.S.
AND

Open to all who are interested in exploring

Russell
L. Davis

their faith with others.

Preventive and Restorative care

Family Dentistry

Nitrous oxide Available
20% Student discount for initial exam
960
| street
822-0626

“They're rad.”

the recyclable materials.
Some of the prominent areas
where containers are located inReclude outside of the Natural nce
sources Building, Library, Scie
Griffith
———

designer Mark Mueller, was sold
to CRP several years back.
“Probably what I enjoy most

Arcata,CA

Ford said.

Aside from grants, CRP is
funded by Associated Students
and revenues gained from selling

WELC
BACK HSU
OM
STUDENT
E S!

IT

shine and even finals

Recycling program advisor

Pool, Humboldt Green on
However, certain items such as

—

“The 12 to 14 volunteer ecocyclists

MISHA BEIGAY-GUTMAN

man-powered “ecocycle” takes
“28 the rest.
e ecocycle, which was origi-

.

other locations.”

FeSOUFCES.”

December, CRP will

For more information, call:
822-1963, 822-1321, or 822-0689

Annex and a few

faking an active role in protecting natural

ene
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615 STH ST.. EUREKA © 442-2989
21 AND OUER PLEASE!

The Campus Recycling Pro
recygram (CRP) at HSU, the first rifo
cling program started at a Cal in
nia State University (founded
1975), has been selected twice
(1991, 1992) as a model for waste
management by the California Integrated Waste Management
Board.
primary importance ofthis
“The
program is it saves the university

Bei

said. “Also,

active
takian ng

protecting natural re-
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° Continved
from page 7
outside ofMusic Complex.
Causes
of the odor cannot be detected.
@ July4s Windows of a car are
found smashed in vicinity of Laurel Drive. No leads are found on
suspect(s), whose tool of destruc-

tion is believed to be a common

large traffic cone.

¢ July 5: Here Fido —

Canine found wandering campus. Dog is released to custody of

rightful owner.
: e July 5: The bloody sugar banit —
Unknown subject breaks
through glass door of University
Annex. Subject breaks
front
of
- machine.
says

eae

&
DAVID PERRY / PRODUCTION MANAGER

A concorned ditzen reported this tree illegally brushing up agakest Brookins

Howse #16, The tree mointelas is Innocence. You make the call. (Ang. 3, 1996)

ing voice mail ofan obscene nature
from an unknown caller.
¢ Aug. 18: Contact made with

near the top of Cypress Hall. The
suspects are nowhere to be found

upon UPD arrival.
e July8: UPDis unable tolocate
transients rummaging through

dumpsters at the Creekview parking lot.

@ July 9: A male, apparently
upset over personal
problems is reported
“acting strange and
yelling obscenities.”
© July 10: Approxi-

mately 10:30 p.m. —
Awhite Nissan 280Z

Operations

gal trash dumping in the

bins on the 13th Street side of the
Annex. A local veterinary
clinic is
determined to be responsible. A
warning
is issued.

© July 26: A black truck is reported to be parked in HSU President McCrone’s parking spot

four juveniles at 7th and Union
who are possibly involved with
starting a fire. The juveniles are
released to Arcata Police Depart-

ment.
e Aug. 18: Building Coordinator reports seeing unauthorized

persons in old music practice
rooms
earlier.
e Aug. 18: Lassie
Go Home —

A concerned citizen reports a
collie. following
him around cam-

- Aug. 3 —
A tree is reported to be leaning over House 18
with the branches touching the building. A
ground services worker states the tree has
been like that for quite a while.

is seen driving up and
down Granite Avenue
for about 30 minutes
playing an extremely
loud stereo.
e July 16: Indecent
exposure at the walkway between
JGC and Canyon is reported. Information is not released because
perpetrator and victims are juve-

niles.
“
e July 19: A sword is returned
to owner whose automobile was

© July 20: The pitter-patter of
prowlers’ feet —
Reports of rooftop prowlers at

Redwood Science Lab and north

side of library. UPD unable to lo-

cate sources. Roofs clear upon
checking.
the savage
e July 21: Soothing
beast—
KHSU disk jockey reports receiving several phone calls from

home on Fickle
Hill Road.

822-4102
We would be glad if you would make =
St. Alban's your church home.
1675 Chester Ave., Sunny Brae, Arcata

© Aug. 21:

Truck is cited.
© July 26: Additional information reported on indecent exposure incident. Statements received
— Edward “Buzz” Webb’s of-

‘@ July 30: A bloody shirt is
found in the bushes on the south

Granite Ave. just
correctlocationis
east of Cypress Hall. Several of the

UPD is called in to Westhaven/
Trinidad area to assist in locating a
track student who didn’t return to
camp with his running group.
Authorities are unable to locate

|

Fond remembrances of home

— City of San
Diego sign found
in Cypress Hall
window. Theill-gotten sign
is confiscated and mailed home to San
Diego.
e Aug. 23: Report ofloud bongo
drums coming from Redwood

side of the University Annex. © July 30: Just a little off course

Please call the church for Sunday Service Times

Bowl. It is later determined the

FREE BAGELS
Can you top this?
|

offending musicians fled upon arrival. Contact is later made with

- four subjects, who denied owner-

ship of the bongos and a guitar.

ee

eee
fulin
to its rightowner

the runner. Phone contact made

later with the subject reveals he
had gone off course and hitched
a ride home.

e Aug. 3: A treeis reported
to be
The area is leaning over House18 with the
djj.’s
branches
touching the building. A
olaced ook ates pesral.
© July 23: Locker falls on two ground services worker states the
in men’s locker room. tree has been like that for quite a
Victims suffer minor scrapes. while. (You make the call. See picLockers are secured to wall to pre- | ture above.) a
vent further incidents.
Faculy
r reports receiv-

subject.
e Aug. 25: Several subjects ob-

served with alcohol on a pier in

Fern Lake. Contacted seven, including five residence hall students. Alcohol poured out, sub-

o

with warnings.
jects released

David Perry and
by ed
— Compil
John Conzemius

M,W,Th.,F76
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PD Chief pursues
education in new positon
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"On the Plaza’
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$t. Arcate,CA 95521
822-8611

Brenda

Bide Lana
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The start of a new semester always brings new students to HSU,
but this time one of the students is
also the new UPD Police Chief.
Bob Foster, most recently the
Willits Police Chief, replaced Act-

ing Director of Public Safety Lt.

\come

2

Ba

°k Students’
WE TAKE PRIDEIN
CUSTOMER SERVICE

S56
o

*LATEST TECHNOLOGY

eMINI REEFS & SUPPLIES
@

ePONDS
& SUPPLIES

+LARGE SELECTION OF
FRESH/SALTWATER&
EXOTIC FISH
Valley West Shopping Center

(off Guintoli Lane)
626-0154
HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 11-7 Sun. 12-5

Jim Hulsebus in December.
“J have been tryingto find a way
to get back to school the past few
years,” Foster said. “I am real excited about this position, because
notonly does it give mea chance to
obtain my master’s degree in public administration, but it also gives

my wife Sherry a chance to pursue

an art degree.”
Traveling from Willits to Santa
Rosa and San Francisco proved to
be too demanding for Foster.
“ was travel
tooing
far for school
and frustration finally set in. So
when I saw the announcement for
this position, I gave it a shot.”
Foster said the screening process for the position was probably

a great sense of humor,” said Sgt.
Dennis Sousa. “He is very innovative and energetic and has given
any better than how I was treated . the UPD a huge boost.”

the most comprehensive process

President of Student Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb.
“I could not have been treated

he had ever been through.
“After I submitted a letter and
resume, I was interviewed viatele-

during this screening process,”

phone for about 30 minutes by a
university selection com-

mittee,” Fos“I then vis.

“I think heisagood, caring per-

“| could not have been treated any better thanhow!
,
:
;
WQS treated during this screening process. | could tell

terexplained.

ited the camcae

i

withthecom-

son,” said Officer
Ray

—-Fagot.
“He has a
lap quality

i
;
reputation in
was a caring
atmosphere in; which; | would enjoy
= {cPuutn

working.

ment and is a

mittee

for

BOB FOSTER

about

an

UPD chief

real

man.”

hour.”

Foster relo-

Out

EXPERIENCE THE ARTIST
In You

of

™

Fosteradded.“Icouldtell thiswas

,
terviewed
Foster wasnotifiedthat

a caring atmosphere in which | Frankie,8,anddaughter Elizabeth,

withhis wife, Sherry their son,

he had been requested for another
interview. After meeting with and

would enjoy working.”
Asforhisfellowemployees,they

beinginterviewedbyUPDemployees, he met with University Presi-

could not have been happier with _ place to raise my family and try my
the selection.
best tomake the community as safe

dent Alistair McCrone and Vice

From A Wide SELECTION OF

10% Student Discount when you
_. shew your student
I.D.

cated
to Arcata

about 40 candidates
who were in-

“He’sanapproachableguywith

ae
“Arcata is going to be a great

_as I can,” Foster said.

*PAINT -DECORATE - GLAZE
UNFINISHED POTTERY
«GREAT SELECTION OF ECLECTIC
GiFts & FiniSHED CERAMICS
* LOCAL ARTISTS FEATURED
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COLONY INN"
APARTMENTS |
455 Union Street, Arcata

—

822-1909

AMENITIES
¢ PRIVATE ENTRANCE

UNITS

¢ Personal computer lab

e FREE UTILITIES

¢ Quiet, studious atmosphere

e FREE AMPLE PARKING

¢ Compatible lifestyle matching

° BUS STOPTO HSU

“Laundry facilities =

Pull and Self-Servi
<<4D &”

Colored Paper

®Recycled Paper

_ © Cable
TV Available

Fax (707) 826-9203 Sen

Enlargements

© Reductions

Binding

Transparencies

Resumes

Thesis Copying

Sm CO KUMAIOOKYAY
COPY CENTER
A

University

Center

Convenient Location on Campus
4¢ Happy Hours —

Self-Service
General School Supplies
Over-the-Counter Copy Services

Service

Freedom Summer '96
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@ California Civil

Rights Innitiative

causes concern for

campus leaders.

99¢ 3 for $27"
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$250"

By Alex Weodle
COPY EDITOR

Freedom Summer °96, a joint
project of the Feminist Majority
has
and the No-on-209 campaign,
come to campus to register stu-

dents and educate them about a
controversial initiative that secks
to end preferences in hiring by the
state.

eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies
eSgeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed —

180

F Street « Arcata ° CA |
822-2200
(800) 655-0522

The No on 209 campaign musters support from more than 200
sponsors, including the NAACP,
the American Civil Liberties
Union , and the National Organization for Women.
Soon to become Freedom Fall
°96, the project has been working
to educate people about California Civil Rights Initiativeand registering young people to vote.
were sentto HSU
resentatives

ent leaders to try to get stu-

GRAPHICS EDITOR

)

i talk with clubs and

rR

that

the normal‘ operation” of
California’s systems of education

The California Civil Rights Ini- _ with the national psyche, CCRI’s_

because my clients don’t really re-

dents here involved.
California voters will vote in

minorities.”
Washington

believes

be prohibnot will
CCRI’s fate hinges on the tide of oremployment
November whether or not toend
hiring for public service, educa- _ political sway, that ifBobDoleand _ ited.
“If I don’t want to hire a woman
the Republicans have their way
tion and government contracting.

tiative (Proposition 209) would _ passageis likely.
In a phone interview from San
nt
ee
porters o affirma,
e
.
tive action are ral- e

“They're trying to say that racism has ended,” he

lying —_
ing _

oS oa —

@

E

said,

of the

a

=

we

c

e

°

.

Deve te

and | feel it hasn't. . .| feel (CCRI) will destroy

CCRT see

lives, mostly women and minorities.”

ts

of

sensing

°

°

ene

HENRY WASHINGTON

ceive as a direct ©
—

spect women,” Warren says, “that
could be considered legal if it
passes.”
She calls the
:

Black Student Union president

ts

specific

the

clause that op-

ponen

;

dis

victories in the
past.

Francisco, Freedom Summer °96

crimination against women is nec-

activist Shilyh Warrenstressedthe

essary, legal and has been around

south to fight unfair registration
rules directed at keeping blacks

on the outcome of CCRI.
“If we turned out young voters

federal law and has been upheld in
California courts and the U.S. Su-

was also the year civil rights laws

—_ we'll win this election,” she said.

Freedom Summer °96 takes its

name from Freedom Summer’64,
when activists traveled into the

fora while. The legal term is “bona
importance that registering and
voting by young people will have _ fide qualification,” and it is part of

and voting. 1964 — who are obviously affected, then
from registering

were passed that desegregated

Henry Washington, the presi-.

The US.

“Women in California enjoy the _ bona fide
highest protection under the law.

much of the nation.

_preme Court.

Thisisbasicallysendingthemback

qualification

Court or this

prir aciple as

“an extremely narrow exception to

the general

ition

of discrimi-

dent of HSU’s Black Student

in terms of all the gains they’ve _ nation on the basis of sex,” taken

Union, has heard of Freedom

made.”

ee Se
‘ tacted

.

ton to *
er,he

; big cence Freedom
Summer °96 as a drive to protect

from a Jan. 24, 1996 Los Angeles

Times article. The article goes on
to give examples of this, such as

is worried about what CCRI could

affirmative action and aia dis-

havingtoletanale prison guards do

mean to minorities and also howit

crimination laws. She claims, as

body searches of female inmates.

sphere.
“They’re trying to say that rac-

companies could legally discriminate against women if CCRI is
passed because of a clause which
says “classifications based on sex

from the National Association of
k
Scholars, a Bay Area think tan

reflects on today’s racial atmo-

ism has ended,” he said, “and I
feel it hasn’t...1 feel (CCRI) will
destroy lives, mostly women and

have other civil rights groups, that

which are reasonably necessary to

CCRI was written by two men

that Warren describes as “big

,ple and very conewypeo
monafe

servative.”
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names HSU as
activist school

Cees

——————

HSU is among the
poses
nies ieee
int cferay doves
which will publish a list of activist camin the magazine's September/Octoissue.
pried exarephagibeheom. ioe. pai
for its efforts in the
movement, including the Associated Students’
Graduation Pledge Alliance program, said
Mother Jones spokesman Richard
“Graduating
seniors promise ‘to investigate and take into account the social and
environmental consequences of any job’
they consider,”
the article stated.

The non-binding pledge originated at
HSU in 1987 and has since spread to other
California State and University of Califor-

tne Mapai

above the rest

Teoma:

and the Massachusets
Institute of Technol-

Mcllurrey and Sous rolling employees work atop of lonkins Holl, one of mony buildings on compas ender renovation.

Approximately 600 to 1000 graduating
—
took the pledge last semester at
HSU.
HSU students are also being ean
their participation in protests against
ging
“A

snes

redwood fore,
numberof the environmentalo

ws meoepedsaenanl

State’s—

Ree

ene

°

ee ae een

Spaper

=

SQLOMET

in forestry issues,”

The magazine compiled the list by poll-

ing two dosen activist organisations that
wereasked
to nominate schools which
“pio-
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Complete vision care services
plus:

¢ Treatment and prescriptions for red
eye
e Laser refractive surgery associates

erated students who remained committed
to public affairs issues after graduation.”
This is the first year HSU has been on the
list.

851 Bayside Road, Suite A, Arcata, CA (707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4551 FAX

Humboldt
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Apartments

$450 to $600 per mo.
3 Bedroom

Shared Units
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diversity are tools of trade for newdean —
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Technology,

iy Baroben Ceaensr

COPY EDITOR

Arcata is a long way from his
native New York and HSU is much

different
than California State University Northridge, but you won’t
hear Mark W. Rocha complaining.
Rocha is HSU’s new dean of the
college of Arts and Humanities.
He has been on the job since

July 1 and has spent his time here

ee

—

ewer

ee

eee

Humanities.
“What we're trying to do is to
developacollege-wide master plan

for the use of emerging technolo-

gies in instruction,” Rocha said.

is to increase the college’s services

to students.
“Students need a variety of services, advisement, administrative

Rocha, who has lived in Los

services and so on. It’s difficult
given limited office hours and demands on staff for students to get
the services at the times that they

rif his college, its programs and

Angeles for several years, received
his masters degree in English from
the University of Southern California.
;
For the past six years Rocha has
taught American drama at CSUN.
Rochahas developed some clear
goals for the college through meetings with the college’s staff and
department chairs.
Those goals include integrating
technology into the curriculum
with the Project T.E.A.C.H. program, which stands for Teaching
‘ for Education and Creativity in the

“My personal goal for the col-

lege is to connect what we do inside the college more directly to

hour, which allows students to
contact advisers, request formsand

He said the plan is a high priority because learning about technology is crucial today in terms of
receiving a quality education.
Another high priority for Rocha

so far learning about the univer-

cessed on the web site.

foralumni and the community and
a photo tour of the college.
There is also the virtual office

what is going on outside the college,” he said.

ask questions of instructors. All of
the college’s faculty and department secretaries’ e-mail addresses
are listed on the site.

This includes, Rocha said, the

implementation of academic pro-

grams that are intercultural, inter-

national and interdisciplinary in
scope.

tomakeit easier, given
“Weneed
the computer age, to get a hold of
faculty,” Rocha said. “We're hoping that this makes a real difference
in the lives of students. It makes it

“(ne of our goals here is a diverse student and faculty community where everyone has a place
and no one is left out,” he said.

easier on them, makes it easier to

“That’s avery strong commitment

need them,” Rocha said.
Because of this, Rocha said, the

consult with faculty and actually
makes education at Humboldt
more personal.”
As far as personal goals for the
college, Rocha said in keeping with

into a student-services center
where information and assistance
can be obtained.
Another change since Rocha’s
arrival is the use of the College of
Arts and Humanities’ web site as a
resource for students.
The site contains minutes from
college governmental meetings,
information of grants and other
funding opportunities, information

college, Arts and Humanities
should “contribute to a good and
just society.”
Latino literature, he said.
“Our college has the responsi“The reason why I’m here is
bility to educate our students not
just for knowledge, but for the ex- because HSU is preeminent as one
ercise of responsible citizenship,” * ofthe best not only inthe CSU, but
one of the best in the country of its
Rocha said.
These goals and standards for kind. That’s proven again and
the college are outlined in the mis- again by national rankings,” he
said.
sion statement, which can be ac-

college’s office will be converted

of mine.”

He said
HSU is nota run-of-themill school and that is what at-

this semester, Rocha does plan to
get back into the classroom eventually.
“[ hope in the spring semester to
teach a course in my field,” which
is American playwrights and

tracted him to the university and

Although he will not be teaching

the tradition ofa classic liberal arts

the position as dean of Arts and
Humanities. He said moving to
Humboldt County was also a fac-

tor in his decision
“Ie sure is different from L.A.

No traffic, no smog. We really like

it up here,” he said of he and his

wife Liz.
Aside from the new job and the
new surroundings Rocha and his

wife also have a new addition to
their family, a baby boy that was
born Aug. 17.

Macintosh Performa 6214CD
The Apple Macintosh

Performa 6214CD
computer brings multimedia to life in a modular

system that's easy to set up. And with its PowerPC

processor-based technology, it offers high

performance now, yet can grow with your

w

multimedia and general computing needs for years
to come.
Packed in one box are the computer (with
's System 7.5 operating system already loaded),
a
and a mouse. In addition, the Performa
6214CD comes with a variety of home, education and
onsale
CD multimedia titlesof Macintosh
just a sampling of the

$979

applications
the computer can run.

Prices effective August 19, 1996. While supplies last!
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printers,

record your own sounds. And,

networking gives you easy access to
-mail servers,
and file servers.

source, such as a VCR or camcorder, to capture video
images and use them in your Macintosh
ions.
A video-out een box es you connect computer
toa
large-screen
TV for presentations.An
optional internal TV tuner shows television channels
in a window on
ter's display.

- Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

: 826 - 5848 ©

a

quality playback from audio.CDs. An audio-input

video-in card, you can connect to an external video

TIME Aimanec Reterence

Closed Saturday & Sunday

Mare

system
expensive add-ons with other computers. A
CD-ROM drive accesses CD-based
data quickly. Stereo 16-bit sound provides high-

Every Performa 6214CD system also offers
advanced multimedia expansion options. With a

j
i

f

The Macintosh Performa 6214CD computer,

|

with its wealth of ready-to-use features and software,

adds up to an expandable, flexible multimedia

|
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Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”
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ss “4 Now you can surf our virtual
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store with your web browser!
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‘Magic
Cay Djp- 2 uch Bass
‘ara uidaur-Fancing
The Flames
‘Michelle
Wright For Me is You
sles Devs / Gil Evans..
- Complie Coluabia Studie Gucondiags
‘Mortal
Jordan - More To Tell
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Bl Fleece Full Zip

. Fleece Snap Front Pullover ss $45

Sale Price

$3°

$3”, $5”.

Values to $10!
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MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
5th & Commercial ¢ Eureka ¢ 445-1711
Monday - Saturday 9:30am to 7pm * Sunday 10am to 5pm
Limited to stock on hand ¢ Prices good through 9/8/96
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«Si Mix-A-Lot - Return Of The Bumpasaurus

‘Super
Dence Hits - Vol 1
‘The bexaking
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Toy So Wire 8 - Totaly Fe- Wee &
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‘Workers of the world unite!

USA
Students intern for labor organizing around
ice are called in—
to collect a million

Sy Batis lense

si

of

affirmative action,” she said.
Brian Vernor, an undeclared

More than 50 HSU students

of last summer walking
Wariner teetuantoos

junior, traveled to Denver, Colorado, where he worked ona variety

of labor
The

organizations.
ts were recruited
last

“I worked
on the Justice for Jani-

mer, a pilot

i

; is

of labor organization campaigns.

tors campaign,
a campaign involving the Denver Post Pressman’s
Union, and the Safeway and King’s
Super strike. That's a statewide
strike that’s going on there. Safeway

spring to participate
in Union Sum-

ip program

i
to increase interest in
unions and train future labor organizers. The program is sponsored
by the AFL-CIO.

and Kings’s Super are the two main
— chains in thatarea,” Vernor

Freida Ravasco, an interdisciplinary studies/Latin studies se-

said.

Vernor said that in the Justice
for Janitors’ campaign, he was directly involved in creating strategies for recruiting union membership and pressuring businesses to
take a friendly attitude toward the
organization of their workers.
“It was complex,” he said. “We
were trying to organize the work-

nior, worked
in the Bay Area, par-

ae in basic union activities
with several union locals.
“We did activities such as pickets, boycotts, delegations, which

are when you go to a business and

ask
i

not to patronize a parility or hotel or some-

thing like that to try to make the
point that there’s a boycott going

ers themselves, so, we would be

on.

“We

talking to them personally, makalso

did

work

ing on-sight visits to talk to them
about the possibilityof forming or
joining a union, and at the same

with

Californian’s for Justice, which isa
coalition of different organizations
that are out to educate people on

time, we were putting pressure on
thecompanies
that hire these work-

affirmative action. They're trying

ers to be neutral when it came to

ship to workers, rather than have

force.”

outside agency.
Ravasco said that union mem-

tsze their work
to unioni
our attemp

Vernor said that, overall, the

igns

he worked on were suc-

the workers view the unions as an

euntee

for 16yper- _ itisinti
t tl
en
accoun
bers curr

cessful. However, he did say that

cent of the U.S. Work force, down

of some undocumented workers

War II.

you directly and threatening you

was a positive experience. How-

that’s hard to deal with,” he said.

for every student involved.

experience
somuch she’s changed
her career goals.

there was apprehension of the part

who feared being deported if they

became involved in labor activi-

ties.

Vernor said he believes that
young people are unaware of
unions. He said he believes U.S.
history classes “gloss over the rich
history” of the American labor

movement.

Vernoralso said that he believed
the Union Summer programis part
ofan attempt to “radicalize unions
a little bit.”
“John Sweeney, president ofthe
AFL-CIO, is really attempting to
change from service-model unions
to an organizing model. The organizing model is much more like the
0s
‘50s
union structure ofthe ‘4and
when unions saw their greatest increase in numbers and power,” he

said.
Vernor said Sweeney is trying to
bring back a sense of union owner-

coldventures

from 33 percent following World

Both Ravasco and Vernor said
their work in labor organization

ever, Vernor said this wasn’t true

“I’ve talked to people who didn’t
have positive experiences, whohad
a rough time. One thing you learn
by doing the Union Summer program is that organizing is an extremely hard job that requires long,

with arrest, That was a thing : lot
of people weren’t used to, and
Ravasco, however, enjoyed the
“My experience was s0 positive

that I plan on becoming a

organizer when
I graduate. My ul-

long hours, you know, 80-hoursa-week kind of work, and a lot of

timate fantasy is to to do crossborder organizing,
where basically
when a multinational company
decides to leave the United States

program had a hard time working
12-14 hour days, seven days a
week.
“You're put into stressful situa-

what I want to do,” she said.

people that were involved in the

tions, situations where private se-

curity companies are video taping

you, looking for things they can

put in court injunctions against

you, and your dealing with stressful situations where sometimes the

and move to a third-world country, the unions, the internationals,
will send a team of people down
there to set up a union. That’s

Gramicci, Patagonia, Royal Robbins, Picante!
...20-50% off

jo) alls

—_—

PACKS

Dana Designs Packs up to’ 20% off
...Save on selected Packs

by Kelty & Jandd

FOOFWese
3

Tecnica Boots...20-50% off
Salomon Adventure Boots...20-40% off

Bic¥cues
All 1996 Bicycles on sale

Save up to 30%
- many Parts & Accessories on sale too

PADDLESPORTS
Whitewater Kayaks reg. $849
.. Sale $585-$779
Touring & Sea Kayaks

...Save up to $200
Selected Sprayskirts & Accessories
...Save up to 25%

- aD
_ * Sale Effective August 27September 8
hia

.

q
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Ravasco said more than 1,500

students from across the country
participated in the program. She
said HSU ranked third in thenumber of students participating and
first on a per capita basis.

End of Summer...Back to School Sale

SUMMERWEAR

uni

*Arcata: 10th & F (707) 822-4673
| *Eureka: 408 F St. (707) 445-3035

i
Wednesday,
Aug. 18, 19%6
“19
Federal wage increase will have little impact at HSU
@ Most students
~ working on campus
make more than
minimum wage.
i

to $5.15 on Sept. 1, 1997.
The legislation marks the first

increase in the federal minimum
wage in five years. The minimum
wage was first mandated by the
government in 1938 at 25 cents

jobs posted at the career center
already pay above minimum wage.
“Probably only about 20 percent of our jobs are at minimum
wage, anyway. The rest are above

that, all the way up to $10-15-per-

per hour.
Cheryl Johnson,

baci Honma

student employment services coor-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

- dinatorwith HSU's
Opponents of the 90 cent increase in the minimum wage re-

nities for students.
“In the past, even

expect to see a big change, and we think it’s
great that students who are making
minimum wage will make a little bit more.”

though people have
sometimes been

However, as far as HSU students are concerned, that would

the minimum wage
went up there

appear not to be the case.

would
be fewer jobs
because employers wouldn't want
to pay the increase or couldn’ af-

islation that will boost the minimum wage by 90 cents an hour in

fearful that when

ford it, we really haven’t noticed

CHERYL JOHNSON
Career Center employment coordinator
hour for some of them, so it’s not

that we expect to see a big change,

two stages. The bill will raise the

that to be a problem, so, we don’t

minimum

and we think it's great that students who are
minimum

expect to see much difference,”

wage will make a little bit more,”

by 50 cents to

$4.75 per hour on Oct. 1 and increase the wage by another 40 cents

“People who need to hire workstudy students need them so desperately, and they only pay 30 percent of the student’s salary, the rest
is payed by the federal government’s
financial-aid

“Probably only about 20 percent of our jobs
are at minimum wage, anyway. The rest are
above that, all the way up to $10-15-per-

_ it was intended to help by reducing the overall number ofjobs available.

On Aug. 20, Clinton signed leg-

study positions as well.

hour for some of them, so it’s not that we

cently signed into law by President Bill Clinton argued that the
increase would actually hurt those

would have little effect on work-

she said
Johnson said that the majority of

she said.
Johnson said the wage increase

money, so, that re-

ally doesn’t seem to
beaproblem either.
If you take the
amount of the raise
in minimum wage
that will happen,
and take only 30
percent of that, it’s
just not a big deal.
It’s so minimal,”
she said.
Johnson said internships
also

would probably not be affected,
noting
that internships either pay a
lump-sum stipend or a salary that
is already above minimum \ wage.
She said that if anyone is negatively affected by the wage increase,
it may be individuals
who hire stu-

* eBunexa: 408 F sr. (707) 445-3035

dents to provide private home care
for the elderly and disabled.
“Most of them, if they’re paying
minimum wage, it’s because they

are not onahome-health program,
so they’re paying out of their own

pocket. So, ifanyone is affected, it
maybe those particular
people who
might not have enough money to
pay for the same number of hours
of care. That’s not what most of
our jobs are, but I would say that’s
a possibility,” she said.
Johnson said that the career center currently has jobs posted and
provides a variety of services aside
from job placement.
Johnson urged students to take
advantage of those services.
“Besides local part-time jobs,
there are fantastic internships and
summer-job experiences, classes
to take to help choose a major or
decide on a career, and this is the

time for students
to come in and
see us and get information
on any-

thing that they want.
“After
they graduate these kinds
of services run about $60 an hour,”

she said.
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‘First Friday’ spotlights retirees

2

4

she said.

The series will begin Friday Sept.

Swe
Learning from theexperienceof

others is the focus ofanewlecture

Corbett, who taught sociology at

Lynn Davis, a graduate student
in English, organized “First Fridays,” which is a series of four

instrumental in establishing a
women’s studies program.
Corbett's lecture is called

HSU for 28 years. Corbett wasalso

series at HSU this semester.

lectures by local retirees, some of

whichareformerHSU professors.
“Forthelastseveraldecadesour

Try our New PICK YOUR PACK everyday special.
You can mix and match general title movies
& Nintendo & Genesis games for
3 for 3 days for 3 bucks
up to
7 for 7 days for 7 bucks.
We now have NINTENDO 64 for rent.

6 at 7 p.m. in Founders Hall 118.
The first speaker will be Kathryn

society has not fully appreciated
older citizens,” Davissaid.“Ithink

we're coming to a renaissance in

rethinking and revaluing

her time at the university and tell

students what HSU offers them.
She said she was faculty presi-

came to HSU the student body

dent during the Vietnam War and _ was as
HCE

thosein ourcommunity with a

experience.”
Davis said

“Gleanings.”

_ Corbett said she will reflect on

ET

Ere

ee

er

“ome

it’s going to be thrilling.
| think
interdiscipli

she wanted to

Iscip inary,

-Wed., August 28th,
_. §:00-6:30 p.m.
Goodwin
1)

Forum

Welcome Back
2)

3)

Open Presentations
and
Discussion
of Topics of
Interest
Upcoming
Activities/Events.

Multicultural Ceater

|

said.“I feel we have an excel-

school.”
tentThelectureswill
bethe first

“We have well-respected
jataeeenee

iin our own
i
from experiences

part aof her
tes,
be thesis,
aseries asSree

she said. “I thought ‘gee we
aren’t using our own re-

family.

her project is
after

Friday

of

each

month

roughout the semester.

LYNN DAVIS

Asfaras this semester’slec-

graduate student_ Stes,
Davis it’shas going
high hopes
“I think
to be

she wanted to get
a variety of speakers from the humanities and the sciences..

observed
interesting events,
which she will discuss.

thrilling,” Davis said. “It’s interdisciplinary, intergenerational and

“[triedtokeepamixinasmany

§ “Igrewwiththeschool,”Corbett

coming from experiences in our

different
ways I could think of,”

Forum

severed ofus,” she

It’s inter

sore
She said

Open Student

“

offer students the opportu-

nitytohearstoriesfromtheit — intergenerational and coming

Center
invites everyone interested to

is now.
big as the faculty

said, adding that when she first own family.”
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Wedeasday,
Aug, 26, 1996
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UPD’s tips to take a bite out of crime
@ Department
looks at

goals
for upcoming
school year.
by i icthen

,

Increasing efety awareness improving disaster preparedness and
a partially-torn relationshipwith the student community
are some of the University Police

ness for disaster or emergency
and

lent crimes,
ee

ae
backpacks,

* ananoreriees ane

agement Systems(SEMS)byDec.

31, 1996.

dence halls.

said many items
Foster
stolen because

left unattended and A

campus safety:

e Park and/or walk in

¢ Donotleave residence

range
of crimes. Theft
of personal

hall room unlocked and

property less than $100 in value is
the crime committed
most on campus, Foster said.
“HSU lies on a safer spectrum

unattended..

¢ Travel in pairs or
groups.

¢ Call the escort service anywhere on campus at 826-3456.
¢ Keep receipts of all textbooks
and report stolen texts to UPD.

only as good as
the sauce you
put on it.”

RAM

cumstances, but I think he handled

Eme

the transition real well.”
Considering
what happened last

S.A.F.E. is de-

igs camb

semester, the UPD wants to break

plan for each buildingon campus.

mete nid ~

Can start breaking down that

barrier.

isaster awareness.

Survival pen

"signed to revise an

a

#

erty in car.

ies, i

arrests in the residence halls.
“Chief Foster came here last
December in the heat of our narcotics investigation,” Fagot said.
“It probably wasn’t the best cir-

sairpegin
—— to increase
For

understand that we are here to

year with UPD. “I would
like to

use of undercover police for drug

November.

late

;

enjoyable for all. then | think we
a

ARR

shouldbe finished by

the UPD are not real officers and

items unattended.
¢ Minimize the attrac-

tiveness ofpersonalprop-

UPD and the student community
was tarnished last semester by the

cent completed and

i
that
but
power,
limited
0V0
*UPDofleathesetipew
definitely not the case. If students
increase awareness of

“Your pasta ts

student community will help re-

describing the SEMS processes, is

“Some people still tend to think that

make the campus safe and

ae
” said
UPD Officer Ray Fagot. “There
have been a small number of vio-

ing UPD’s involvement with the

about 60 to 70 per-

wT; Donotleavepersonal

HSU doesnotexperiencea
wide

Foster said he hopes that increas-

session
video hour
two-and-a-half-

resi-

lighted areas.

see safety | become a priority for
everyone.”

bers,” Foster said.

are © HSU to train every employeein emergency situation.” targeted
Standardized Emergency Man- _ The training, which entails a
bicyclesand

bicycle components, car stereos,
items

ibilitiesof
Incontinuing the improvement tify the rolesand
cy
and demonand disaster aware- each HSU employee
ofemergen
ness on campus, state law requires strate the proper way to manage an

to have people consciously think
about safety during
every-

day life,” said Chief Bob Foster,
whois
his first full school

SEAR

the rise in
is acon-

eid survival plan

BOB FOSTER

and backpacks and

UPD Chief

full of surcontainers

vival supplies for
each building, and

“SEMSwasbornoutofthecon- an increased number of free perfusion that the Oakland Hills fire sonal protection and emergency
the evenings
caused a few years back,” Foster _ training workshopsin
said. “SEMS is designed to iden- for students and community mem-

TOMASO’S

the barrier between the officers and
the students and clear up any misconceptions about the law enforcement powers of the UPD.
“Some people still tend to think
that the UPD are not real officers
and have limited power, but that is
definitely
not the case,” Foster said.
“If students understand that we
are here to make the campus safe
and enjoyable for all, then I think
we can start breaking down that
barrier.”

"— Tomaso’ s.

‘'s made.
psbe daily
in Arcata.

“THE SMALL COMPANY
WITH
BIG ITALIAN FLAVOR”
At all your Grocery Stores & Markets.
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Retrofit: Resident hall center to get new elevator
* Comtiewed
irom page 4

Coast and Humboldt County is

have that contractor in place, it’sa
guessing game.”
One aspect of the seismic retro-

fitting that is not up for guessing is
the student concern over the loss
of parking in the JGC lot. The red
line painted across the parking lot
indicates where the construction
fences will be and the spots that
will be lost.
Students with resident permits
may park
in any of the general permit
parking lots on campus
as well
as the resident lots. Additionally,
Capaccio said, the City of Arcata

plans to install six-hour meter
parking along Granite Avenue that
A

a

a

near one of the most

completed.
There are at least five different
iS

aa

EO

active regions in California.

Carver said that the JGC has not

a

actually had to withstand as many

d 7s like they
the three
“The JGC has not withstoo
said. That's simply not real. It has been very far

damaging earthquakes as some
would suggest. The bigger earthquakes, those above 5.0 on the

Richter scale, have been far enough
nd
away to minimizeimpactadama
ocThe JGC has not withstood
the three 7s like they said. That’s
simply not real,” Carver said. “It

away, on the very edges of the mezzoseismo area
for the last three 7s.”
GARY CARVER
geology professor

after the retrofittingis
will remain

has been very faraway, on the very
edges of the mezzoseismo area for

earthquake zones on the North

the last three
7s.”

Carver said that, if the probabil.
ity of a big earthquake is equal in

ony renee

oabvae

Gare’ saonein 100

Take

ofdam-

aad Calle on
one every three to four years.
i

the

“Now,
w all of those aren’t going

to affect
us — three
of those are
these 7s they talk about—we've
been

out

on

the

edges,”

Carver

said. “But put a 7 right under us

selec

aageatal

When it
rains it
pours. But

if you have
a
Lumberjack,
at least you
can cover
your head
with it.

The campus is alive...

TODD WUCETICH CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Humboldt Light Opera performs the “Sound of Music” in the Van Duzer Theatre. Humboldt Light Opera and the play spent two weeks at HSU.
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Red Ale

“Complete retail:sales office open
Monday thru Saturday:9. a. m. - 5 p.m.

3 Aoursity appointment

|

Located iiinnthe Blue Lake Industrial Park across
from Almquist Lumber on Taylor Way

(707) 668-4151
Handcrafted
Fine Ales From
The Heart Of The Redwoods
~~

$
“
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"You never oulgrow
your need for God!"

am Welcome)HSUIStudents/m..

CAM

ation results when the existing
branches
grow to be nearly the size

Gatape
iple tops, hneatbeet detioge a
voluminous sail whichis susceptible to falling in high winds

makers”)
and could even

nase seoferae
grounds
landscaping
lebisc clcadstontndutedt
and other trees around the redwoods that taten den
oy
Sue dedaotdoy the
heremetac.
or

redwoods
have been

ir

pruned recently

ply to cut off the tops. However,

oe

ee

redwoods
near building was sim-

Gotu

viene

wee

will turn out, Physical Services
says to look at two redwoodson
either side of the old Bilogical
Sciences Greenhouse that were

similarly trimmed less than ten
yearsago.

-

this results
in the tree
You may have noticed the

rateson the

pruning HSU’s tree specialists

and growing

did to selected redwood trees
over the summer.
It wasn’ta project sponsored
by the Art department, but corrective action taken to fix the
uncontrolled and dangerous
growth that “topping”
the trees

The salsa, the mambo
and the cha-cha-cha

This is a problem because redwoods rely on a tapered and sym-

Extended Education is offering

metrical shape to reach their great

a class in Latin dance this fall semester.
The class will feature basic

root systems.

steps and dance improvisations
designed for people with no previ-

heights on their relatively
shallow
A dangerously unbalanced situ-

ous Latin dance experience
in salsa,
mambo or Cha-cha-cha.
The class (THEA 390) consists of 10 meetings from 6 to 8
p-m. on Saturdays from Sept. 7
to Dec. 14 at a location to be
announced.
The class may be taken on a
credit/no credit basis. The oneunit class’s section number is
44306.
There is a fee of $110 and the
non-credit class (NC7348) has a
fee of $80.

For more information or to register call 826-3731.

University mailroom
relocated
near plant
operations

Fun with Fungi
with
scholar
of year
Prof. David Largent
A lecture and

uet is sched-

uled Sept. 12 in honor
of the

chosen as HSU’s Scholar of th
Year.
The recipient,
botany Professor
David
crane pease
lecture
titled “Fun with Fungi”

5 p.m. at the John Van Duzer Theatre. The lecture is free and open)

to -

thelecture,a

for 6:30 p.m. in th
Kate Buchanan Room.
Ticket prices vary on choice o
entree, and range between $13

$19 for students and $30 to $3

The university mailroom will be
relocated from Student Services
Center to the Receiving & University Stores, located next to plant
operations.
The move was effective June 3.
There will be no break in service.

for non-students.
Proceeds from the banquet wi
benefit
the Botany Trust Fund
can be obtained be calling the Office for Research and Grad
Studies at 826-3949.

However, the mailroom will now

be open from 8 a.m. to noon and 1

Compiled by John

to 5 p.m.

Conzemius and Alex Woodie

Now, where is that
Hemp Store?

Enter to win
TREK 800 sport
Mountain Bike.
M.O.M.'S Laundromat
Valley West Center, Arcata
(Next to Round Table Pizza)
Contest Rules Posted at M.0.M.'s

Drawing
to be held Sept 30, 1996

And so much more...
Solutions
Hemp*Recycled*Organic
1063 H Street Arcata
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Soakin’ up some rays
Monderion,

communications junior, grooves to the sounds of the Andes performed by Fredy and

Bees titan 1s heats, Wa pocennenes ons penned ty

etaaadned

Gale

University Praise
where the flock li kes to Rock!
Every week college students just like you come, JUST AS THEY ARE, to a place designed
especially for them, and together they SEEK THE TRUTH about God.
We call it University Praise, where the worship may include a drama, video, or guest musician

but always a DOWN TO EARTH message and GREAT MUSIC.

.

We want to provide a relaxed place where any person can seek God without pressure. So we
never force a person to say anything, sign anything, or give anything. At University Praise, it’s

ok to BE YOURSELF and experience the Christian FAITH in your own way.

from Hotline, O'Neil, Rip Cor, Heal, Qvicsver end Billabong!
* Skateboards

Sunday Nights at 7:30 PM
at Trinity Baptist Church
2450 Alliance Rd., Arcata
For rides from campus or more
information call 822-7668.

a place for...
our generation.
a ministry of

Campus Crusade for Christ
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We have been insulted as a city, Mayor says
@ Dispute
over where

and how to set up
county -wide 9-1-1
dispatch center leads to
exclusion of Arcata.

“It’s very obvious that as soon as
somebody found out they weren’t
going to control it, the anchors

Brown said he was aware of
Eureka’s disenchantment. Both

Brown and Rose said projects

went out,” he said.

such as this are not easy to put

est users (Eureka
and Humboldt

;
Rose said this

County) what is
—
Rose
,

by Here Wiemar

is not the end of
the road. The
a

county’s budget

Rose said it | think we as a city

made the most

sense to baseanew

The city of Eureka and Humboldt County are going ahead with
an emergency
center to
handle all 911 calls without in-

deficit may end
upbeing
a hu

were insulted +e

hurdle for me

systemaroundthe think we got got.
largest existing

CARL PELLATZ

system, which is

- cluding the city of Arcata, the Ar-

the Eureka dispatch system, but
va wanted a
new system

cata City Council announced
at its
Aug. 21 meeting.

based there.

Centralizing emergency dispatching would help cut equip-

Rie

ment costs after an initial invest-

mentand cut paperwork costs. But

had ev
We were
See
i tetiinees
ter has been thrown around since

the major benefit would be better

Se
it

that Arcata
was left
out because it would have greatly
improved emergency service in the
area and because he put a great
deal of work and energy into the

“Wewent
out tohelp the county
on this thing and the way they

handled this thing is so low class it
* he said.

when

_ the

ject

is com-

pleted, “We

ped ye oy salto

to have Arcata

emergency

communications

“There
was no needs aseess-

politics cannot be part

join
us at that

Also
at the

meeting

Residents at the 700 block of
Fickle Hill Road discovered a

to the office of Humboldt County
Coroner Glenn Si
for examination.
the skull
is that
ae
ee
_yearsold.
It was remarkably clean

HARVEY

ROSE

Eureka city manager

toallowparki

and _ instal

system. It’s impor-

meters on the

tant.”
While Pellatz

south side of
Granite Avenue

was surprised by the decision,

minaret

ment. How can you design a sys-

Arcata Police Chief Mel Brown _ city streetsin

tem without asking the two larg-

was not.

_and in

human skull whiletrimmingtrees

condition.

on their prop”
erty on

ie

Aug.

Arcata Police —
John

Packer

and Sergeant

Dave ow

were
ispatched to the
area and directed by resi-

“It' may be a

.

specimen,” Sipma

“The skull is consistent

said, “bat it has

with that of a lab

been sealed and is
being preserved in

specimen. It's very dean

and shows no trauma,

DAVE BROWN.

CrOoI DRIESIROR

dents toa steep

case
of criminal in-

vestigation.”

ganache

Wolven, of Eureka, is ies a
dental chart of
skull’s teeth. This
chart will be com-

with open missing persons
wooded area where the skull was —_ pared
found.
casesin the coroner's
Then
The skull was intact; said

to the Califor_it will be forwarded

Brown. It was complete except _ nia Department of Justice
and ento
system
computer
a
into
_tered
part
lower
the
for the mandible,

of the jaw. No other bones or

be com

with

state
and fed-

remains werediscoveredwiththe _ eral unidentified missing or deskull.
ceased persons cases.
On Aug. 13, the skull was taken
Policeare investigating two pos-

sible leads into the skull’s origin,
Brown said.
“The skull is consistent
with

that of a lab specimen. It’s very
clean and shows no trauma,”
Brown said.

“There's
no indication that they
died in the forest,” Brown said,
“When bones
they
become stained by fat and tissue
residue and this skull didn’t have

any ofthat. Ithad only alittle bit of
mogs on it, no lichen.”

There were
eee
;
:

pieces of dried
near the
io skull

See haeres

Pits thought to have been in that
location for less than a year because it was not buried. die de

top of the soil, visible from the a

Those who discovered
the skull
asked eae

to identi

ye

would

The idivaduale
uals

are not under investigation by
APD.

the

council decided

Human skull discovered
[By MaBisos lls

tia

should design it, involved here and

the

Cata.

i

that politics was

system

cannot be part of it’s important.”

to gain with the project than Ar-

the line for
Arcata’s participation in the
roject either.

Pt

here. and politics

Pellatz said the county had more

is

Itbecame apparent

tics was involved communications system.

for

“We had the best chance in the
world to make it work and it failed,”
he said.

“I think we as a city were insulted ... I think we got got,” he
said.
“We got to the point where we

mayor
4

Hesaiditwas

not the end of

id. “It became

the early 1970s and the Humboldt

angry and

people

us

heciiiis

project.

eS
et ewer
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Do You Want To Make A Real

\ Difference In Someone's Life?
“HCAR’s Leisure Companion Program

is looking for committed volunteers
to build a supportive relationship with
an adult with a developmental disability.
Become a
Leisure Companion

443-7077
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Taco Bell comes to Arcata
by Bavolyn Krwssur

COPY EDITOR

HSU students and Arcata resi-

dents won't have to wait much
longer to make a run for the bor-

der.

Taco Bell is moving into town
in November, owner Janice

Sutherland said in a telephone

interview from her office in Red
Bluff.
Sutherland said she wanted to
be open for business before HSU
resumed, but due to zoning problems, that was not possible.
Thenewestablishmentlocated
at 1811 G St. is in the building
that used to house the Mexican
restaurant La Palapa.
Since the sale of the building

and land early this summer to
Sutherland, there has been graffitisprayed on the building’s walls
and sign.
A spokesman for the Arcata
Police Department said there is
no indication of who defaced the
building.
Sutherland said she has noidea
as to who would have written on
the building.
Sutherland said the Taco Bell
will be open 24 hours a day and
will target HSU students.
Sutherland owns nine other
Taco Bells, including Taco Bells
in McKinleyville, Ukiah, Clear
Lake and her home town of Red
Bluff.
Taco Bell will join other chain
operations in Arcata such as Subway Sandwiches and Salads,
Round Table Pizza and Safeway
Stores.
Ken Curtis, community devel-

opment director for the City of
Arcata, said that rumors alleging
that there are city policies banning corporate businesses in Arcata are not true.
“There is no ordinance that
prevents chain operations from
having a business in Arcata,” he
said.
There are zoning restrictions

TODD WUCETICH/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Taco Bell will open shop in November at the former site of La Palapa.
the city imposes on commercial
and residential land, but those

rules do not distinguish between
corporate and non-corporate
businesses.
“Thereare no zoning rulesanywhere in the city that would restrict chain operations,” Curtis
said.
.
External appearances of businesses are of concern to the city,
Curtis said.
Work done to the exterior of
the building is subject to a design
review.
If the alterations are not found
to be compatible with the general
look of the surrounding neighborhood then the plans must be
changed.
The new establishment will be
a Taco Bell Express, which means
it is smaller and has limited seat-

ing, but the menu will be the
same asat the larger restaurants.
Because the restaurant
will be
geared for foot traffic,
Sutherland said, there will be a
walk-up window and few parking spaces.

“We're not expecting a lot of

car traffic,” she said. “Most of

our business will be from foot
traffic.”
Sutherland has been in the
Taco Bell business for 18 years.
She said she has heard there
is opposition to her business
opening up in Arcata, but no

one has confronted her personally.

She said she understands resi-

dents’ concerns about having a

See Teco Bell, page 34

Terrorism affects mail
By Reis Lattin
Past mail bombings throughout the nation have caused the
FAA ‘to request the U.S. Postal

Service to makea change in safety
ions, according to U.S.

Postal Service Corporate Relations Spokesperson Horace
Hinshaw.
stamped
mail weighing
oo =e
to a retail
at a post
or post office

oer

Te

ee

a

ak

as

uo

post

“The change is intended to increase the safety of all postal serjj due to the increased activity
of explosive packages being sent
through direct mail,” Hinshaw
said. “It is designed to protect
—

par workers, and even

¢ people on the planes carryin
the mail.”
.
,

According to Hinshaw, the
change should not affect the ma-

d.
““If
mail,” he explaiinened
to aad”
of ice
“fice
not the mail will simply be re-

jority of the public’s postal services.
“This change will only affect

une

culation,” Hinshaw added.

’s .
oreservice
the bookstpostal

about 1 percent of the mail in cir-
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tamped packages weighing
16 ounces or more can be mailed

at a local post office or through
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* Birth Control

* Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
* Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30
> © A Trusted Place for Your Questions
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Clip Flashlight3 person
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Meteor Lite CD
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Please
before

your

place

every

6:30

orde
night

to ensure that you will
able to enjoy this
fantastic
Call

us

be

offer’
at

839-9641

ATTENTION!
The Lumberjack is looking for a few good artists to join its ranks and assist in producing
superior and enticing art |
40 adorn the pages of Arcata's only weekly newspaper. If you are interested, please call us at 826-3271, drop us an

e-mail message at “thejack@axe.humboldt.edu’
or stop by Nelson Hall East 6.
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Don't
Let Sore Necks, Backs, or Headaches
Keep You from Having a Great Year

HSU SPECIAL
WELCOME BACK
CHECK-UP & TREATMENT
hotline
“a

mance
31 at 2:15 p.m.
at the
Ferndale
ty Theater on
Main St. in Ferndale. For more
onform
call
725-BES
ati
onT.
The Humbol
County Sheriff's
t

Crime Prevention Unit wants area

busine
to bewaresse
of a business
s

* People who suffer from

don nd mane ere

group that meets at 7p.m. each

FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC, Eureka

By Appt. Only -- 444-3801
Offer Expires 09-30-96

Friday at the General Hospital in
Eureka. For information
call 442-

Rhythm and Blues pianist

6663.

George Winstonwill
playin HSU"s
Van Duzer Theatre at 8 p.m.

a.

Tickets are $20 for the general

nesses to send them copies of their
calling cards, utility bills and

‘ood Endeavor will be

t is claiming to be a non-profit

Offered in Areata

Fs or

Arcata
$15 forstudent
s.

icand

i

Saturday ofthe monthat the Arcata’
Educational Farm. For informa-

~

alsand busine
should
neverdo
sse
s
this, the Sheriff's department
said.

tion call 822-8184.

Labor day picnic
to be
held at Rohner
Park

Word Weaving, a 10-week

The Central Labor Council of
Sept. 19 on W
Humboldt
and Del Norte Counfrom
7p.m.
to 9:30and
ties AFL-CIO
will host a labor
_ from 1p.m. to3:30atthe
Ink People
picnic at Fortuna’s Rohner

from 11:30 a.m. to 4:00p.m. on
Labor Day, Monday,
Sept 2.
Ths en will have free food

by first

ional

district can-

bly
Virginia Strom-Mar‘in candidate

eS

ee
®
workshop
is conducted

Holland.
Costis $10. Forinforma-

tion call 442-6035.

New dance academy
opensin Arcata

People

interested in helping to

bring the USS Midway aircraft car-

mocing
of
the
Miltary
Hering
aaa eaene ae
the Erireka Inn.

* Beer & Wine

¢ Best Burgers Around!!

Get your chill ready for

¢ Hot Wings

¢ Nachos

annual competition
The Mad River Saloon & Eatery and the Mad River Rapids RV
Park will hold their Second An-

nual Chili Cook-Off
Sept. 7 from

. noonto4p.m.at3501
Janes Rd. in
The eens: hcademy
Arcata.
Saturday at
Cream-

ery Center 1251 9th St. Arcata.
Registration foradance class taught

from many local restaurants and

by

Awards will be given in differ- ©
ent categories, including Most |

Enrique Lugo,

who has
with Madonna,
goes until Aug. 31.

the first Friday and Saturday of
every month from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The
classes in tap, ‘ballet, salsa and
folklorico dancing.
For more information
call 822-7160. |

Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running

FAMILIES WELCOME!
¢ Big Screen
¢ Darts, Pool, Foosball

°7 TV's
¢ Interactive
Trivia & Sports

Owners
Mary & Chip Stewart
#445-9327
109 Fourth St. ¢ Eureka, CA

Unusual
and Best All-Around.
Children’s entertainment will

include magic and balloon sculpting by Goof the Clown. Call 8221050 for information.

* Baskets & Wicker
* Candies & Incense
* Wok Cookery

* Garden Pottery
* Gourmet Foods

* Party Favors
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DAY WEEKEND #« MOST ITEMS ARE 10% TO 50% OFF «
u S DAY SALE «2 THURSDAY, AUG 29 THROUGH MONDAY, SEPT 2 «
« NO INTEREST FOR 6 MONTHS »
» LABOR

COMPUTER DESK
best selling computer desk
res a left or right-hand sliding
tray. Ready to assemble
finish. Made of solid alder
. Computer hutch sells
ltems Available: Printer stand
. file drawer.

Le *135

Reg. $188

SIDE
Solid Alder 16” x 14”
available
in 2

Reg. $33

- BUTON
a solid hardwood
frame
and your
choice
of 7” futon.

Reg. $440

iadhidea dies on

SALE

*299

din.natural. Reg. $349

SALE *249
813 HST.
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Postmaster delivers new look, feel to office
Dy Chation Bagley
Arcata’s
new

postmaster settled

into his job and community with
ease this summer.

Along with starting work June
22, Bob Cassidy became a community basketball referee and
snatched up season tickets for
HSU football.
Cassidy has been with the U.S.
Postal Service for eight years. He
started as a carrier and ended up

eg
aa
sch
ina large Southern California city
office to accept his first postmaster position here in Arcata.
Cassidy said he has many ideas
for improving the overall effectiveness of the office.
_ “I want to improve service and

improve the work life for employ.

ees,” he said.
To customers many of the

changes will not be immediately
apparent, but Cassidy said his
main priority is to provide better
service to the community.
“I want to
the way this
office handles mail. That includes
many internal business

belie chain wlltieseg)give people
a consistent delivery schedule.

Most

wate erat
ned
stamp machinein
the "lobby
rarely produces
stamps. Cassidy submitted a request for
a new machine and is

waiting for authorization to purchase one.
If for some reason authorization’ is denied, Cassidy said, he

has other plansto ensure custom-

cro wont hare teen

st Oe

stamps when the office is closed.

Cassidy said he and his family

have settled into their Eureka

home and are enjoying the change
of pace from
ty.
“I love the area. My wife and I
livedin rural Virginia for five years
and we heard this area was similar with the woods.and all the
trees,” he said.

Cassidy plans to be a visible
member of the community and
reminds all disgruntled customers to come to one of the basketball games he referees.

“I'ma free targetat those games,”
he said

pt

smarter, not harder. More effi-

ciently.”

Externally, Cassidy’s changes
can be seen in the fresh paint and
newly paved parking locattl
at the of-

fice. Also, the old newspaper racks
have been removed and will be
replaced with newer, “more aping” units.
“It’s no longer the eyesore of
the plaza,” he said.

Possibly one of his most impor-

TODD WUCETICH CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Arcata’s new Postmaster Bob Cassidy wants to increase the efficiency of his branch office.

Subsidized senior housing planned

want to know what

time of the day their mail arrives,”
Cassidy said. “We want to work

_

The Arcata City Council ap-

proved a plan that would offer
seniors in a low-cost housing option within the next year.

- The plan for the city’s first subsidized housing project specifically designed for seniors involves
a piece of land on Union across

from HealthSport.
The site would provide
30 small
apartments, approximately
500 to

600 square feet each.
Requirements have already been
submitted to an architect and according to Ken Curtis, community

for assisted housing, based on a

there was a need for this in the
community.
After the apartments are completed, the not-for-profit Humboldt Bay Housing Development
Co:
ion will take over the deed
from the city and run the complex.
“There’s been aneed for affordable senior housing in the community for years and the city has been

sliding scale.

searching for a feasible site. The

development director, the apartments should be completed by
September 1997.

Rent will be restricted in accordance with the federal guidelines
Curtis said seniors have already
contacted the city for information,

confirming
the city’s findings that

twojust came together at this time,”

Curtis said.
The city was awarded a grant

through the H.O.M.E. program
which allots federal monies but is

administered through California.
Curtis said included in the plans
is a community room and lobby .
There is an existing bus shelter
on the site allowing seniors access
tocommunity
rtation. Both
Sunnybrae Centerand Uniontown
Shopping Center within walking
distance. The location
will provide
seniors with access for most oftheir
shopping and health needs, Curtis

said.

The Lumberjack
Your Placg to Bead...
...frze help with design & assembly!
..tools and workspacg¢ for youl
..an unrivalgd sgigetion of Beads
and Treasur¢s!

will take a week
off. Lookfor the
next issue on
Wednesday,
Sept. 11.
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and John Show. Just blues
guys named Jim and John. ¥

He's ee

In an age where people have
een
ajack ofall trades
5
4

4
I

bus

as common
asa spot-

gett

Rinior Well » Buddy Guy

eabel
But nature has shown, time and

Odea
my
ells and Little

again, the versatile survive and

_Ganpbel especially
op
likes to

adaptability
can be the biggest key
to success.

ee

usicians like

elsh and Rusty

Derral Campbell,
better known

as “Good
blues disc
has done
most. He

Slepar
offoftth

Rockin’ Derral,” the
jockeyon KXGO-FM,
more adapting than
worked in the

"Campden

he hae metinyounghis job bluesto make i

eral
of the

* “Monst
Mike er
Welsh, he’s a
monster guitar player. He’s like

acombo
“After a while my shoulder got

_ sol couldn’tholda
chain saw very
My hip got so I couldn’t

¥

ie
NS

up hills
very easy,” Campbell

said. “I’m
to getan
i
hip next year. It’s really time.”
said he thinks he is lucky.

“A lot of logs whizzed by me,”
he said. “If1 was just a foot or two
over Iwouldn'tbe here. I was very

alert.

“A lot of guys I worked with
were speed freaks and would be
up all night drinking and eating
speed, working withoutany sleep.
They would be running a multiton Caterpillar and here I would
be downhill from him. It’s not
hard to be smarter than someone
like that so you sort of stay out of
their way.”
During the 1970s and early
*80s, Campbell also played saxo-

phone in several bands in Mt.
Shasta. Even though his saxophone career almost ended when
he cut his hand badly with a
chainsaw, Campbell turned the

situation to his advantage.

“I went into shock ... but my
wife was on the ball,” he said.

Campbell’s wife insisted that a

When he's wot plying bis senaphons Dorel Cnnphll pls the tones on 100 every Sondey sgh
bone specialist be

in to

look at his hand whee hel local
doctor thought his hand had no
bones broken and only needed to

be stitched up.

“Ie’s like; hello?” Campbell
said. “The
ialist said,”Oh,
it’s broken here, here, here and

here and I’ve got to sew this tendon together or you will lose your
The doctor had missed four
broken bones and a severed tendon.
“I’m telling you, I wouldn’t
have much use of this hand if she
wasn’t on the ball and I certainly
wouldn’t be playing the saxophone.” Campbell said.
Campbell decided to turn the
incident to his advantage and ask
the doctor for a favor.
“They fixed it up and even put

this one finger away from the rest
of the hand at a certain angle for
me because that’s the hardest to
hit key on a sax. So I've
got a
bionic advantage now. Even a

funny thing like that can turn out
for the best.”

Campbell
felt this was a sign -

from above, telling him he was
meant to play saxophone. So he
went out and bought the nicest
instrument he could find, a

Selmer Mark Six.

“It’s a classic. It’s like a °57

Chevy,” he said. “They made
them from the 1940's to the
70's.”
Campbell returned to school
at HSU in 1986 and graduated
in 1989 with a degree in speech
communications. During his
time at HSU he found his new

calling with a blues show on
KHSU.
Campbell had been intro-

duced to the blues by a high
school teacher at St. Bernard’s
High School in Eureka.
The teacher taught the traditional 12-bar format ofblues and
showed students how many
rock ’n’ roll songs had used this
form, including the surf classic
“Wipe Out,”which was out at

the time.

“So I got down to the city
(San Francisco) and I went to
the Fillmore
and it said,” Junior
Wells Chicago Blues Band.” I

really went to see Jefferson
Airplane, who was top on the bill.
The band was Otis Span on piano, Buddy Guy on ouin, k C.
Reed
on sax... [had noidea who
these people were but they were
all giants. I found out who they
were really quick..It was like,
God, These people are incredible “ he said.
Campbell has had as many as
five jobs at once since graduating from college. Nowheisdown
to just two, KXGO

and Cox

cable.

“Being a blues DJ at a commercial station is really fun because in the blues world that’s
still not all that common,” he’
said.

“I picked the best time to becomea blues DJ because bluesis

in a resurgence.
“People have their ears and
eyes open to the blues now and
there is so much music that once
you get their attention it’s
to play all kinds of cool music to
it.”

Campbell’s Sunday night
blues show has a theme each

ofBviand Stevie Ray

RuZinn
st
is y
my bet

or Sens
pp”
for
the music he plays can be seen

by the fact that it is his own
music. Hesa
95 percent
id
of the
music he plays on the radio is
music he
in from home.
His enthusiasm for the blues
led him on a “blues cruise”
through the Caribbean several
years ago with 1,400 blues fans
and an all-star lineup of blues
performers.
“It was such great fun. I am
standing in line to get on the
boatand hereis (legendary blues
musician) Charlie Musselwhite
in line in front of me. He had a
whole suitcase full of harmoni-

cas.”
His enthusiasm and knowl-

edge of the blues might just turn
into a career. He would like to
getinto promoting blues music.
“It would be fun to do some-

thing you can believe in and it
would be great to promote
something you love rather than
promote it as a commercial
product.”

His latest promotion for the
blues has been a new girlfriend.
“She’s into it, but not a fa-

nat
likeic
I am. But she will be.”

Wouldn't your parents like
to know what you're doing?
Sure they would, which is ex actly why they should buy a su

to The Lumberjack. It’s only $7 for a semester or

The L

$12 for a year. Call

jack ad office at 826-3259 for more j nformation._
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Oriental Foods
Batik Clothing
& Fabrics
Jewelry ,
Gifts for the Home

¢ Chinese Painting Supp!
219 2nd Street
* Old Town ¢ Eureka
(707) 444-2774 ¢ OPEN 7 DAYS

USED & RARE
' BOOKS
© Science Fiction

¢ Mysteries e Westerns
® Childrens ¢ Cards
© Cookbooks ¢@ Posters
A Wide range of Titles
10:00 - 5:30. Mon. - Sat.
12:00 - 5:00 Sun.
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| Sourdough or Gentle Sourdough French Bread

402 Second St.
Old Town e Eureka

This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated. Any other use constitutes
fread. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE, LIMITONE COUPON PER

This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated. Any other use constitutes

PURCHASE.
To the Retailer: Fluhrer Bakeries will reimburse you the face value

of this coupon
plus 8¢.

1

Mail to Fluhrer Bakeries,
25 Fourth St.,

fraud. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMITONE COUPON PER
PURCHASE,
To the Retailer: Flubrer Bakeries will reimburse you the face value

of this coupon
plus 8¢.

Mail to Fluhrer Bakeries,

25 Fourth St.,
Eureka,
CA. 95501

Eureka,
CA. 95501

EVERGREEN

| When youkuy ANY packageof
q

This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated. Any other wse constitutes

~

PURCHASE, To the Retailer: Fichrer Bakeries will reimburse you the face value

©

fraud. COUPON
NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMIT:
ONE COUPON PER

5) dthompnt.

Mail to Flehrer Bakeries,
25

445-1344

—

Fourth St.,

ec¢omePeutTEer
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LIMET. ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE. To the Retailer:
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Your local full service
computer store
Our Back to School
Speci

120Mhz PCI

4

Eureka,
CA. 95501

a

“sonra: System w/
6X
CD-ROM,
16 Mb
RAM, 1.2 Gb Hard

Drive & 15" Monitor
Call for acustom quote!

661 G St. Arcata
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Taco Bell: Fast food giant to replace La Palapa in Northtown district”
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* Continued from pege 26

“We have never been known to

style Mexican food,” she said.
Jody Hansen, executive direc-

of the Arcata Downtown Busi-

ness Community, said his office
deals
with downtown businesses
tor of the Arcata Chamber of |
around the Plaza and not
Commerce, said evenif commu-

take outa little guy,” she said.

Taco Bell in their back yard.
“We're not here.to harm anyone,” she said. “A restaurant isa

out there to make aliving.”

She said there is enough of a

_ nity members have objections to

Northtown Arcata, where Taco

small little store basically cater-

variety in Arcata that each busi-

the franchise moving in, it’s a
done deal.

Hesaid heishappy
about Taco

‘restaurant. It’s just going to bea
ing to college and high school
kids.”

Sutherland said she do¢s.not
expect her business to interfere
with other locally owned restaurants, such as Hey Juan Burritos

“We're notoutto undercut. We're

ness should beable to survive,
“There

—

is taco this, taco that

“I can’t say that it is a bad

~ and everybody
has their niche,”

thing. But I can’t say it is absolutely

to everyone.
“You. have to like American-

bell coming into Arcata because
it’s a business expansion in the

historical preservation,
&
eo tel has
helped
support
famil

over the years, and that having «
See
thesupport

eneh the hae
corporation,

she is still a business ‘gi
“Granted, I’m .not that

city.

“I think it does change the neigh-

eTac0 bell is a family-oriented

borhood.”
Paul Rex, executive director

business,” he said. He considers

this concept to be important to

because I don't live in Arcata,”
she said. “But at least I’m not

living in Texas.”
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Christ's Church isn't ancient,
it ian’t modern, it's ETERNAL!
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The Apple Macintosh Performa 6214CD
computer brings multimedia to life in a modular

On

The

Plaza.

Arcata
Open

Every

Day

822-0321

For the best in
community

news, read The
Lumberjack,

the only weekly
newspaper in

Arcata.
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system that's easy to set up. And with its PowerPC

processor-based technology, it offers high
performance now, yet can grow with your
multim
and general
edi
computing
a needs for years

to come.
Packed in one box are the computer (with

Apple's System 7.5 operating
system already loaded),

a keyboard, and a mouse. In addition, the Performa

6214CD comes with a variety of home, education and
home-business programs, plus CD multimedia titlesjust a sampling of ‘the thousands of Macintosh
applications the computer can run.

This affordable system includes features that are
expensive add-ons with other computers. A
quadruple-speed CD-ROM drive accesses CD-based

data quickly. Stereo 16-bit sound provides high-

12

ing in northern California.

eh

or Rico’s Tacos.

itive either,” she said.

bell will be located.

the city’s

quality playback from audio CDs. An audio-input
port lets you record your own sounds. And,
AppleTalk networking gives you easy access to

printers, electronic-mail servers, and file servers.
Every Performa 6214CD system also offers
advanced multimedia expansion options. With a
video-in card, you can connect to an external video
source, such as a VCR or camcorder, to capture video

images and use then in your Macintosh applications.

A video-out interface box lets you connect the
computer toa large-screen TV for presentations.
And
Optional internal TV tuner shows television channels
in a window on your computer's display.
The Macintosh Performa 6214CD computer,
with its wealth of ready-to-use featandures
software,
adds up to an expandable, flexible multimedia

(on all regularly priced merchandise)

Please Present Your Student I.D. Card
To Receive Discount
Computer Ribbons and Cartridges,
Computer Paper, Diskettes
Binders, Notebooks
Writing Instruments
And All of Your School Supplies

PLUS
Greeting Cards, Picture Frames,
Photo Albums, Social Books,
Stationery, Invitations,

Gift Wrap and Much More.

PLUS
Copy and Fax Service

ALL
VALUE
OFFICE PRODUCTS

Accounting Systems « Office as ¢ Business Forms
833 H Street, Arcata, California 95521
(707) 822-0527 ¢ FAX (707) wea
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CLASS STUDENTS
QED
10% DISCOUNT’

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
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Reed’s Extra

GINGER

BREW

Natural Value
ORGANIC

All Natural ¢ Jamaica Style

$3.49
reg. $4.08

spec
%2 08.
Natural

APPLE
$ 8.39

JUICE
ae
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French Pastries!

At the Arcata Co-op
COAST)
We Test... {5 8. i)

$1.07

of te Town
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Plaza,

Arcata

edwoo d Acres cras
kills two, injures two
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@ Deceased killed by
flying debris may have
signed liability waivers
to get into pit.
ey Barld Cosrtiwad
Two Eureka men were killed
and four
were injured Saturday when
a race car crashed
into a pit area at Redwood Acres

William

Laber,

48,

and

=

» SEER

e

Recuet

seph Hospital after being helped

instantly when a car driven by
Dan Hayes hit the back straightaway wall, collided with another

out of his car.
One other man was treated for
a fractured wrist and two others
were treated for minor injuries.
The accident occurred at

spectators and not pit crew

members.
Humboldt County Coroner

about 7:30 p.m. during the second of three Super Modified heat
races before a crowd that had

Glenn Sipma said both men died
of“crushing head injuries. Both
skulls were fractured.”

come to watch the Western

Hayes, of Issaqua, Wash.., re-

wood Acres Raceway this season.

portedly broke an arm and was

%

taken by ambulance to St. Jo-

George Thomas, 42, were killed

car, then flipped and rolled into
the pit area. Both men were

ae

States Super Modified Tour
make its only appearance at Red-

From $269.98!

TREKRusa
LIFE CYCLE:
1593 GST. - ARCATA - 822-7755
THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

Late Night Copies
Self-serve copiers. 7pm to Midnight,
Sunday through Thursday.

The Lemberjock
he

“seeo «

e next mon ith

4

Ete aw?

ing locally, Seiatgeelpaastitons
misconceptions
about it.
“Some people think we wear

“We will probably use the build-

ing every day of the week, except

buggies,” he said, confusing Mormons with the Amish.
He said the only thing some
people know about Mormons is
that they: get along well with
seagulls, because ofa famous story
about seagulls helping Mormon
NOs fight off a
plague of crickets. Cannon said
some people still associate
Mor-

Monday nights.”

The Mormon church stresses

Mormons are not odd, he said,
“We are people who believe in

the value of families
and Mondays
are

reserved as a family home

evening.
The church cost an estimated
$4 million and will serve the 3,500
Mormons in Humboldt and Del
Norte counties.

Money for the church came from
the church

i

families ... doing good ... helping
people ... we believe in Jesus
Christ,” Cannon said.

Most people don’t have these

TODD WUCETICH

The mew Mormon church is located at Central Ave. ond Hoortwood Drive in Metinleyville.
courages self-sufficiency with ferent from other forms of Chris- the year.

tianity because they include scrip-

church-based programs.

ions about the church,

tures written by the ancestors. of

“We believe we are saved by
grace and good works,” Cannon

he said, they just don’t know much
about it.
Cannon said the church stresses
social issues. It encourages people

said. “It is e:

modern-day North and South
American Indians. Mormons be-

we are saved

are judged by the type of people

lieve Jesus came here after he was
crucified and rose again.

Cannon said the church is dif-

sports teams and holds several

after (we do) all wewe can do ... We

to avoid substance abuse, including tobacco and caffeine and en-

The church sponsors youth

we are, doing the best we can.”
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sports tournaments throughout

Nednesday

Club

Castro

cosmetics
County Supervisor Stan Dixon

Ziggy, the shy chimpanzee at the
Sequoia Zoo in Eureka, died at the
age
of 40. He was bornin 1957 and
was the 12th oldest-living chimpanzeeon record. The average life
expectancy ofa sllddeimees is 25

drin

years.

He came to the z00 in 1963 after
a short career as part
ofanightclub

Five YDusic starting Soe

Afterhours B
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Sedat poll from : John
on the
codons of
aN Riggs’ Napa office.
The editorial alluded to Alioto
being a fascist and compared her

Many residents did not approve

:
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agricultural land and
thenewhomes would
City services. Also, some of

renee 100-year flood
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gressional race overanaes.
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led to a residential
with as many as 750 new homes
and an industrial park.

on
LA

Windsor, - Michela Alioto con-

Ziggy died in earlier this month
during surgery to remove a large
his liver.
in or
tum

annex 275 acres of land in the Arcata Bottoms. The plan would
have

ot

music

Several unfriendly incidents
marred the Frank Riggs Rfe campaign

utup

The Arcata City Council decided in a 4-0 vote to end a planto

g with DI Vaheone
p

quested for a trial to begin in September.

act.

Annexation plan
scrapped

On L20m4¢
inn gaa

outside the county has been re-

Zoo chimpanzee dies

___
specials 7-10 pm $1 drafts all night
ee 10's a ie Sasly w/ BS Rel
oY

HSU.
Several large stake
gatheri
will be held at the
which
can draw as many as ‘Ate poops
to the building,
Cannon said.

at the Bayshore Mall in Eureka
believed they saw Dixon shoplifting a cosmetic item. A judge from

hour
dollar

of recreation administration at

was arrested for petty theft after
employees
atthe Longs Drug Store

Info Line 443-HEFE (4333)
Tuesday
Beer Bust & D) beers start
up .25 =

The ae
church has no
professional
clergy. It is run
Vdenowieh Calan loo puidincr

Supervisor caught with

Corner of 5th & F Sts. Eureka

at 50 cents =
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essen.

Then a cousin
of Alioto, Steve
Cannata,
an intern at KRON-TV,

posed
as a San Francisco televi-

sion reporter and tried to have all
of Riggs’ campaign
media releases

sent to the Alioto campaign
headquarters. Alioto’s brother, who
oes oe See ee
nee
a paid adviser to the campaign.
Alioto apologised for the incident.
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River Chiropractic
Louis Mihalka, 0.C.

“Sh.

Licensed

‘Chiropractic Sports Physician
Treating:
esports injuries
eneck & back pain
estress alleviation
cheadaches
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State of the art design & construction

; Wenatchee Paddle

$189

$139

.

$99

$79

Point Cross-Over Paddle

from Safeway>
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Limited to stock on hand ¢ Prices good through 9/8/9

tiks; journals; cards; zafu; folk

Monday - Saturday 9:30am to 7pm * Sunday 10am to Spm

pots; handwoven textiles & ba-

pottery; music; Tibetan clothing

& hats: many handmade papers

distribution.
The new regulations

are possible because the adminis-

Minimum wage

tration has declared nicotine an

increased
President
Clinton signed a bill
Aug.19 increasing
the minimum
wage by 90 cents an hour in two

stages. The minimum wage will

rise by 50 cents to $4.75 an hour

addictive drug.
- ape tea

sncidain dhe

doo
°
ane
s

on Oct. 1 and will rise 40 cents to
$5.15 an hour on Sept. 1, 1997. It
will be the first increase in the
minimum wage in five years. When

adjusted for inflation,io

mini-

mum wage is at a 40-year low.

SAT scoresup
nationally
National
scores on the Scholastic Assessment Test rose three

five-year lifetime limit on welfare

President signs
controversial bill
President
Clinton signed a bill

to end the federal government's
eoReRamNN
bill would

welfare

ssMilite Gili aed ionpase 2

families. Welfare payments
il be ended to all i
and convicted
drug users or dealers. Unwed teenage mothers will

the states, which will have much

also lose benefits unless they live

with an adult and attend school.
Aid to Families With Dependent Children
will be abolished
and block grants will be given to

points this year to the highest level
since 1974, the College Board reported last Thursday.
Scores have

child eeaters GF 5 potcent of cir

¢ brand name sponsorship of
sporting events.

¢ brand names on hats, t-shirts,
gym bags and other products.

been rising since 1992 .

Clin
signsto
healthnbill

Tobacco regulations
increased

Health insura
will nce
be easier
to obtain because of a bill signed
by President Clinton.

Friday President Clinton an-

nounced a series of new regulations on tobacco advertising
and

from losing or being denied insurance coverage
because of pre-exee

Welcome §tudents!
NORTHTOWN ART SUPPLY ... Arcata’s only complete artist's materials store
Scenes.

15%
gloom

patie a culpa

east

edema,

DISCOUNT_
First3 weeks of classes

GRUMBACHER BrisTLETTE BRUSHES

Winton Oi Cozors

Rounds, flats, brights, filberts & fans.

Premium Recyciep DRAWING Pap

40% off

18"x 24” Reg, $14.45
SALE *8.19

‘RA
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Let the light shine on

Humboldt County fares well in blackouts

fy David Couriiond
w

HSU isless susceptible
to black-

outs like the two that recently
struck several Western states, be-

tinuous power,”

said PG&E

spokesman Bill Roake in a telephone interv
from Santa
iew
Rosa.
“The Humboldt Bay facility was

cause the campus is not depen-

out 2 million people. Both outages
reached from Canada to Mexico.

“Arcata and Eureka are in a
much better position
to have con-

brush fire, but has since been identified as a problem with generators at a dam on the Columbia
River, said Dulcy Mahar of the
Bonneville
Power Administration

dent on the same power grid as

utility industry
most of California,
officials said.
;
Most parts Humboldt
of
County
went unaffected by the blackout
that struck parts of nine states and
four million people Aug. 10. while
almost half of Pacific Gas and
Electric’s
4.5 million customers in
Northern California lost power.
Most of the 12,856 Humboldt
County customers affected had
power restored by 11:30 p.m.
The July 2 shutdown blacked

The cause of the Aug. 10 black-

out was initially
thought to be a

in Oregon said in a phone interview.

ers in the United States has fallen
50 percent in the past five years
and ——
capacity, which
can
to prevent widespread
blackouts, has fallen from 25 per-

cent to 20
in the last 10
years. It will go below 15 percent
in four years. At the same time the

demand for electricity
in the western power grid has increased 20
percent in the last 10 years.

“We thought the July 2 blackout was a once-in-a-100-year

event, then we had a second one
on Aug. 10,” said Mahar. “I'd like
to think this was a wake-up call for
engineers
to develop a system that

Demand for power by customers trying to remain cool went up
as utilities worked to put areas

back
on line.

“We reached a peak load on
Tuesday or Wednesday,” said
Roake, “but because customers

did conserve, that really helped
the system. It really bailed us out.”

regulation
of utilities and the grow-

ing complexity
of power supply
systems.

The economic

inty

of

electric utility deregulation has
caused utility investment
to dry
up. Spending
on new transform-

will accomodate those changes.”
Mahar said among the solutions
being proposed are “integrated

system operators,” managers

hired by states to coordinate
power transmission among the

separate grid operators springing
up with utility deregulation.

To save students from data loss

because of sudden termination or
restoration of power, HSU computer labs are equipped
with surge

protectors and generators that
turn on when the power supply is
cut off, said Academic Computing Director RJ. Wilson.
But Wilson added that the generators could not be expected to
sustain power for periods as extended as the Aug.
;
“Most UPS (uninterrupted

aE.
Ae ated
that out,”
who advised
students to make back-up copies
of all data and to not leave their
personal computers at home running when they aren’t being used,

said

“It’s (the computer)
sitting there
waiting for a spike of power,” said
Wilson. “Leaving
it offsaves computer components from power
anomalies.”

Major crime declines in Arcata this year
@ Drop in arrests for felonies
and misdemeanors linked to

increased community

awareness and participation.

By Christina Bogley
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

Crime is on the decline in Arcata for

the first six months of 1996 campared to
the first six months of 1995, according
to the Arcata Police Department activity
report.

UUM

Arcata’s Chief of Police Mel Brown
said the downward trend isn’t isolated

* “Few people would dispute one of
—_ the main problems we have is people

cent of these crimes.”

to Arcata and has many causes.

Brown said through morecommunity

In a close knit community like Ar-

alicing efforts and new ordinances

cata, people report everything. It really
gives us a better handle on what's going

4:00

a.m
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summer? If so,

3 Organic Espresso & Local Foods

turn to page 7 for
everything you
missed.

%* Fresh Juices & Smoothies

* Catering
& Take Out

Meals
3% Vegan & Vegetarian
Northtown

Between

G &

See Crime, page 43

Did you miss UPD
Clips over the

on Okan mULOceue

Salil

Brown said these kinds of changes

the actual act of drinking to make an

of the population committing 95 per-

Open

sible infractions.

_ used to be that an officer had to witness

ing arrests easier.

Nou

officers can more carefully monitor pos-

Itis illegal
to drink in the plaza, but it

are closing for repeatoffendersandmak-

on,” Brown said. “It’s only five percent

ONO
O Oa

arrest. Now, it is also illegal to have a
glass alcohol container on the Plaza so

_drinking in the Plaza,” Brown said.

assed by the City Council, loopholes
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New safi¢tuary pond opens soon
by Seaanon Mevisacen
TUMBERJACK STAFF

A new pond is being built at the
Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary to treat Arcata’s storm water
runoff which contains large
amounts of petroleum products,
phosphates and other contami-

treatment process, he said.
An overflow pipe will channel
excess water into nearby Butcher
Slough if necessary during periods of heavy rain.
The pond area is located just
north of the Marsh Interpretive
Center’s parking lot on South G

nants.

Street in Arcata and, like other

Water pollut
thatant
had previs
ously emptied untreated into
streams and Humboldt Bay during rainst
will noworm
be direct
s ed
into the new pond and removed
before reaching the bay.
Work will begin in September
to change an area that was once a
trucking company parking lot into
a marshy wildlife habitat designed
to consume those water pollutants.

areas of the marsh, will be easily
accessible by those with disabilities.
Grants from the Department of
Transportation and the California
Resources Agency will provide

Mark Andre, of the Arcata De-

partment of Environmental Services, said that when completed,
the new pond will cover about a
sixth of an acre. A large island in
the center will provide birds with
additional roosting areas and shelter from land predators.
Both the pond and island
will be
forested with native trees and plant
species, such as cedar, big leaf

maple and others, which aid in the

about $30,000 of the $40,000

needed to complete the project.
The remaining funds will come
from money set aside for mitigating damage to wetlands caused by
the building of the Interpretive
Center and the widening of 11th
Street over Janes Creek.
When the Interpretive Center
was built in 1992, an area of salt

marsh was filled and the city was
required to reconstruct what was
damaged or destroyed by creating
at least 800 square feet of additional habitat to compensate for
that loss.
The city of Arcata recently ap-

plied to the California Coastal
Commission to build a 19,250

square feet fresh-water pond as a
result of that requirement.

Prior to the current plan to build

anew pond, the city had proposed
to restore a section of salt marsh
along the channel of Butcher
Sough. That plan was changed
because of underground utility
wires below the restoration site.
A staff report prepared for the
current project explained the proposal would create more habitat
than legally required and would
offer the added benefit ofa surface
runoff treatment area.
At the Coastal Commission’s
meeting on Aug. 15, the new plan
was lauded for its merits and approval was granted to enlarge the
size of the pond from 19,250
square feet to almost 30,000 square
feet.
Because the new pond will treat
street water runoff only, it will
operate independently
ofthe other
ponds at the Arcata Marsh and

will function biologically in much

the same way.
The ecosystem of the pond
breaks down pollutants, converts

PETE

them to usable energy and passes
organic material up the food chain.
Each level of the pond plays a vital
role in the removal of pollutants.
The sediments at the bottom of
the pond provide ideal conditions
for breaking down greases, fats,
solvents and fuels and for removing metals.
Microorganisms reduce carbon
and organic material and pass them
up the food chain.

Visit Eureka’s only Italian restaur ant to be featured in

”
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CHENAKD
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Floating plants take up ca

ents (nitrogen and phosphorous
and are eaten by _
birds.
Larger plants provide a canopy

over the water to block UV light,
which keeps the water cool and

inhibits algae growth. The plants
also help oxygenate the water

When this process
is com
the cleaned water is released back
into Humboldt Bay.

.

We feature unique

italian cuisine: spinach pies, whole wheat square pizza,
freshly made pasta, and sauces made to order by Chef Gigi.

DINE BY CANDELIGHT IN HISTORIC OLD TOWN
OUTDOOR DINING WEATHER PERMITTING
PASTA - PIZZA -VEGETARIAN SPECIALTIES
FINE WINES - MICROBREWS ON TAP
ESPRESSO - FINE DESSERTS
216 E Street - Old Town Eureka - 445-0100
“Best and bigg
pizzes
a westt of Chicago.”
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What started out as an 87 watt
radio stationis nowat 1250 watts
of power and being heard in Ar-

ae
A new era of radio has hit the
to:
aoa
air
P
nleysvillfrom
McKiwave

cata for the first time.

Radio” KMUD is defining vol-

KMUD stands-out
above most
radio stations mainly because it
is almost entirely run by volun-

everyt hing

Numbering at more than one

unteer radio

L progreneias

shows that in

from music to local live poli

teers.

hundred

local

volunteers,

debates.

KMUD has a huge variety of
shows to choose from.

$10,000 donation to transmit its
volunteer radio station on 88.5
FM in the Garberville area. The

“We've got programming
twenty-four hours a day,” says

In 1990, KMUD was given a

project soared to an estimated
before

cost of $25,000

its

completion.

Soon after the new translator

was up and running, a new organization was aw
new station at 88.3

start a

FM.

This would all but wipe out

KMUD.

To save the station,

KMUD applied for a full powered station and for a repeater.
The repeater has the same function as a translator, but is much

more powerful.
“[¢ (the transmitter) was good
for two reasons,” says Simon

Frech, the saa director.

signal into

“Togeta

‘

Ar-

cata and Eureka, and to make
sure we would have the fre-

quency,” he said.

Frech. “And over ninety percent
of our programming is produced

locally.”
If music is what you want to
tune in for, three-quarters of
KMUD’s programming varies
from blues to jazz, Rock-n-Roll

to Country, alternative to classi-

supervisor,”
says Fresh. “That
is
going to be there at Mateel
and live on the radio.” This
debate will be on September 5, at

7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Memberships and donations
are the stations most important
source ofincome. Frech feels that
it shows the volunteers and the
station that the listeners care for

KMUD and that the station is
connected and responsive to the
community.

A live performance is scheduled to be broadcast from Mateel
Community Center in Redway

every third Friday evening of the
month.
This is one on the many
fundraisers that KMUD runs for

a variety of non-profit organizations.
KMUD gives easy access to its

cal, oldies to reggae.
KMUD also offers a variety of Pp
call-in talk shows, spiritual perspectives, an open forum to talk,

comedy, pre-recorded shows

ming schedule and a list

ofall

the upcoming special events

at

its

local

web

site,

www. KMUD.org.

from national distributors, world
news, acommunity bulletin, The

Ifyou are interested in becoming a member of the station, the
website also carries this informa-

view

tion.

Politically Correct Week in Reshow,

an environment

show, a computer talk show, a
radio Theater show, live music,

and live political debates.
“Weare going to havea debate
between the two candidates for

To tune into the “People Pow-

ered Radio,” turn your dial to
91.1 in southern Humboldt, 88.9
in Mendicino, and 88.5 in north-

Sie: SipPe
and the close working relationship of the downtown businesses with the department
have all had an effect on the
ing numbers.
“Ie’s always been my motto
that if you’re not part of the
solution then you're part of the
problem,” he said. “We

all

have to work together to
achieve the solution.”
_ Another important aspect of
the falling crime rate involves
citizen arrests,according to
Brown. For almost all crimes,

the officers responding to a call
have to have witnessed the act
in order to make an arrest. The
community has become increasingly confident in the sup-

port of the police in making
such arrests, Brown said. More

and more community members
are taking responsibility and
following through when a
crime is committed they have
witnessed.
“There are more partnerships through the community,

with more reporting of suspicious people and aggressively
pursuing criminals,” Brown

said.
The most significant inare in the areas of alcocreases

ee

166

inArcata
Onestatistic that
Brown noted regarded the in-

hol use.

crease in traffic violations.
“There's a direct correla-

- tion. When you see the citationsgo up, you see a decrease
in auto accidents,” he said.

Students are impacted in

several ways by the crime in
Arcata, Brown said. Most often they are the victims, not

the perpetrators.
“Wi students the biggest
problem we have is noise from
partying alittle too loudly, but
students aren’t the ones you
have to pick up face down on

J

the Plaza,” he said.

Brown also said many students come to Arcata with a
false sense of security because
of the low crime rates and end
up becoming easy targets.
“Bike thefts have become a

big problem, especially for students. Right now is a particularly bad time because there
are new students with new
bikes and new goods, and the
same old crooks are here wait-

ing,” he said.
Overall, arrests in Arcata for

both felonies and misdemeanors fell for the first part of this
year, a trend Brown said he
expects to continue.

ern Humboldt.

IS THIS THE GHOST OF HSU’S FUTURE?

Taking part in Associated Students is YOUR way to directly

influence the future of Humboldt State. Positions are now available

for: Two Professional Studies Representatives. Two arts & Humanities Reps
One Interdisciplinary Studies Rep. One Grad. Rep. One CSSA a Rep. One
PR Coordinator.

A number of spots are also open on both HSU committees and
ing up quickly
CSU system-wide committees . Hurry \! these spaces are fill
To apply, pick up an application in the AS office,
located in the University Center.
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Alone?
By Joa Seinol
wi

scurity for a decade until 1993,
when scientists discovered it
was from the “red planet.”

Fans of current hits like “The
X-Files” and “Independence
Day” and UFO buffs in general
may finally have something to
satisfy their curiosities for extraterrestrial
life, although what
has been found is not as spectacular as the aliens from planet
Hollywood.
On Aug. 14, a team of scientists announced that their research on a meteorite from the
planet Mars su

ancient

“Earlier, it hadn’t been looked

at that carefully,” Garlick said.
Geochemical data indicates
the meteorite was displaced
from the surface of Mars about
16 million years ago, likely from
a comet or asteroid hitting the
planet and tearing up chunks of
its crust.
After tumbling through space,
the meteorite fell to earth about
13,000 years ago, as indicated

by a dating process called cos-

microscopic life
.
The diverse group of nine researchers led by NASA geologist David McKay studied the
4.3-pound
chunk of rock for two
years. Their search produced
several clues that, when taken

together,
are impressive enough

to fascinate scientists worldwide.

“I’m really excited about the
developments,” said HSU geology professor Don Garlick,
who follows the events via science journals and the Internet.

“It’s certainly not proven, but
it’s the first evidence (of life on

other planets) we've obtained.”
The

Mars

rock,

dubbed

ALH84001,
was found in 1984
in Antarctica by an annual expedition to collect meteorites.

However, it languished in ob-

penaupseaasnsieansate
TE

(ira 1904
|

ei -
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mic ray exposure.
Members of the Antarctic expedition originally found
ALH84001 due to the strange,

green glow it emitted through

the blue ice. However, the most

fascinating discoveries were
made in a laboratory, inside the
rock itself.
Searching for life, McKay's research team broke open the fistsized rock to examineit.
in cracks in the rock’s interior
were the first clues — globules
of minerals called carbonates.
Associated with the carbonates are tiny crystals of magne-

tite,

acombination ofiron oxide

and iron sulfide.
The magnetite is similar in
shape and size to that of bacteria found on.
“Ofcourse, magnetite also has
inorganic origins,” Garlick said.
“That's the big question — what
is organic or inorganic?”
Using very sensitive mass
spectrometry techniques, the
team discovered polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs,

in the cracks.
Such hydrocarbons can result
from the decay of organic matter, such as plankton,

single-

celled marine organisms, or an-

cient plant life, and are found in
coal and other fossil fuels.
However, a feature called the

PAH spectrum of the hydrocarbons found in ALH84001 differs from those found in previous meteorites.
“The PAH spectrum is unlike that found in any meteorite
to date,” Garlick explained.
Finally, the researchers found
tiny, worm-shaped features in
the magnetite that may be fossilized remains of bacteria-like
organisms — potentially marThe worm-shaped fossils are
around 10 nanometers in diamthan a huneter — no
dredth the diameter of a human
hair and as much as 100 times
smaller than comparable bacteria found on earth.
s
the shapes
hor
“The autthink
are the least convincing element,” Garlick said. “I find the

shapes are the most convincing
— there’s no simple, inorganic
explanation for them.
“They’re like nothing I’ve
ever seen in minerals or mineralogy,” he said.
One chunk of data that could
lend support to the life theory is
the actual age of the:rock since

See Mars,
page 46

:

Mars: Discovery leads to possibility of extraterrestrial lifeforms

> «

* Continwed
from page 46
ogy and the shapes — it suggests

its “birth” or crystallization.

life,” Garlick said. “I think

Scientists estimate that the

there’s maybe a 50/50 chance
that they’ve got something here.

crystallization occurred 4 billion years ago.
The Mars of that time was a

“But there’s a lot more re-

search needed,” he said.

far cry from the icy, inhospitable planet it is today.
The atmosphere was as thick

The potential results of that
research can be mind-boggling.
“The larger significance is that
if there are two planets with life
in our solar system, then life
probably arises quite readily,”
Garlick said.
“Since there are over 150 bil-

as the earth’s, while the tem-

perature was similar as well.

There was also liquid water
present on or near the surface
of the planet.
“There certainly was water
on Mars three and a half billion
years ago, when it is thought

that the cracks in the rock filled
with these bacteria-like structures,” Garlick said.
“And with water comes life,”

he continued.

While the clues by themselves

are circumstantial in nature,

lion stars, if the majority have

when considered together they
painted a picture vivid enough
to lead NASA administrator
Daniel Goldin to brief the presi-

dent on the possibility of life on
Mars.

“When you put it all together
— the chemistry, the mineral-

planets, then it suggests there

could be billions of planets with
life,” he said.

Garlick continued by considering the possibility of intelligent extraterrestrial life.
“If there are even a few planets with intelligent life in our
galaxy, and some in other galax-

ies, there may be hundreds of
billions of civilizations in the

COURTESYOF

SCIE

Colium carbonste globules, above, found in crock: of metcortie. Bactaoria-itke
ony
fossils, holow, when presented with other discoveries suggest (do berms
have existed on Mare billions of years ago.
.

universe,” he said.

Scientists are clamoring for
more rocks from the surface of
Mars.

NASA plans to retrieve rock
sample in the future with a series of low-cost orbiters and

landers.
The first such sampling mission is tentatively scheduled for
as soon as 2005.
However, the difficulty of

such a venture is already recognized, and scientists will need

to use the utmost of their creativity to ensure their plans are

executed.
Problems with transporting

the rocks, keeping them from
contaminating the earth and actually finding ones as ancient as
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ALH84001 will probably burden some of the country’s greatest minds for years to come.
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Viking Orbiter 1

:

Humanoid images sent from Mars

Bicycle Rep

By Jon Jolsal

SCIENCE EDITOR

While the discovery of potential life in a meteorite from Mars

has piqued interest in the search

¢ Professional Service

are some who believe evidence of

« Sales

for extraterrestrial life there, there

stsnontthe
iy gexie
lead
lifelalr
inte
red planet.

While photographing Mars
from its orbit around the planetin

1360 "G" Street, Arcata

1976, the Viking Orbiter 1 space
probe sent back a surface image

822-2562

that resembled a humanoid face.
The official news release from
NASA concerning the image at-

tributed the face to shadows fall-

ing over a huge tock formation,

and mostscientists have dismissed
it as such.
However, there are a few scien-

tists who believe the image is artificial and possibly a message from
alien beings.
Richard Hoagland, a former
NASA consultantand preeminent
believer that the face isn’t just co-

The “face” on Mars has been the source of minor controve among scientists.
cerns the shapes that many rock
formations in the vicinity of the
face take, including a number of
pyramids and a box-like “fort.”
Hoaglund and others believe the
shapesare too similar
to thosemade
by civilizations on earth to be
merely coincidenceand
have called
by future
investigation
further
for

incidence, wrote “Monuments of
Mars,” a book that outlined his
theories.

Hoagland’s main argument con-

probes to the planet.
However, due to the skeptical

nature, most scientists take on the

subject, Hoaglund’s requests will
probably be denied.
As HSU geology Professor Don

Garlick said, “as far as the face on

Mars goes, it’s probably the
brother of the man on the moon.”

Equation for Extraterrestrial addresses
after the U.S. astronomer who
developed it, was an early attempt to address this problem.

By Jou Jolval

SSS
STAFF
(UMBERUACK

with our present astronomical
equipment.
As a result, scientists have

with probabilities: how likely
it is that life exists.
The Drake equation, named

sive that there is other life in

“Its

are other intelligent civilizations.

-

Drake did not design the
lengthy equation to give scien-

, So I ordered a Jostens ring for

no money down.

ries of smaller, more manage-

purpose is to figure out if there

sor Lester Clendenning.

I exclaimed with a _

the. overall question into a se-

ets,” said HSU physics Profes-

estimation of life on other plan-

a

saw what was the matter.
“No cash! I’m broke!”

Instead, his system breaks

able questions whose solutions
can be spread over many scientific disciplines.

“The Drake equation is an

In the search forlife on other
planets and in other galaxies
and solar systems, it is doubtful that we will find very much

been forced to deal instead

e loose change in my pockets,
6%
it made such aclatter,
I counted the pennies and

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCIENCE MAGAZINE

“The belief now is persua-

the universe,” Clendenning
said. “The question of whether
it is intelligent is another
thing.”

tists a solid answer to the ques-

For full equation, see page 52

tion of extraterrestrial life.

check out our...&
efield trips

¢programs for all ages

442-8390
219 Sth Street
upstairs
Eureka

Humboldt’s only studio specializing
in one of a kind custom creations.

Open | |-7, closed Tuesday

¢museum store
elive native animals
evolunteer opportunities
student memberships

Find us on the Internet at

‘n://sorrel.humboldt.edu/~natmus

Open 10 am - 4 pm
Tuesday-Saturday
826-4479
1315 G Street
(across from Wildberries)
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Bear

6.)

Theo

Lewcborisek

creasingly mingle with campers, hikers

pURRROMOEY

@ As bear populations

increase, they turn to
humans for food.

au

crossed the boundary — a
boundary set by humans.
As people intrude on their
habitat and tin fact, consider-

ing civilization
has washed out
some of their habitat, the bears

;

There have been a number

* pon om,

have been increasingly bolder
in their quest for obtaining
food from people who reside
in camp sites.
Most likely because their
food sources are diminshing
relative to their population
of reports filed by campers
who have come
in contact with
bears.
Most often these confronta-

tions involve bears going after

food from
your ag”
hang or “bearb

to ward off a nighttime preda-

set down to discourage animals

fatal blow to the young bear.

The less you smell the better.
such
¢ Avoid bringing toiletries

treeline, stash it
the rocks.
e Never keep
in the
wiyouth
cozy
get
t
to
wan

The young boys and their
leaders were throwing stones

ing their food or hanging it from
high branches in a tree
(bearbagging), against bear en-

tor. One of the stones struck a

number of unusual incidents.
A case documented by the

California black bears have

encounters with bears, they

campers’ food. Even as people
take precautions, such as hid-

counters, there have been a

Spies tens

jtee

pd ere Examin ‘el L
v
two men being j
awake as their truck shook. One
man said it felt like they were
experiencing a large earthquake.
~ It was actually a black bear
trying to move the truck. They
had hidden their food beneath
the truck for safekeeping. The

bear was not deterred by a
couple tons of steel.
Another incident involved a
bear tearing through the back
seat of a car. A bottle of skin
cream was the culprit’s target.
One of the most notorious
encounters took place approximately two weeks ago. It involved a Cub Scout troop in
Yosemite where a baby bear was
stoned to death.

It is incidents such as these
that have biologists and park
officials across California concerned.

Nathan Furman, a park aide

from Redwood

State Park,

mentioned that although no
attacks have been
the last few years

d in
(although

there have been threatening

situations), several campgrounds have been shut down
at Humboldt Redwoods because the black bear has essentially reached its maximum
limit of ecosystems in the area.
This means there is no room
for a drastic
spurt by
the black bear population.
The park is keeping a watchful eye on two bears who be-

come increasingly fearless in
their quest to obtain food from
campers, said Furman.

must follow the strict guidelines

from entering camping areas. °
as deodorant, lotion and tooth-

paste.

food
from ngianyng
° Refrain bri
items that possess strong or pungent odors.
e When sleeping near trees,

u the
above
yo
atall branch. Ifare

in a deep crack in

food or toiletries
tent, unless you
h
a bear.
wit

Bearbaggingis the most effec-

tive method of bear
and should be practiced before
the sta
of rt
a trip.

Know someone that blurts out
math problems in their sleep or
purposely grows mold in empty
coffee cups?
I 80, or if you know of any other interesting
events or people in the world of Science, call
ck
at 826-3271
the Lumberja

Furman said in order for
campers to avoid dangerous

see me.
Feel me.
Touch
me.
rlalisman Beads now
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For a limited time,
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Biomed program receives six-figure grant
@ Funds will ‘ be used for

am

the program will allow about

unde

classes, equipment and

uate bi

studentsto

ticipate in Gseiasdlcal fosdaiah Fa ps

American Indian recruitment

par-

mester under the tutelage of six or seven
faculty members.

The funds will aid in establishing “par-

By Jon Joleel

allel courses” for difficult classes in the

SCIENCE EDITOR

.

HSU biomedical
students maynotknow

much about sine Howard
Tike Hughes, but they'll

OreOverGEE‘our

ne
provi
itional

dents enrolled in classes like chemistry

and calculus in learning & and solving § pro prob-

pone HOU withne re- < "ThHSU

years,

ceive $650,000 in

one-unit courses will
instructional
aid for stu-

will use some of the

to attract

from the Mary-

Native American students to biomedical

science is a combination of

—_INRSEP director Russell Boham said

land-based Howard Hughes Medical In- research through the school’s Indian Natustitute (HHMI) to improve its biomedical ral Resources, Sciences
and Engineering

nolo
—

(INRSEP),

ee
:

the Ppplans for the money
ney are not fullyy laid

scientists understand life at the molecular

gut, but will “provide unique opportuni-

level.

ties for Indian students to get exposure to

:

John Varkey, the HSU biology professor

who will

biomedical science.”

the program, said the

Boham said one component
of the grant

grant will mean more opportunities forun-

would allow Native Americans that cur-

dergraduate students to use HSU’s existrently attend junior colleges on their resering biotechnical facility, which was built —_ vations to use the HSU labs.

with money from a similar $800,000 grant

received from HHMI in 1995.

Several scholarships of approximately

_.

“The grant is basically to promote bio-

medical education,” Varkey said.

$3,000a yearwill

also be offered to several

_ Native American biomed students, as well

eBulk

DAVIO KLEINPETERY LUMBERJACK STAFF

Former student Robert Carter studies Moleceler Biology in HSU lab.
as a ten-week summer program at the University of California, San Francisco.
Biomedical
research supplies such as new
computers, software and incubators will

also be purchased to enhance the laboratory and allow more undergraduates to use
computer technology in their studies.
Varkey described biotechnology as “the
Herbs
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California’ agricultural produc-

abilities and
children, The

problems in
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nations of the world,” he said.

Part of biotechnology’s appeal is that it

°¢ Jewelry

eCDs

and

Cassettese

Come Celebrate With Us
Our Fabulous New Store

Moonrise—-Nerss”

;
a
=

ON THE PLAZA
826 'G' Street

:

According to the CDFA,

a
A
rt
—
—
=

Arcata

822-5296

tion is almost the double that of
Texas.
:

See Grant,
page 52
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Agriculture.

exposed to sunlight.

Lead poisoning may:causebe-

°

Cards

industry of the future.”
“It should have a major impact on the
economies of the United States and the
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Dunes docent

training

begins next week
Mee

;

;

7

The Friends of the Dunes will

start theirannual“Dunes Docent
Training” sessionson Sept 4.“

American

Computer

Re-

of the Manil

The

in

se sion,

tion on

Beach and Dunes.

which consists of

four lectures and three field trips,

willbeheldin Founder's Hall 163,

_
aad

sources, Inc. are now hiring stu-

ot

dents across the United States to

help build their “Study Web.”

“Study ne we a ie on_lineencyclopediatohelp students _

seams soi ita:
.

eS

president

many part-

For more information contact

Leslie

Kenny

at

E-mail:

Ikenny@the-acr.com orcall (203)

380-4600.

,
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¢ Tons of free samples"

e Tea and Refreshments served

e In store drawing for gifts .
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Students welcome to star gaze

HSU observatory offers stellar sights

@-New astrophotography

device will open up the sky for
scientists and students.
By bean bolaad
SCIENCE EDITOR

- mers, the observatory’s 14-inch tele-

scope is also available for students ofany
major interested in getting a closer look
at the heavens.
“We have two levels

astronomy

HSU,”

HSU

professor.

“We've had five or six
students graduate with
their physics theses on
astronomy,

but we

also have lower division
introduction

classes for non-ma-

‘Jors.”The

introductory
class, called Descriptive Astronomy, con-

sists of three hours of
lecture

and

three

hours of lab or observatory time a week.
Interested students
who can’t take the

Astronomers

of

Humboldt.
In the late 1950s four members of the
club decided they wanted to build a local
telescope and observatory.
After purchasing five acres ofland lo- |
cated about eight miles up Fickle Hill
road, they started construction.
The observatory building itself was literally put together piece by piece, as the
members brought individual blocks of
cement up the hill in the backs of pickup
trucks and tied to the hoods of cars.
However,

when

the

building was finished in

“You really have to
get credit to Parke.
Without his pushing,
we would never be
even near where we

1958, the club had no tele-:

scope to put in it.

Fortunately, HSU had a
12-inch telescope sitting
unused in the basement of

the administration build-

Of@ today.”

Physics professor

“[The CCD has]
opened up the
window for asteroid
research.”

Besides observatory trips, the Astronomy Club occasionally leads star-

Olen

mare

TODD WUCETICH’
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

ing.

Perched on Fickle Hill, the HSU ebservatery hes served astronomy belts, ead these who ere just

The club called HSU
physics Professor Charles

curious,
since 1958. It was founded by the Eurske-besed Astronomers of Hembokdt.

Parke, who donated the

“seeing” anything of significant size

use of the observatory for

planet Pluto. .
Photographs of stellar bodies can also
be taken with HSU’s new photoelectric
camera equipment, which was donated
by alumnus Russell Milton last year.
The camera was assembled by techni-

LESTER CLENDENNING _ ‘telescope in return for full

physics department.

Ke

amateur

-

class can still get in on
the action by joining the HSU Astronomy
Club on one of its monthly visits to the
observatory.
Such visits are generally held ona Friday or Saturday night during the dark of
the moon. Information on upcoming
visits can be obtained by contacting the

an |

the

at

said Lester

Clendenning,
physics

Students must bring their owntelescopes.,

The observatory was originally built
with the help of a local group of stargazers,

“Hardcore” physics students and
“helpless romantic” English majors alike
can focus on star gazing at HSU’s Fickle
Hill observatory.
Besides providing research opportunities for budding physicists and astrono-

_of

gazing trips to the Kneeland airport east
of Eureka.

classes.

“You really have to get
credit

to

Parke,”

Clendenning said. “Without his pushing, we would
never be even near where

we are today.”

In 1968, the Astrono-

mers of Humboldt donated
the observatory to HSU.
No discoveries of major significance
have been made in the observatory’s history, but Clendenning indicated that
chances of making a big find are slim for
most observatories.
“There are probably 10,000 observatories out there, and only a dozen have
made significant discoveries,” he said.
The current telescope is capable of

Geeener

£
t
avat
len!

1ere

Clendénning said. “This uses 95 per-

cent.
“You've improved on high-speed film
by a factor of a thousand.”
The CCD will enable astronomy students to record things they can only get a
cian Bill Alexander and “should be up quickon at through the scope, such
and running this spring,” Clendenning as earth-passing asteroids.
“An asteroid is only a small reflector
said.
Known as a “charg ed coupled device” - (of energy), but since the CCD is so effi(CCD), the camera uses no conventional cient, we can see it,” Clen
ing said.
film. Instead, the lens of the telescope “It’s opened up the window for asteroid
focuses light from the object being ob- research.”
served onto a thumbnail-sized computer
Clendenning continued by mentioning the importance of such research.
chip.
On the chip is a grid of tiny “wells” or
“Some asteroids may have orbits that
“bins” that store the photons from the See
aaa
oa
;
light and transfer them through wiring to

a computer screen, where the image is
shown
as it happens.

Lj

iCK@axe.humboldt.edu

Tea an

within our solar system, such as the

“Regular film uses 20 percent of the
photons that it is exposed to,”

Or get ahold of us at
6 Nelson Hall East
AU
YAP aa

a oy
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Con

ity to conside
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e
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Tr

g Public and private

—n

_ Public agencies, including the

cities of Eureka and Arcata and
the county of Humboldt
will ,
also
be represented.

sectors will discuss

plans for development

City and county officials said
their priorities are to economi-

ity tonsa Comte

cally enhance the area.

MANAGING EDITOR

}

David Hull, chief executive of-

ficer for the Humboldt Bay Har-

What’s goi
Humboldt Bay

on around the

That is the question develop-

ers, business owners and community members are going to
tackle at the Humboldt Bay symposium, Sept.

13 - 15, at the

Adorni Center in Eureka.

“The purpose is to get every-

body together who uses the bay,

or is interested in developing the
bay, to talk about how we got
where we are today and where we

are going in the future,” said Ruth
Blyther, head of the steering com-

mittee for the symposium.
“Everybody hasideas and plans

about what they want for the future,” said Blyther, who works

for the Redwood Community
Action Agency. “Weneed
to make
sure that everyone’s needs are accommodated.”

Private industries such as tourism, timber and agriculture will

be represented at the symposium.

bor Recreation and Conservation:

Faatict said the county's$17 mil
port
project will

be discussed.
The project will deepen the entrance channels to the bay, opening it toa35 percent
rshare
of the sea trade.
—
“Deepening the channels will
make crossing and entering them
safer for the crews,” Hull said. “It

will also make us more market-

able as a port.
“Right now we are only open
to about 50 percent of the sea
trade,” he said.

Hull said the project would entail dredging 5.5 million cubic
yards of material from the bottom

of the ocean floor, which will al-

low larger vessels to enter the
channels.
He said ifthe money is raised he
expects the project to begin in
October.
Eureka’s waterfront revitalization project will also be intro-

TODD
WUCETICH CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
The natural history of Humboldt Bay will be among the topics covered at the symposive in September :
ducsaid
ed,
David McGinty, utili- symposium, said the event has
of the area.
ties director for the city.
mistakenly been viewed as having
Following the presentations on
McGinty said he will preview
a pro-environment tilt because of Friday will be a technical poster
on-shore renovation projects,
its affiliation with the RCAA.
session, where advisory commitsuch as the reconstruction of the
“The symposium has been latees and researchers will present
small boat basin and the construcbeled as anti-development,”
information
concerning the area.
tion of a new fisherman’s dock,
Blyther said. “The idea isn’t to
There will also be a Bounty of
which is scheduled to begin next stop anyone from doing anything.
the Bay feast on Friday and an
spring.
“We’re trying to get a broad
activities day on Sunday that will
“We have a waterfront that’s base group to work together toinclude yacht races, kayaking and
been neglected for years,” wards the future.”
bird watching.
McGinty said. “I’m going to talk
In addition to the presentations
For registration and informaabout what the area was, what it is on intended uses for the bay, the
tion contact Ruth Blytherat(707)
and what it will be.”
symposium will also include his269-2066,
Blyther, who organized the
torical and economic overviews

Net open to all HSU students
By Rick Letham

¢ E-mail accounts can be accessed from any computer on
campus with the axe.
¢ First time e-mail users will

9600 bps) or 826-6704 (300 to
19200 bps).
Common settings for local
connectionsare seven bit word,
space or even parity, one stop
bit.(layman’s terms?)
e Internet access can be
gained in most labs through
computers with Netscape or
Lynx. Netscape is a graphical

alone trying to find out how or

need to register using a first

Internet navigator, whereas

where to access the Internet or

name, last name, date of birth

Lynx is a text-mode navigator.

LUMBERJACK

All HSU faculty and registered students with enrolled
units are offered an e-mail account and Internet access from

campus.
AMV

eae

But with school

starting,

there are plenty of things for
students to worry about, let

personal e-mail accounts.
The following checklist

| should help in accessing the
Internet, E-mail accounts or

both.

There are computer labs in

buildings throughout campus.
IBM and IBM-compatible
computers are in Siemens Hall

Premium Local Ice Cream
Handcrafted in small batches
A full line of Sorbets, Sherbets,

“Cakes

Non-fat Yogurt.
Locatedin Jacoby's
Storehouse
—

rooms oneand 119 and Gist Hall
rooms 215 and 218. Macintosh
computers are in Jenkins Hall
212, Founders Hall 202, Gist

Hall 218 and Library room
310A.

and social security number. The

Free Internet access is lim-

user must and selects a password

ited to on-campus computers,
so an Internet provider is
needed to have remote Internet

can they log onto the system.
_ © E-mail accounts can be ac-

cessed from a home computer by
connecting with the axe. Dial
826-6701 (for 300 to 1200 bauds
per second), 826-6702 (300 to
2400 bps), 826-6703 (300 to

access.
Highly detailed information
regarding Internet and E-mail
access is available in Van Matre
Hall, outside of room 201.

What's going
on this weekend?
|Find out in This Week, The

Lumberjack’s weekly calendar
listing, on page 79.

_
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BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
TRADITIONAL AND UNIQUE ENTREES.
FRESHLY MADE FOOD - VEGETARIAN SPECIALTIES
ESPRESSO BAR - ICE CREAM

PARLOR

ALL YOU CAN EAT SUNDAY BUFFET
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS
SPACE FOR LARGE GROUPS

G St - Arcata - 822-8962
3
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Let it Rain

-—_

Merl Saunders, whose career has included numerous

collaborations with Jerry Garcia and work on numerous —
television themes, brings his unique musical
interpretations of the rainforest to HSU.

ee aa

a

Making the second Rainforest album was “mentally and
emotionally hard for me,” Saunders said.
”
the songs
Ontheupcoming album, “Fiesta Amazonica,
“Nostalgia for Jerome” and “Edwardo Can You Hear Me
Calling” are dedicated to Garcia and Moore respectively.
Joining Rainforest band members Michael Hinton (gui-

by Leeee Coble
MANAGING EDITOR

Sitback, close youreyesand keyboardist Merl Saunders
will take you on a melodic ride through the Amazon.
After three decades of playing with jazz and rock icons

tar), Vince Littleton (drums) and Michael Warren (bass)

such as Oscar Brown Jr., Mikey Hart and Jerry Garcia,

bassist ”Rob Wasserman, Kimock and
arenica
on“Amazo

Saunders has found his niche in the tropical sounds of the

Saunders’ son, Tony, also on bass.
The new album reflects the sights and sounds of
Saunders’ 17-day journey through the Peruvian

rain forest.

“I was in the middle of a rock ‘n’ roll session in 1989

when I had to have a tumor removed,” Saunders said

rain forest in 1992, which he took on behalfof

during a telephone interview from San Francisco. “After
that, I started having dreams and music going through my

a

a musician since he was 19, he said. All he had to do was

think back to when his parents would take him to live
music shows and the feelings that swelled within him.
“When my parents took me to see live shows they made
me feel so good tears would come to my eyes,” he said.
“Now !I’mdoing the same thing, justin a different way with
different music.” °
Now it’s his time to give some of that back.
“People will tell me how good the music
makes them feel,” he said. “They will
»
come to me with tears in their eyes to
give me a hug.
“That's

Moondragon Pictures.
“They wanted a musician to interview differhead. ent painters and artists in the area,” he said. He
“I put down my rock project, went down to the studio also wrote music for one episode of a series
and started writing it all down,” the San Francisco native called “Rediscovering the Amazon.”
said.
Saunders has composed a number of televiThe outcomes of his post-operative inspirations were sion soundtracks since the °80s including the
his foray
the eerie yet soothing sounds which have marked
“Twilight Zone” theme, which he
into the New Age arena.
performed with the Dead. His show tunes have
“The Rainforest musicis completely different than jazz, also accompan
the melodram
ieda ofa “Baywatch”
said.
rs
Saunde
r,”
togethe
works
all
it
yet
—
R&B
or
blues
episode. He’s been nominated for three Bammie
say,
will
I
song
blues
and
rhythm
ofa
middle
the
in
“Right
awards, received an honorary doctorate from
‘I want to take you to the rain forest,’ and everyone will the environmental Unity College and
stop, sit down and put their heads back.”
was awarded the World
In 1989 Saunders put together the first Rainforest Band, Rainforest Award by the
an electric and acoustic ensemble including Saunders, Rainforest Action Netguitarist Jerry Garcia, guitarist Steve Kimoch (now ef wor
he doto which
k,
Zero) and percussionist Eddie Moore. Its first album, nates proceeds from
“Blues from the Rainforest,” soared on Billboard some ofhis albums.
magazine’s New Age chart for 27 weeks.
Saunders, the
“Blues” turned out to be the last in a span of su
“frusring
offspofa
collaborations with Garcia who didn’t stay with the trated vocalist”
Rainforest Band because ‘he was busy with both The mother and a sing-

musicisall about,”

:
he said.
at the Kate
play
will
Saunders
Buchanan Room on Saturday,
Sept, 7, at 9 p.m. Tickets are

$13 for students and $17 for .

general admission.

ef.

;
Grateful Dead and the Jerry Garcia Band.
ing minister father,
said
rs
Saunde
ry,”
chemist
special
very
some
had
“We
aneirners
us
of
one
time
“Every
1970.
in
met
he
whom
of Garcia,
at the age o
organ
would make a mistake we would cover each other. It Atl 3 he started
any
became really funny. Together we couldn’t make
his first band,
mistakes.”

ne

works,

said the two were critics for each others’

“We became very,

close,” he said. “A lot of the

ed for che Dead — like ‘Sugaree’ — I

songs he

would play first. And vice versa with my music.

“We'd revise and revise until it sounded right,”heandsaid.an
The death of Moore, Saunders’ percussionist

“incredible jaz

musician,” has had a

Educated Men in
Music, . which
launched the career of Johnny
Mathis.
Saundersknew

he was going tobe

great impact on

Rterl Souedors will bring the sounds of the relntorest fo HSU's

Saunders’ tie and music, as has the death of Garcia last

year.
2.
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‘The Fan’ falls short during
gw Robert De Niro and Wesley Snipes star in “The
Fan,” a typical tale of baseball, obsession and

conclusion
Pe

murder which might lose some fans during the
unbelievable climax.

losing his job and his ex-wife has
filed a restraining order restricting
him from contact with their son.

by fodnes Sarien.d
wane..
I'll tell you this from the outset:
Skip the last 10 minutes of “The
Fan” and you'll enjoy the film.
The reason for such a warningis
because “The Fan” succumbs to
the pitfall which plagues all too
many movies — a completely unbelievable climax..

Without giving away what hap-

pens, it’s suffice to say that there
must be a major suspension of be-

lief on the audience’s part for the
ending to work.

—

Otherwise, the film has a lot go-

ing for it. Robert De Niro plays Gil

Renard, a run-down knife sales-

man who has more than justa pass-

ing interestin baseball. In fact, he’s

flat out obsessed with the game in
general and with home-run slugger Bobby Rayburn in particular.
Rayburnis portrayed by Wesley
Snipes, who brings all the cocki-

i
Barry
yerfe
ts lpla
Gianness of real
Bonds to his role.

John Leguizamo and Ellen

After seeing the way Renard treats
his son, it comes as no surprise

why.
Once his family and employers
have essentially cut off all ties to
him, Renard makes it his mission

to stop at nothing, including murder, to restore Rayburn’s reputation in both his eyes and in eyes of
the fans.
De Niro is no stranger to characters who walk the thin line of sanity. His portrayals of Travis Bickle
in “Taxi Driver” and Max Cady in
“Cape Fear” show that he is competent at playing men who don’t
have both oars completely in the

water.

While he brings nothing new to

the role of Gil Renard, he executes

his performance with his usual
high-quality style.
Snipes isalso on familiar ground
in his role. He’s been in baseball
movies before (“Major League”)

and has portrayed the victim of

9

the deep end
Robert De Niro stars in “The Fan” as Gil Renard, a semi-psychotic knife salesman who goes completely off

.
when baseball hero Bobby Rayburn (Wesley Snipes, below) begins playing in his hometown of San Francisco
though they are few and far between.

The believability of the scenes
is, in part, a testament to real-life

baseball player Cal

Barkin round out
the
cast
as
Rayburn’s agent
and a San Francisco sports radio
talk show host respectively.
The film begins
as Rayburnisabout
to open his first sea-

,ed
ken
whoserv
RipJr.,
as the baseball consult-

ant for the film.
All is not perfect,

| ae el tial |
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Park where they were

set.

It also doesn’t help

panthat the helicopter

from the Atlanta

ning shots of Candle-

Braves, where he

stick were taken during
football season, appar-

was a four-time
League RBI leader.

ent because of the
bleacher set up.

Giants fans are
happy to have}:
Rayburn on board | =.
butarealittleskep-}. ~

of the nit
lays.
film
picks, the
down

tical of the $40 mil- }..:

a

io

tion of suspense without resorting to gratu-

lion paycheck he’s

receiving from the

Sure, it’s
itous violence.

team.

how-

ever, is pleased as punch to have
his idol playing in

and thinks Rayburn is
every
rn,
ybu
.Ra
penny he’s receiving

psychotic maniacs (“Passenger

57”).

buta bit
Leguizamo is also
as Manny,
under used in his
same goes
The
Rayburn’s

tenow ing for Benicio Del Toro, who
however, ganda Geeing r gam
e.
an injury in hi
n'son
Primo, Rayburrival
Juan
that
fact
the
h
d
wit
ple
cou
t,
Tha
s.

he'sbernot allowed to wearifhisorlucm,kyce
for

erciate®
Kin into season
the fans to wonderif he'll actually
live up to his $40 million reputation.

Renard!’ slifeis also on thedown-

ward slide.He iea step away

Tle a)

dium, not Candlestick

after being traded

on his new un

.

3

were

filmed in Anaheim Sta-

Francisco Giants

num

scenes

game

son with the San

Renard,

Je Or
Aen

though. It’s obvious
that some of the ball

Giant

all been done beforein
countless movies, but it’s a for-

mula that worksand director Tony
Scott knows that.

use of sevis the appropriate
See

edt Mala renin snott

particular moods, especially in

scenes where we begin to get in-

head.
side Gil Renard’s

“The Fan” is worth a watch, but

it’s no “Taxi Driver.” There's

ing new here, but what is here
works for the most part.

Just pretend you didn’t see the

last 10 minutes.

The classy place
for after class!

nm
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Winston to blend musical styles in solo show
@ George Winston brings the sounds of all
seasons, along with some Hawaiian guitar and
“Peanuts” fun, to HSU tomorrow night.
ger-picking tradition known as ki
ho’alu.

By loess Coble
Award-winning piano soloist
George Winston is a man of all

—

“Slack key is hard to describe to
people who have never heard it,”
Winston stated in a press release.
“It speaks in a language all its own,

Winston’s

—

seasonal mon-

Pee

ce ais

periment

with

an ever-

Geiss. of the Biig Sky.
Known for his rural folk piano
on his recordings, Winston won't

disappoint his audience when he
plays stride piano and New Or-

R&B. And for a few songs,
he is even finger-picking good.
Winston
will feature the Hawai-

ian slack guitar in an melodic fin-

vaqueros (Mexican and Spanish

cowboys)
in the 1830s. While the
Hawaiian steel guitar became a
commercial success in the 1880s,

the slack key has primarily been a
folk tradition passed on in the pri-

vacy of the islanders
“Slackis 20 full ofaloha, ofgoodwill,” Winston stated. “When

first

shen oisebeaeUiapditoingsdlig chiregnstinv ined boein taamnarcaneeea
out to lncude Hawellon shock key guitar ond Vince Guaraldi’s famous “Peanuts” music.
heard its music, I thought ofspringtime in Montana, where I mainly
grew up. I realized
right away that
my priority was to help make this

tradition better known.”

‘Peanuts’ for most kids, and they

Growing up under the Big Sky,

will usually say right away, ‘That's

Winston was
on pop instrumental
such as The
Ventures, Floyd Cramer and
Booker T and the MG's. It wasn’t
until after high school, in 1967,
inspired by blues, R&B and jazz
he started on his own musical en-

Charlie Brown music.”

“Linus” features Winston’s in-

terpretations
of well-known “Peanuts” episodes such as “It’s the
Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown,”
“Charlie Brown and His All-

Stars,” and “You're in Love,
Charlie Brown.”
Winston said it was a “dream
come true” when he asked to follow in the
of his idol and

deavor which he began on the or"gan and electric piano. Eventually
moving to acoustic
he expivinitnieih ditties Geeclaand ae
pop instrumental music.
Winston released his first album,
“Ballads and Blues -_ 1972, "ina

Lucy

memori
he stated.
es,
“I do ”
what I
ee
eee
legacy
Winston
will play at the Van
Duzer Theatre on
Aug.
29, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15 for
students and $20 for general admission.

MADE FRESH DAILY

irtedah er och ste
of the fabric of American culture,”
Winston stated. “Play
one of the

Available in mazskets
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On the rooftop

Playwright’s work examines new perspectives

iocioen Garland
WAN
Spending four decades on a roof can sure
change one’s perspective
on life. At least
that’s what theater arts Lecturer David

Mohrmann thinks.
Mohemesaia
aeated nate
ors,”
which wf

- artsd
at the end of Septemberin
the Gist Hall Theatre. The play focuses on
two characters named Lenny
and Beau, who

have spent 40 years working on roofs.
“These two characters
being on a roof is
metaphoric in a way,” Mohrmann said.
“They
have been
working on roofs
for 40
years and they have gained
this perspective
of looking down on the rest of the world

from the roof they’re on. They're just regular, blue collar kind of guys with this unique

perspective.”
“Roofers” serves as a character study of

sorts, examining a decades-old friendship

which begins to slowly break down.
Mohrmann said that themes in this play and
his other works stem from his own life and
experience.
“The two characters represent two different aspects of being,” Mohrmann said.

“Their relationship is an on-going dynamic
in my own life. I find voices inside my head
conflicting with each other. I then imagine
those voices as characters
who could exist in

the real world and I
begin to recognize them
in other people.” —

Not coincidentally, Mohrmann was in-

=

to write the play while working on a

roof,
“The idea for ‘Roofers’ happened while I
was working onaroofwithagro
of peop
up
le.
When you're working on roofs you tend to
break off into pairs and I was working with

x

sor).

Heckel (a theater arts associate profes-

“We were watching the

le below us

and making fun when ae oe said ‘How
many guys are walking around out there

with their heads up their asses>’ That ended
up being a line in the play.”
Mohrmann said he originally wrote the
play about three years ago and set it aside,
onlyy picking : up recently and reworking it.

“Writing, for me, is usually triggered by a

specific incident. There’s a physical vam I

discover when I start writing, like two men

onaroofora broken elevator. That physical
at I discover has its own metaphoric

evel.”
While Mohrmann has written many plays
over the years, he initially began writing
poetry and short stories.
“The short stories tended to focus heavily
on dialogue,” he said.
“There was a lot of dialogue and setting

TODD WUCETICH CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

David Mobnaann’s new play “Roolers” was inspired by “conflicting voices” within in his head.
I was writing plays.”
Mohrmann is also looking to expand his
Mohrmann began teaching at HSU in
art.

1991. He teaches various play writing
classes.

“I had real motivation to be in a business
where art was being discussed and developed on an on-going basis. It seemed to me
that a theater arts department is where that

dle KE
up of situations. The stories became very

a plav
much lik
e format and before I knew it

ppens,”

he said.

“I’m very interested in working with theater in the community,” he said. “My
playwritingis slowing
down because of these
interests.”
He listed theater endeavors at Pelican Bay
Penitentiary
and
work
with
sein Del Norte County
:
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m tossumy ig bits © high point with its new album titled “The Curtain Hits the Cast.”
Thewocaliermumes

how ciegamt® anc necks: Tack D
the Berds: fines weca wort. The

repemmnus

ac momen
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songs grow monotonous because

song perfect.

The only flaw of “The Curtain

img bass and gueor wifs make dus Hits the Cast” is that some of the

length while othof their excessive
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a party. There's lots of drinkigoing
at re
You'
Some guys are having sex with a young

woman whose drink they've spiked. You don't

—
Well, the

it’s no big deal.

3

if she’s
law sees it differently. Because

. wnable to give her consent to having sex, it’s -

le
by prison.
considered rape. A felony. Punishab

It benefits everyone for you to stop it from
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Box Set to bring hot show to HSU Friday
chin

is

have more of an acoustic feel than

the band’ s last release, away:
seven.”
“Relati
8 are the main focusof the new CD,” Pehrson said,
“I drew inspiration for my song
writ
from alot
in
of g
trips I’ve taken
to new places as well as from getting to new points in m
nal

San Francisco’s Box Set will

brin its richly harmonic mixture

offelk, rock and Gank music to the

Kate Buchan
Room for an
the first
time on Friday night.

Since playing

Club West last

February, the

has toured

heavily

In San Francisco, Box Set has

along with working on a new al-

gained popularity from being chosen the favorite
local band by rastation
Ma) dio
| KFOG.
da
| “KFOG has

bum, which will
be

Box

Set’s

third release.
The new album, which co-

es

|

sites

relationships

throughout the country

founder
Jeff |
Pehrsonsaidwill ©
probably be titled“ Thread,” ishalf

been great to us,”
Pehrson said.
“The publicity has been a great
push for our show attendance. I
enough about thoseguys.”
can’tsay
Aside from the publicity gained
through the radio recognition, Box
Set has received exposure by playing at large music festivals such as

way comple
and will ted
be released
early next year. Recording for the

album is belngaeiieaitieaeiey See
dios in Berkeley.
“It’s really comfortable for us to
record there,” Pehrson said in a

telephone interv
fromiew
Colorado

the sold-out High Sierra Music

“We have lots of friends there that
have been real supportive.”
Pehrson said the new album will

Festival over Fourth of July weekend.
“It was the highlight of our summer to play there,” Pehrson said.

ti

ne ela

ts ea

in

Buchanan Room for the first time on Friday night.
“Many of our friends played there
too.”
However, Pehrson said in general he prefers doing smaller shows.
“What I enjoy most about playing smaller venues like the Kate

e-

aq

=

are the band was performing.

it

eet

nannies caiman ad eaieaabeal aan

Buchanan Room is you can make
better contact with the people. It’s

to return to the area.”
Box Set will perform at the Kate
Buchanan Room Friday night at 9
p.m. Tickets are $4 for HSU students and $7 for general admis-

more intimate,” Pehrson said.

“The audience getsa better show
and feel of the band. I’m real excited about this show. It'll be cool

sion.
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Two kickin’ albums released

‘

+

By dackesa Cortana

tone chorus which appears repeat-

EDITOR IN CHIEF

This summer saw the release of

two albums which should not have

feethelin
same today/
g Takeahammer and break a bone for me”).

M album called “XTort,”
and “Supercop,” another hip
movie so
containing a
blend of rap,

tablishes a
ing beat while
guest vocalist Nicole B

surprised anyone — another

Arcata's

Choice

For Great Food

wide selection of Wines & Microbrews on tap,
Ou

r Beer Garden,

Sunday Brunch, Take-outs

edly (“There’s nothing like giving
the game away/ All the people are
The real ewe the album : the

fifth track, titled

techno and alternative rock.
What might
surprise some
people is that
they’re both
pretty
darn
good.
KMFDM’s

inaperfect monologue: “We used
to hate people.
Nowwe
just make
fun of them. It’s

more effective
that

a superb and, at

many times, superior follow up to last year’s

“Nihil,” the band’s first real main-

stream venture.
Before last year, KMFDM
(whose name stands for “Kein
Mehrheit fur die Mitleid,” or “No

BEER SPECIALS, PITCHER &
l

lb.

HOTWINGS

cccene

09D

82 sunny brae center « arcata 822-5493
Open: Mon-Fri 11:30 AM
Sat/Sun 2 PM
Closed: Sun-Thur

Fri & Sat Midnight

continues to be released under the
has becomea fairly common staple
on the modern music scene.
“XTort” continues the main-

*Coming Sept. 15th : Sunday Branch

ecall the absolutely
Ae

Vee

fae)

mele

ney

>&

U

Was

worst
ti

Nationa!

Oo know.

ite

you, you probably haven't said a
ing worth saying.”
KMFDM front man Sascha

Bond-esqu
story line.
e Regardless,

the song sucks.

The album does contain some
rela
goodti
tracks,
ve
though.
lyThe
best of these is Siobhan Lynch’s

‘

techo version of “Stayin’ Alive,”

the Bee Gees in

the late °70s.

Other hip hop

artists which ap| pearinclude Warfj | ren G and Tha

superb

g-~

Dogg Pound. Hot

alternative group

No Doubt also

turns in a track

Gate.”

Joel McNeely’s
icappearthe
sat
end
"satechno-ish blend
of percussion, samples and stac-

In terms of instrumentation,
KMFDM can’t be beat when it

“Rules,” the third track, and

doesn’t let up until the final track,
“Wrath,” which fades into a postmusic epilogue.
i
“Craze”

date
indan

drills, ome

” isa

cleaners and,

pelthins tents hee
to choose whether to spend your
money on the film or soundtrack,

wouldn’t you know it, saxophones!

On
band
ma
membe
,”
r F.M.
Einhe“D
itis og
credited with“whinoi

FAR OUTMVIDEOSS
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Kunning

ame! 5B
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SOT Tielet

t-ma
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QO

4

ATT

immortalized by

cAts

The album
closes with an-

other

fu” movie.

the contrary, it has a rather

titled “Open the

Pop up ar
on
a ; track oOf
“XTort,” titled “Power.”
The album really takes off with

7

%

Tom Jones’ cover of the °70s so
“Kung Fu Fighting.” While Jackie

Sennen

appearance on that album’s most

WOrse

af nome?

Something which doesn’t belongin the film or the soundtrackis

“Supercop” is in no way what

quote me’ because
ifno one quotes

Konietzko interweaves some

mainland China) but isn’t really |

out of place on the soundtrack.

vocals which made a prominent

HORROR
STORIES?

Terao

>
Pi.

we
lee ="
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tea

aa

Mae

a
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Paints

rs

ad
oe
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el
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; a

.

JT

a
a

(and
at times

styles. , des
It
"t get
| any weia
than
Devocover
of Nine
Inch Nails’ “Head like ahole”
with
2Pac busting out with “Made

track _ titled
“Wrath,” which

stream sound the band honed on
“Nihil.” Even the female backing

aC EMAL

ing

You will

Chan isa damn good martial artist,

way ... Let’s stop
saying
‘Don’t

moody
vocals
throughout
pity for the majority”) was an im- Blackman’s monologue, as if to
mensely popular name in the un- assure the lis_.
derground industrial scene, but tener that they [ew thir
remained relatively unknown else- are still indeed
Hi
where.
' listening to a
Now, even though KMFDM
music album.

independent Wax Trax! label, it

11PM

hearaveryi

cop” (it’s set in Hong Kong and

as many years is

HOUR ¢ M-F 4-6PM:

soundtrack, however.

"hie music didn’t really be‘long in the film version of “Super-

tenth album in

HAPPY

“Dogma.” It es-

banging and breaking stuff.”
You won’thear
any whipping or
banging. on the “Supercop”
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Gratuitous nudity and gore keep ‘Bordello’ alive
Oy ha Consenstes
§ EDIT

Tales From the Crypt’s “Bordello of Blood” harkens

back to a time when horror films used to be fun — before

Juson and Michael Myers (the homicidal one, not to be
confused with the ex-“SaturdayNight Live” regular.)
These days it seems all a horror

ful is a

needs to be success-

maniac
who picks off

and over- oe
one
It’s only

ee

Gods

Keeper, gage.

ele

70e,

ond be roken broken by the C

spewing classic tales of horror en

the 1950s. “Bordello of Blood” is as good as any of the
stories told in the original E.C. Comics line, with
the added
plus of objectionable material.

begins in “the most remote corner of the world”

where TV evangelist Rev. Jimmy Current (Chris Sarandon)
say the corpse of vampire-prostitute Lilith (Angie
Everhart

The good reverend’s goal is to bring Lilith into his

community to murder her brothel’s customers. He then
steals their belongings to benefit his sagging television min-

istry — while at the same time ridding the community of

atin Ge

as

a

remmended

to by a large band of scantily-clad subordinate vamp
only to be “finished off” by Lilith. Usually she kills them by
draining their blood, but sometimes decapitates them for

good measure. “Bordello of Blood” is essentially a better

gt
at
e-ink
Dennis Miller sters as the detective out to stop the heavtifel bet deadly vines.
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version of “Bram Stoker's Dracula” — with all of the boring works asa horror film while at the same time
the
artistic material removed.
avon, Unblasnias ofhocrer aang nee faaaet ons
The movie's premise would have been botched inalesser _ wall-to-wall nudity are only a part of what makes “Bordello
film,
but Gilbert Adler succeeds in directing a film that of Blood” a pleasant viewing experience.

VIDEO EXPERIENCE
NOT YOUR AVERAGE VIDEO STORE... .
‘We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to

a complete selection of contemporary hits...
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_ “evil doers.”
The scenes inside the brothel are especially good. Oper-
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. Costner scores hole-in-one with ‘Tin Cup’
oRee
From the opening scene where
armadillos scramble acrossadriving range, it’s apparent that “Tin
Cup” isn’t going to be your usual
golf farce.

“ _ Thesettingisasmall,run-down
driving rangein Texas, runby Roy
“Tin Cup” McAvoy (Kevin

trist in town, arrives for golf lessons. Of course Roy instantly falls
for her.
Theonlyproblemiswhen David
Simms (Don Johnson) arrives.
Simms is Roy’s college golf part_ ner, whojust happens to be dating
Molly and playing in the PGA.

Roy decides the only way to win
Molly’s heart, and lose Simms at
the same time, is to win the U.S.

Costner) and his hilarious sideOpen. However, Roy’s only obkick, Romeo(Cheech Marin).Roy _ stacle is himself and the only per-

is a down-on-his-luck golf master _ son that has any chance at helping

who never made it to the pros. His:

him is the one woman he can’t

ownstubbornnesstoplaythegame _ seem to attract.
his way, and not the “safe” way,
Kevin Costner returns to the
destroys any chance for stardom. _ style of acting that made him one
Roy is content to operate arun- _ of the biggest actorsin Hollywood.

down driving range, which hap- _ Like “Bull Durham” and “Field of

pens to be “The last place to hit

Dreams,” Costner gives a perfor-

Winnebago, where the luxury spa

__screeninhis funniest role since the

golf balls” for over three hundred
mance that has the audience in
miles. He is content to live in the _ pure laughter.
middle of nowhere, in a decrepit | Cheech Marinreturnstothe
big

happens to be a little kiddy pool.

“Cheech and Chong”

series.

Heis content
to give away hisdriving range to his ex-girlfriend (also

Costner and Marin should be
added to the long list of excellent

pay offhis$12,000debt.
Andheis

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.

hestillhaswhatittakestobeonthe
PGA Tour but is too stubborn to
try
ag i

a superb job of keeping the movie
flowing and the jokes coming.
Shelton stayed away from the trap

the ownerof the local stripjoint)to | Hollywood pairs that includes

content to live with the truth that

Al this changes when Mo

(Rene Russo), the new psychia-

Director Ron Shelton has done

of directing a film entirely about a

sport, instead focusing on the

laugh

which will leave

romantic comedy

the audience's

You know you gotta have It!
You’d be CRAZY not to get It!
It is, without a doubt, the best deal in town...

Introducing HSU’s Exclusive ENTERTAINMENT

PASS
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RTAINMENT PASS
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ic events.

ezorrrGood
nsusrmfromn| 08/1
9% OFF9/96
ANY DAY | munideaacems
to 05/21/97 for card holder
only.
.

businesses and FREE entrance to 65 intercollegiate athletic events.

_ Available to only HSU students, staff, faculty and their families for $30 a card
.
Look for the E-PASS tables in the quad or call HSU Athletics at 826-5959.
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Sengeaoe agg

ce

ners, Humboldt
County merchants

gw The North Coast will
host three of the largest

can look forward to a huge ecoThe Humboldt Visitor and Convention Bureau and the Redwood

areashas
et
methe

g
seen, providina big

Coast Conference
Center have cal-

local
the t
potoos
economy.

iy ties repack
FORSEDTOR

culated that the three meets will
bring in $1,106,000 to the area.
HSU Coach Dave Wells said the

extremely hilly course where only

team members also are looking forward to running important meets

course where a 1,500-meter run-

rhythm.”
The Beau Pre course, a five-ki-

lometer (3.1 mile) loop that the
women complete
once and the men

home crowd around them,” he

said.

Beau Pre Golf Course in
McKinleyville will host three of
the biggest cross country meets

thearea has ever seen. The season
will kick off with the Humboldt

Though running on a home
course is usually beneficial for a

run twice, is all grass. It is mostly

team, Wells said it also can be detrimental if the team practices too
much on the course during the sea-

gradual hills.
The Humboldt Invitational
should attract all of the Northern
California Athletic Conference

flat with one steep hill and some

son. Such was the case with Cal

teams and some of the top Division
II teams in the nation. Highly regarded teams such as UC River-

Poly San Luis Obispo’s team about
five years ago. The school played

al. 14, which will
InvitationonSept
and open
feature both collegiate

host to the regional meet and there-

women. The

NCAA Division II regional meet

fore worked out on the course twice
a week the whole season. When

e the nawith
season will culminat

the meet came around, the team

will take place on Nov. 9 and the
1 as
tof
r

ner could take off and get into a

“They’re going to have their

fans, it doesn’t get any better than

im

a mountain
goat could win,” Wells
said. “They also don’t want a flat

on their home course.

For North Coast cross country

races for men

he designed the course in 1988.
The NCAA
the course
for the 1989 regional meet and the
1990 national meet because of its
fairness.
“The NCAA doesn’t want an

s 23,
Nov.
tional championshonip

side and Seattle Pacific have al-

ready confirmed their participa-

lence ee

Cross Country Nationals Quick Facts
Date of national meet

A AE

ny

ella:

25, 19060
Nov.

LOCAMION .....seccrescrneorssesereees Beau Pre Golf Course, McKinieyville
Men - 10K, Women - 5K
Distances
No. of
No. of visiting officials, coaches &
Estimated additional tourists
Total tourist overnights

264
staff...........cssssssssssessssssssee 60
260
1,d08

Nov.9, 1996
Date of regional meet
180
No. of participants .
.........sscssscsssssssssserses 120
& tOUrists
l
ona
officials, coaches
Additi
300
Total tourist overnights
Date of Humboldt Invitational ...........:sssssssssssseses Sept.14, 1996
150
No. of expected participants
...........ssssssssesssessseeses 75
& tourists
l
ona
officials, coaches
Additi
228
Total tourist overnights
2,011

Total Tourist overnights for three meets

Anticipated economic impact ....sessesceeeessssseeeenn $1,106,000°
— formula used by
“Based on average tourist expenditure per day, five times circulation in economy
Center
Conference
Coast
Redwood
Humbokdt Vielior and Convention Bureau and

tion.
“The better they know the
course the better the odds will be

knew the course too well.
“The team started to predictand
anticipate the pain,” Wells said.
Wells teamed with other

the second time the venue will have
hosted the event in this decade.
Besides the excitement of see-

e cag

COURTESY

(at Regionals and Nationals),”
Wells said.

OF HSU SPORTS INFORMATION

coaches, golfers and runners when

ing some of the nation’s best run-
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@ Shipe hopes to lead ‘Jacks

to another eight-win season in
last year in NCAC.

should be solid throughout the season.
Head coach Fred Whitmire said two
younger players that have shown potential
of having a fine year are receiver Dennis
Johnsonand defensive lineman Ryan Knight.
“I’m very pleased with what I’ve seen
from this team so far,” Whitmire said. “What
I like is the enthusiasm, attitude and work

By Peter Scleces
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With twelve returning starters and prom-

ising younger players, the Lumberjack foot-

ball program is hoping to become the NCAC
(Northern California Athletic Conference)
champions for the third straight year and
gainan invitation to the NCAA Division II

ethic these players have.”

In July, Kirk Hosa was hired as the team’s

new defensive coordinator. Hosa last

coached at Whittier College.

“He’s a very fine communicator and I

think he will do an excellent eb Whitmire
sai

“With the
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team so far. What | like is the
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turns after

new coordina-

will have
fense
some different

2

adjustments,”

beingnamed enthusiasm, attitude and work ethic these

NCAC OF playars have.”
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All-American last year,

Whitmire

changes.”
m’sscheduleforthis
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With « strong growp of running backs playing for the *

probably won't have to ron the ball es mech, te he di egelast Aaven Pecic
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a
league will provide better competition for

the Jacks, thus improvining g future chances of

‘However, Whitmireiskeenly focusedon
to pay Chiehe Lumberjack football tam
rs
that the taskat hand.
Chico

and Sonoma State twice.

Willjoin anew, yet-to-be-named league

will include teams from Oregon, Washing-

ton and Canada. Whitmire said this new

a

“Right now, I am considering Montana

Tech the toughest game on our schedule

ae
a
:
simply because they're the first team we

play," Whitmire said. “We take it one game
oni ng gapesv wis
=" defense, Kicki
“ur
receiver coreare the less experienced groups
See Foathell, pege 67
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The Lemberjock —
Amenican status in both dis-

Harriers to attempt double

tances as well.

Also winning conference
were Brent
Tocher in the 400-meter and
110-meter hurdles, Joe Waters

in the 200 and 400 meters, and
the men’s 4x100 and 4x400

relays.
The woman's crew
}

;
;

.}

®

The softball, track and

crew teams wrapped up their
seasons in May. The softball

}

}

.

|
}

team traveled to Davis in its
quest to win a third straight
NCAA West Region title, but
lost its first two games, 3-0 and
1-0, to UC Davis and Portland
State, respectively. Second
baseman Alisa Tipton and
nghthelder
Kathryn Hutchings
were named to the All-Tournament team.

Several track athletes
completed a successful season
with impressive performances
at the conference and national
meets. Sara Flores finished her
career as a Lumberjack with

NCAC victories in the 5,000
and 3,000-meter races,

bei

named the NCAC Athlete ofthe
Year. She also earned All-

team finished strong at the Pacific Coast Rowing Championships, advancing four boats to
the grand finals.
e
The HSU track was
resurfaced and repainted over
the summer.
e
New skyboxes have

been built in Redwood Bow! as
well, the first step in revamping
the east bleachers.
«
The North Coast will
be saturated with athletes and
movie crews on the weekend of

Sept. 14, causing some visiting
teams to go to great pains for

lodging. Home games and tour‘naments for the volleyball, soc-

cer, cross country and football

run again this season, “stronger

By let Krepaick—

than ever,” according to Wells.

SPORTS EDITOR

The HSU men’s and women’s
cross country teams have never

qualified for the national championships in the same year. That
piece of history could change this

lege transfers, Wells said. Ethan
Ventura College, where he estab-

from last season, both teams will

Dube, who is ready to realize his
potential, Wells said.

benefit from a good recruiting year,
Coach Dave Wells said.
2
“The whole aspect of in-

tercollegiate athletics is that
constantly,”
he said. “As collegiate
coaches,

you

think,

‘Wouldn't it be great to have
a Sara Flores ora Roo Anderson for 10 or 12 years?”
While Flores and Anderson are both ineligibile,a
strong group of junior colsasieievetiliadedhennend

some highly touted freshmen will
ad the women.

Mitch Brown will join Jennifer
Peck, alsoacross
country and track
All-American
at Mankato State in
en
en
ee

country and track All-American

The key to success, however,

ee

ee

Te

junior col-

Schafer comes to Arcata from
lished himself as one of the top
runners in the state. Also expected
to contribute are transfers Craig
Stanley (College of the Séuuoles

Also returning is senior Marc

“Potential at the beginning of
year is a good year. Potential
end of the year is a negative
adjective.”

Montana football team to stay

All you need to know
about HSU sports, right
here in The Lumberjack.

team leaders, the men’s team has a

sohd core of returning runners.
Luke Roundy, last year’s only
HSU All-Western Region selec-

scason, however.
Despite the loss of top runners

teams combined
with the filming
of the “Jurassic Park” sequel are forcing the Western

— Matt Krupnick

could be in a group of

non, returns for his senior season.

The teams will also be aided by
the addinon of two talented graduate assistants. Former HSU cross

in Fortuna.

Despite the loss of Rio Anderson and Jason Dressler, last year’s

Rob Belo (Saddleback College)
and Nathan Boyer (San
eT
Diego Mesa College).
the
While the team is exat the tremely capable ofqualifying for the NCAA champi-

onship meet to be held on

DAVE WELLS
cross country coach

the HSU home course in
McKinleyville, Wells said,
the ‘Jacks must first focus
onatough conference field
that includes perennial

power UC Davis. Wells
said although Davis has the poten-

“Marc just began scratching the
surface of his true ability during

tial to win the national title, potential must be acted upon to be real-

last track season,” he said.

Also returning for the ‘Jacks will

ized.
“Potential at the beginning of
the year is a good year,” he said.

be senior Francisco Rubalcava,

coming off a redshirt season. Lou
Rivera will be a welcome addition
to the team as well. After completing a stellar high school career,
Rivera competed for HSU his
freshman year and then played soccer for the next few years. He will

“Potential at the end of the year is
a negative adjective.”

Seo Harter, page 67

Recruits to help Jacks challenge
By iat Raemvoick

Two of the freshmen who
should contribute are six-foot

It isn’t often a college team can

look forward to the return of the

outside hitters Karyn Williams,an
NCAC honorable mention selec-

middle hitters Liane Pellegrini
and
Meagan Thomas.
“Our middles have the poten-

tion

1995. Coach Tina Raddish
said,

however, that the team had astrong

recruiting year that should help
the "Jacks battle for the conference

Thomas and freshman setter

Angie Barkin come to HSU from

two of Southern California’s best

tribute in order to match or
better

their

third-place

NCAC finish in 1995. Before the team wears the
NCAC crown, however, it

will have to survive a dogcat-dog preseason schedule.
“This year we have a
tougher preseason than pre-

viously,” Raddish said.

Part of that
schedule is
this week’ 3 Hawaiian Style Classic

club teams, Raddish said.

Returning for the "Jacks are also

Class List sry. a
20% Off
Aug. 19 - Sept. 7

Ariana

returning players to con-

TINA RADDISH
volleyball coach

said.

and

Kemnitzer, as well as defensive

experience from the early season
and go strong into conference.”

ishing fourth in the conference in blocks, kills and kill
percentage. She returns
for
her junior year as one of only
four players coming back after

year,

specialist Alli Benziger.
a
ae will need both new

conference
player of the year. The tial to be strong players,” Raddish
HSU volleyball team can
count on two more season's
of Jennifer Lundeen, how“We're going to take our
ever.
Lundeen
won the NCAC

top honor last year after fin-

last

tournament in Hilo, Hawaii. In-

Soe Veweyball,
page £8
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Men’s soccer team to have familiar look
*

Warning: HSU soccer fans may
experience a sense of. déja vu while
watching the 1996 men’s soccer

¢ Pop quiz, Humboldt:
Whose face was shown more
on NBC this summer, Kerri
Strug’s or HSU track coach
James Williams’?

¢ Whose voice did you come

to hate more by the end of the

Centennial Games, Strug’s or
John Tesh’s?

¢ Does anyone else want one

of those huge people-shaped
windsocks from the closing ceremonies or is it just me?
¢ Hindsight is always 20/20,
so they say, but Olympic head

coach Erv Hunt needs a slap
upside the head for leaving Carl

Lewis off the relay team.
¢ | heard a major network is
| going to starta soap opera called
“As the Mountain Bike Rolls”
based on NBC’s Olympic coverage of that event.
¢ Congratulations to our
NATO ally “Great” Britain for

its amazing one-gold medal

showing, which tied such pe-

rennial powers as oe
Costa Rica in that

and

¢ Who told the Gaalioe
they could run that fast, anyway?

¢ I see myselfas
a pretty sensitive guy, but I was disgusted
to see wrestling silver medalist
Matt Ghaffari crying after his
loss to Russia’s Aleksandr
Karelin. mean, Ghaffari was 0-

21 (now 0-22) against the guy,
who hasn't lost since 1987.
What did he
* Congratulations
to South

-Africa’s Hezekiel Sepeng, who

became his
3 first black
medalist with his silver in the
800-meter run.

* Beach volleyball...’nuff
said.

° More disgusting
than when

the kid in the stands sniffed
Charles Barkley’s discarded
shoe after a game was when
Dominique Moceanu decided
to live in Shaquille O’Neal’s
shoe instead of the Olympic Village.
¢ Gee, what a novelty. Using
a real river instead of a manmade one for the whitewater
rafting event.

¢ I’m confused as to why
Olympic officials placed the
medals around the people’s
necks after the equestrian
events.
¢ So what’s going to happen
to the guy with Sports Illustrated who picked the gold
medal-winning U.S. softball
team to finish third? As team

member Leah O’Brien told me
this summer, he has to “hang
out with the Canadians,” who

he picked to win.
¢ How ‘bout that fierce ri-

valry between Gail Devers and
Gwen Torrence? It was so bitter that they hugged each other
after the 100-meter final.
¢ Great. Now, because of

team.

The team will return all but two
oflast year’s letterwinners.
however, iis last year’s team
captain and star sweeper,

Paul Parodi, who was lost

to graduation. Coach Alan
Exley said though Parodi’s
loss leaves a gap in the of-

keeper.”

Danielson, a junior from
Livermore, moves into the position as team captain after finishing
last season with 99 saves and four
shutouts.
While last year’s team, which
finished fourth in the conference

sprinter with the maturity of a

five-year-old, retire after next
season.
¢ Nourredine Morceli, the
1,500-meter run gold medalist
from Algeria, bears a striking
resemblance to the guy in the
Smashing Pumpkins video,
“Bullet With Butterfly Wings.”

Got milk? If not,
read The Lumber ack.

tity while recruiting. As a result,

he picked up three talented freshmen who should help the team in
years to come: Mike Murphy, also

point.”

a placekicker for the football team, Jake Hunley and

ALAN EXLEY
men’s soccer coach

Returning for the "Jacks will be
their leading scorerin 1995, junior
midfielder Jamie Tuckey. Potential offensive forces also include
junior college transfers John Koven
and Jason Dennis. Exley said he is
also excited about new player
Marcus Leyva, a midfielder who
has been working out with the team
since the spring.
“We feel that Marcus will havea
huge impact on the team,” Exley

John Wolosz.
Since many of the players can play either offense
or defense, Exley feels flexibility is an asset for the
*Jacks.
“One of our strengths is
our depth and versatility,”
he said. “It makes us feel

really comfortable.”

It won't take long for Exley to
figure out if his team is ready to
enter the ranks of national-caliber
teams. He said this season’s opponents represent “by far the toughest schedule in years.”
The Jacks will be tested early in
the season by nationally ranked

See Competition,
page 69

Second year to test "Jacks
@ Women's soccer

‘havoc’ in the NCAC.

Linford Christie, the British

wentafter quality rather
than quan-

“Defensively we're much more
experienced, but | do feel that our
offense will be a strong point.”

has a solid anchor in goal.
“Filling the sweeper position is the biggest question,”
Exley said. “Probably what minimizes our concerns is that Chad
Danielson is a very good goal-

the Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games, a whole gen-

¢ Boy, will I be upset to see

Because of the large amount of
returning players, Exley said he

experienced,” he said, “but I do
feel that our offense
will bea strong

fense, the team’s defense

Billy Payne, the Chairman for

stead of “athlete.”

said.

overall record, was

One of the non-returners,

team hopes to cause

eration of children are going to
grow up saying “ath-a-lete” in-

with
a 7-11-1

defensively oriented, Exley said,
this year’s offense should be much
improved.
“Defensively we’re much more

‘by Hatt repaies
SPORTS EDITOR
The women’s soccer team is
prepared to avoid a sophomore
jinx.
its second year of
existence, the team lost only four

players
to graduation. Oneofthose
players, however, was starter and
captain Nicole Matthews. Coach

Kim Benson said many team members are ready to step into leadership

roles, though.

“We have alot of prety good

leaders,” she said

Two of the returning players
should assume much of the leadership. Senior Heather Johnston

was a captain and first-team allconference defender last season.
Sophomore Shannon Finney, a

1995 All-NCAC second team se-

lection, also returns after scoring
10 points last year.
New faces will also help the
‘Jacks this season. Transfer Liz
Ortiz joins the team after playing
for San Francisco State in 1986.
Benson said Ortiz is “a

i

ime

:

tense player” who should stimuae
“H

ie cause a lot of
havoc
in the box,”
she said.
Freshmen Angela Romel,
Dostal:
Hillary Arthurand
also should aid the team, which
finished fifth in the NCAC with a
7-7-1 overall record.

While only

the ‘Jacks
are already trying
to establish themselves
as a force to be

Pe

reckoned with, Benson said. The

first step to name recognition is

cae

schedule, somesega

See Preparodness,
page 69

Call UPD at 826-3456.

Available 24 hours a day,

7 days a week.
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INTRODUCES THEIR NEW
GOURMET SPECIALS
FOR SEPTEMBER!
=

ONE HOT HAWAITAN

Pepperoni, Pepperjack Cheese, Mozzarella, Provolone and Pineapple
with Zesty Red Sauce

=

HSU CLASSIC

Sun Dried Tomatoes, Spinach, Artichoke Hearts, Herb & Cheese Blend

with Creamy Garlic Sauce

=

CALZONE WITH

PIZZAZZ

Sun Dried Tomatoes, Mushrooms, Pepperjack Cheese

and Green Onions with Creamy Garlic Sauce

Medium Size ONLY $8.99
Get a Large for $3.00 More
NO COUPONS NECESSARY! VALID AT OUR ARCATA AND MCKINLEYVILLE LOCATION ONLY,
PLEASE NO SUBSTITUTIONS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS.
OFFERS VALID FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.
USDA FOOD STAMPS GLADLY ACCEPTED.

ARCATA
7
Uniontown Shopping Center
600 F Street
822-6220

McKINLEYVILLE
Across from Bank of America
2015 Central Aveune
839-8763
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on the team, but they look

Women

Tris wale has.a lot of

The women’s team will have to

enthusiasm and he

yen

f

deal with the loss of last year’s senior crew, which included AllAmerican Sara Flores, the fourthplace finisher at the 1995 NCAA
ips. AlsogonearKim
e

be
,

Sousa and Lara Schultz.
Wells said a solid core of returnees have been working hard during the summer and are ready to
step up. Leading the way is AllWestern
Region
selection
Courtney Cannizzaro, on the
comeback from an injury during

track season.

Also returning are Shelly Niro,
whowonall-conferencehonors last
year as a freshman, Jessica Leal
and Stephi Giuntini, who Wells
said has been running 70 to 80
miles a week during the summer,
among the all-time highs for a
woman at HSU.

“We're in that type of sport
oe hard work pays off,” Wells
Thewomen’steamwillalsohave

some new faces to look forward to.
Freshmen Molly Alles, from
Weaverville, and Alexa Mercado,

_

It was the biggest event of the year — one that demanded
an overwhelming
of media attevolunte
ntio
er resour
n,ces
:
ing experi
for all
enc
involveed.
When HSU hosted the NCAA Division II cross country’

ionships in 1990, residents of towns and cities across the
United States learned about McKinleyville, Calif., when they
picked up their sports section o Sunday.
a

Hawaii, a Division I school.

' _ Beau Pre Golf Course was the site, and participants
praised the course for its fairness to all teams. The
flat route
with one major hill and all-grass surface earned
reviews.
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania claimed
the men’s

forthe womeni
for grab
su
s, p
Wells

women’s title.
fit

from Encinitas, should help the

team. Also becoming a "Jack will
be Melody Haas, a transfer from
The conference championship

said, but UC Davis looks strong

once again. The Aggies have won

the last 15 championships.

Three teams from the Western
Region will qualify for the national
meet for both the men’s and
women’s sides. Wells said
regionals will be a “dogfight.”
“It’s going to come down to the
teams that peak at the right time,”
he said.

team championship and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo took the
sarin hesalocbr fr

oa
hae

le G

cy

advantage

a ena
itt

sg

competition.

— HSU Sports Information
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Pete Oviatt earned All-American status in the men’s race and
Denise Walker claimed the honor in the women’s race.
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work well together,”
hesaid.
“They'll be a fun team to
watch.”
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“We're going to take our experience from the early season and go

ing with a young team.
“I’m not selling us short,” she

ee

The NCAC shouldbe very solid

work before we can beat thatlevel.”
Raddish said the public should
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however, and realizes she is deal-

. night will come out on top,”
Raddish

said.
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to
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“] think what the Olympics did

run

a

quick offense and a lot of plays.
NCAC.”
That’sanadvantageinthe
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“Highlighting
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Fan
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Lindemenn resigned after 10 years

as the HSU director of athletics to
take a similar position at Montana
State University. A nationwide
search for a replacement began in

_ advanced to

The

ondary for Slippery Rock
University in P
from 1982 to 1984. He be-

ganhis

cations. In the meantime, Scott

KEITH SHEFFIELD /LUMBERJACK STAFF
challenge
for « conference title.

careerasan

assistant
at the University of
=] ouisville, where he

— HSU Sports Information
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the NCAA Di-

Hoza starred in the sec-

be charged with reviewing appli-
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vision III playofts.

an Arcata landmark since 1974

OF

1993

to

championships and twice

cided to continue the process after
reviewing more than 100 applicants’ credentials.
The vacancy will be advertised
nationally early in the school year
and a search committee will again

— HSU Sports Information

1990

Redlands, during which
time the football. team
claimed three conference

December, but administrators de-

Nelson will continue his role as
acting director of athletics.

at Whittier.

nical as dilindies coatile
nator at the University of

offensive and defensive systems
allowed people to enjoy it more.”

AD search extended
HSU administrators announced
ing the summer that the search
for a director of athletics will continue into the 1996-1997 school
year.
The position became open two
summers ago when Chuck
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this year, Raddish said. Chico _ benefit from the recent Olympics
“Anyone who's on a particular

HSU
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conference,” Reddish said, “but I think we need a lot of
into ong
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to win the conference title.
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Sept. 20. Both
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saidy he
title. Besides HSU, Exle

: ood

expects Sonoma State, Chico State
ngethe
andUC Davis to challefor
ai

“We certhave
aithenopp
lort
yu-

popularity of soccer in the U.S.,

crowds may grow at HSU games.

Chad Danisison

estar

pleaposed, he si,of soccwither
has
He
bee
n
pula
the rise in the

is alreadyan

o“Hucca

its season

ager

“We could be more of the

mboldt County, to many

rity

at HSU in the past couple of years.
“There has recently been an in-

peoples’ surprise, is a real hotbed
of soccer fans,” he said.

Exley said Humboldt County flux in support on campus,” he
leads the state in soccer participa- said. “Very big crowds are posdenon
sity. sible (this year).”
tion, based on populati

ected,”

“There will be a lot more

ment,

parity inthe conference
this
Yé@dr.

feels
confident

.

With the recent surge in the

Bale

begins

occer
mest
which
Benson

nity to show them how strong we
are,” Exley said.

a96

ond year. Pacific, George Fox
moreprepared foraconference
and San Francisco State visit _ battle thana year ago.
Arcata on Sept. 14 and 15 for
“The returning players know
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_ Lumberjacks hit the gridiron to prepare
bi

ted
The football tecm will play its first game of the season Sept. 7, when It travels to play Montene Tech, which represen

Western Mentone. Quarterback Chris
the’Jecks’ only les in 1995. The foam will return home the following week to playthe year,
will lead the team this seeson.

|

Shipe, the 1995 Northern California Athletic Conference offensive player of

:

i

3

Clifford.
Also returning ore running backs Percy McGee (pictured below), the HSU all-time rushing leader, and KeAlti
e to prepare
Above, head coach Fred Whitmire talks to his team before practice. At left, Lumberjack players scrimmag
for the upcoming season.
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News. ‘Features. Events. Sports personalities. Everything
you'll.ever want from a university newspaper.

Read The Lumberjack. You'll see what we mean.
To all the people who think the press goes
too far Ry
consider the alternative.
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“Knowing Joyce personally, I see her
connected to ter chilaren and famlly, She
is able to balance all aspects of her life and"
does so with a lot of personal integrity.”

QUALIFIED.

Audrey Maynor, studenv/athlete,
Humboldt State University

“I know Joyce's background and abilities.[
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Mark Colwell, wildlife professor, Humboldt State
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Volleyball team prepares to hula

The volleyball tence will open Its season with this woak’s Hawatiow Style Classic in Hilo,
Howell. Featuring top teoms from the NCAA's Division | end Il end from the NAIA, the
tournament represoats the beginaiag of « grueling schedule for the ‘Jacks. The team
apons at home with the Seapple Redwood Clsssic on Sopt. 15 and 14.
At lelt, defending NCAC player of the your Jenniler Lundesn, comter, practices with

,

fowewastes in preparation for the season, Kacyw Williams, shows above playing eget

Seu Frencieco State in 1995, will also be © hey returning player.
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Arcata should safeguard
its community spirit
It has been stated that “family values” are what keep families together. Loyalty,
honesty, pride and respect are also among these values. Communities are also
families in a sense, albeit on a larger scale, and these values are necessary to hold
them together as well.

Allacross this country are towns that have been stripped of their personality, their

character and their identity by national chains and corporations.

Arcata has escaped the fate of having a central business district lined with

corporate fast food chains. The plaza maintains a small-town look by retaining its

|

small-town character.

It is the small business community that has so far reflected Arcata’s unique
qualities. It’s comforting, and sometimes pleasantly surprising, to walk into a

business and see the owner personally operating the store.

In local businesses, owners have a lot riding on their endeavors. If they do not

maintain the sense of community and cater to the needs of the patrons they serve,
they run the risk of failing commercially and financially, Any corporation that
moves into Arcata should realize this and take it under consideration while setting
up.
Free enterprise is not being criticized here. Small, grass-roots businesses have
started as one-person operations, sometimes out of the back of a truck, and
eventually expanded into a lasting business in the community.
No one is saying that national chains and franchises are not welcome in Arcata.
Will
Our concern is about what these corporations will give back to the community.
food
they patronize local vegetable growers and dairies? Will they buy their
menu to
supplies from local suppliers? Will they use recycled paper and tailor the
In short,
accommodate the desires of vegetarians and health-conscious residents?
to its wellwill these corporations become a part of this community and contribute
them.
being, or will they pull the shroud of Corporate America down over
our quality of
Arcata should be concerned and mindful of its uniqueness or else
that our idea
life will decline and will leave future generations with the impression
of culture is a corporation on every corner.

Avoid apathy

Letters to the editor
Livid at Clinton,

sands of people, from socialist urbanites to

the genocide of the native population of

1

voter turns green

East Timor. Our government has never

taken a strong stand against this oppres-

sion, and this continues with Mr. Clinton,
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own future career in the political arena. I
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in the past 50 years.
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‘since 1965 lived under the brutal military
of a
dictatorship of Suharto as the result
govcoup covertly supported by our own

ernment. His

has directly sup-

ported the murders of hundreds of thou-

n
Second, domestic policies ofMr. Clinto
two
are indistinguishible from our previous

in the mintas on abortion or the increase asfi
ral, but
libeed
mum wage could be classi

ent of
they are both supported by 70likeperc
ree
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ering than any commitment to

described by
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tive commentaKevin Philips, a cons

tor, as “the most anti-labor president of the
20th century.” He has pushed through both
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Register to vote today

By Los Kamme
OPINION EDITOR

itisan obligation. You oweit to yourselfand your
is nolongerjusta privi
Voting
and identify which causes are
future to become acquainted with issues and candidates,

worthy and which are not.
As the future leaders of our country, you can no

stand by and say that you

and that you just have better
don’t believe in the system, that your vote does no
the responsibility you must
things to do. Free societies need protecting and this is
assume.
boring and some of the
Yes, some of the choices are really lousy, some of the issues
vote
candidates downright disgusting, but if you don’t

you'll become, whether you like it or not, part ofthe
system. There are people out there who are
counting on you not voting. They've written
you off and are hoping that you continue to
mess around on election day.
So don’tlet the irony ofbeing referred toas
“Generation X” dog you because you won’t

put your mark on a ballot. Take an interest,
and makea decision about
stand for something
what kind of country you want and what kind
of people you want to lead it.
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Jackson Garland _
Campus ‘beautification’

© Continwed from pege 73

project ruins redwoods...
It took me a couple of minutes to put my finger on what it was,

inking

at first there was something wrong with the notorious first-

financial aid disbursement lines. That fear was
week
abated, however, upon discovering they were as long and grueling
as ever.
Then thought, hoped actually, that textbook prices had dropped
hope < i
thise.
abl
Again,
to within throwing distance of reason

upon viewing a student exiting —
the bookstorelooking uncannily

like Michael Douglas did in
“Falling Down.”
Finally, I looked towards the
sky for enlightenment and

oh
of
a
7

|
ae

pea

stared directly at the cause of

a

GATT and NAFTA which are
presently ripping out what’s left of
as wellg as
base,rin
our manufactu

money.

and supporting strike-breaking
y
policies such as the temporarhiring of “scabs” to destroy strikes.
This does not even cover Clinton’s

have to be released early because
petty drug users and dealers are
gns.
priso
up ourin
fill

botching the reform ofhealth care

There's something amiss on this campus.

policies are in tune with the finan-

cial class of Wall Street, not the

working class which is losing economic ground every day.,

So with these facts in mind, I

made my decision to quit laboring

Gonre
from
and resig
for Clinton/

my disarray. Standing before me was not the majestic redwood I'd
come to expect, but a tree stripped down to a wimpy, pathetic
excuse for a 75-foot tall Q-Tip. If you don’t know what I'm talking

my lot in with the Green Party —

’tit.
gaze to the heavens. You canmiss

very little chance of carrying much
of the vote,
more than 10 percent
but as long as we let ourselves be
caught in the paradigm of the ut-

about, stroll over to the north side of Siemens Hall and cast your

Every branch has been removed from this tree (and others else-

or tso. Upon first sight this
the top 15 fee
e ) saforve
on campus
wher
thing looks like a toothpick with a large piece of chewed spinach
stuck on the end of it.
Now I know this was done for fear of the lower branches endan-

gering the safety of the buildings and people below, but come on, we
go toaschool which prides itselffora beautiful campus, due in large
part to the redwoods which adorn it. Ifaction needed to be taken,
the trees should've been put out of their misery altogether,
a somewhat attractive alternative to looking like a poorly-sheared
sheep.

Just the fax, ma’am ...

Speaking of redwoods, let’s talk briefly about the impact the

Frank Riggs/ Michela Alioto campaign war is having on the paper
industry. (For those out of the political loop, Alioto is challenging
Riggs’ incumbency in the U.S. House of Representatives for the

the only true party of the Left remaining.
I realize that Ralph Nader has

terly corrupted two-party system,
nothing will improve. I hope that
this campaign will start a serious

grass-roots, mass-populace appeal

for campaign finance and electoral
_ reform. So, even if there is no political employment in my future

now, lamaregi

Green voter,

.
and I will keep my principlesWill
you?

Charles
A.S. Douglas
political science sophomore

First District of California seat.)
The Lumberjack newsroom receives about 42,97 1 fax messages
from these two campaigns every day. Okay, that’s a bit of an
Foren ee
exaggeration, but we ciqn evi Ree
whic serve no other purpose but to
from them, the majorityof
belittle the other opponent with childish jabs.

Prohibition

about fighting over the fate of the old-growth forests. If they keep
sending out this much campaign garbage, there won’t bea Headwaters Forest left to fight over come November.

pointed that HSU has bought into
the “War on Drugs.” The War

; My point? Simply that these politicians soon won’t have to worry

intensified by vast amounts of

doesn’t work
I am saddened and disap-

The Polly Klaas murder is an

example of the cost paid by our
nals
ns
r crimi
ze
as caree
fellow citi

Perhaps the most overlooked
cost is the financial losses that occur when a young person goes to
jail for a non-violent crime. I can
speak here from personal experience having spent 30 days in jail

ng
g an
bidurin
peace
ur
for distthe

anti-Vietnam rally. I lived in an

novel of the same name by Stephen King.

In the 90s our illustrious county has seen the filming of at least
four major motion pictures, including “Jennifer 8,” “Outbreak”
a Chris Farley comedy,
and Hunt,”
and, most recently, “Edwards
and “The Lost World,” Steven Spielberg's big-budget sequel to
“Jurassic Park,” which should wrap up its production here in a
couple
of weeks.
Is Humboldt County turning into the Hollywood of the Emerald
Triangle? Consider the possibilities: No place would be better to
s scream”
ce
e; Arcatai
eyvillan
er
McKinl
thaniv
to“Del
filma
his
Once
here.
Davi Lynch to come and make a movie
ing for

invasion to America is com

even Jackie Chan could get in on

dt has to offer as a filming locale.
the fun HumbolCounty
Keep your fingers crossed, residents of Humboldt Coun
ve may get to meet Al Pacino, Demi Moore or even Ned

and

Garland is editor in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mail him
at jrg1@axe.humboldt.edu.

The cost of this war for federal,

state and local law enforcement

exceeded $38 billionin 1992. This

paid con-

Rigs’

Jason Conger,

gressional aide, is the vice presi-

dent of the New Federalist Society, while the president, secretary,
press secretary and public relations officer were all interns at
Riggs’ office. Their club roster

even lists Mr. Riggs as a member
of the “executive board.” (Of

:
ing citizens.
To those who advocate punishment for drug-related, non-violent

, memviewsive
promote conservat
with
ded
bers will be duly rewar
itions on the congressman’s

reason to ruin these young lives.
Young people are not hardened

After discovering the above in-

crime on campus, this isnotagood

criminals and putting them in

prison will never solve our
country’s drug problems. Prohibition never works and I leave it to an

enlightened faculty and student

body to come up with a more hu-

mane and effective solution than
residence
ee

Center
Shatz Energy Research

New Federalists,
old story
Have you heard of the New Federalist Society that started on campus last semester? Even though

want you to know.
abuse.

Riggs’ Eureka office last semester.

hold a club office because he is not

:
an enrolled student.)
offender brutally raped by seven
the public,”
Besides “educating
inmates while his cries for help .
by guards. Violent
the New Federalist Society conwentunheeded
stitution says that the club will be
beatings occurred daily. People
who experience such abuse are dedicated to “improving the lives
and careers ofits members.” Ihave
more likely to become permanent
wards of the prison and welfare no doubt that if the club helps get
Riggs re-elected and continues to
system than productive, tax-pay-

innocuous as you might think.
Here are a few dirty facts that the
New Federalists probably don’t

:

the roson rs
ce
listed
founding offi
Frank
of
ter were staff members

course, Mr. Riggs is not eligible to

attention, this club may not be as

It all started when Ferndale was chosen as the backdrop for the
1979 television miniseries “Salem's Lot,” based on the vampire

ing the fact that five of the seven

atmosphere of constant terror. |
was forced to watch a young drug

most people haven’t paid it much

It seems that Humboldt County is becoming increasing popular
in the filmmaking community.

I contend that the New Federalist
Society is not an independent
ialy considerat all,

The New Federalist Society constitution explains that a group of
zed
to prothis club
students organi
mote a conservative view on cam-

pus,

Perea

conher
of whetitis

pobsielly correct." Hold

,
ing true to its constitution
the club

red
sponso
speakers such
as Bonnie

Neely, who ran for the California
Ist Assembly District, and Alan

staff and in the Republican Party.

formation, I should not have been

find out that this club
surpritosed
had a couple of interesting financial contributors. When recently

speaking with a member of New

Federalist Society, I learned that
both the Pacific Lumber Company
and the Republican Party Central

Committee donated significant
amounts of money to help get the
club started.
The New Federalist Society of
like anidea
seems dt
Stateol
Humb
hatched by Frank Riggs’ staff to

sway the student vote. The idea
organizations
by
was then funded

that stand to profit F Riggs res . It wouldn’: bother
in office
main
me if a group of students organized to promote a particular political agenda, and I fully support

freedom of speech, but I do find it
fu
tionl of
te
promo
when the
distas
is done in a clana certain
destine and deceptive manner. It
would be much more honest to
call this club “Ihe Committee to
Re-elect Frank Riggs.”
This semester, when the New

Federalist crank up the “Re-elect
Frank Riggs for Congress” machine, remember that the campaignis not being run by grassroots
supporters. mienengregny ne

Riggs’ of-

members from F

fice. Since the New Federalist

didn’t tell you, I thought I should.

Keyes, a

the
ican
Party.
Theclub constitution goes on to
say “the New Federalist Society is
an independent gro
thatup
will be
ee association with other
H
State clubs and community organizations.” However,

mani
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business administra
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Happy transfer

The lies that bind
“Hey Les, great to see you!”

| Staff Column |

HSU offers needed classes

|

Why did! choose Humboldt State over the other four-year schools that decided to

accept my application? This seems to be the resounding question I have heard for the
sical cycle, unk nately aad tics Ren by tho WAaally poigad Gas ta th
Humboldt Orientation Program. I can tell you for sure there wasn’t any one prominent

“Hey Rich, great to see you too — how are you?”

“Fine, and you?”

reason, but several factors remain vivid in my mind.

“I’m fine.”

visited was in Southern California which has beautiful people often enhanced by
cosmetic surgery. And what we also know is that down south people do not know the

My experiences with other four-year campuses is relevant here. The first school I

[count four lies in that briefexchange. Small lies no doubt, but lies just the same because
seeing someone you sec every day isn’t “great,” and nobody’s life is really “fine” every time
someone asks.

Lies are society’s' lubricant and we allow for them much like a golfer allows for the wind

ona tee shot. It’s easy, convenient and sometimes polite to lie. We lie to save time, avoid

honest, prolonged conversation, and lying is the best way to maintain shallow relation-

ships. I’m a pretty good liar, but I still get people asking me if | play poker for money.

However, this is the season when the really big bluffers

roll out their heavy artillery. National elections, otherwise known as the preview of broken promises, have
begun in earnest. And nothing brings out the liar in
how great you are.
Of course everyone has their limits, so people running for office who run out of good things to say about
themselves invariably resort to telling you how bad
their opponents are — a kind of victory by default in
which the joke has no punchline.
ART BY
Among other things, officials of both parties have
DANA JACOBS
promised to help working people and initiate campaign
finance reform, while simultaneously providing tax loopholes for corporations and
stuffing money from PACs into their campaign war chests.

They brag about saving $60 billion on welfare reform while hundreds of billions.

continues to waste away in welfare for corporations and the savings and loan debacle. But
during this campaign season, the truth doesn’t matter as much as one’s vehement claim of
honesty.
And to prove this point there’s the congressman in Oregon who insists he fought as a
member of the Army Special Forces in Korea and that Sergeant Major Poppy was his
supervisor. Wes Cooley, R-Ore., thought Poppy was dead, but Poppy turned out to be
alive and when reached for comment, said:

“Tell Cooley he’s a liar. Tell him Sergeant Major Poppy said that.”
When confronted with Poppy’s accusation, Cooley went on undaunted: “When he says
I'mmistaken, well, maybe he’s mistaken. I don’t know what else to say to you. I think there
is some confusion here. It doesn’t change my position. I mean, you stop and think about

meaning of “taking it easy.” To most of these people relaxing is driving only 70 mph
down the freeway, and somehow managing to find a parking place and a nice spot on
an always over-crowded beach. I should know - I lived there for a while, and like the
general population down south, the university I visited seemed to run under similar
circumstances. Everything was extremely fast-paced and, much like the freeways
down south, there was no room for error. I mean, there was absolutely no room in the
program I was entering and the faculty told me I wouldn’t be able to get many of the
classes I needed for graduation. Wrong answer! Next campus ...
My home for the past 11 years has been the Bay Area, which isa toned-down version
of Southern California. The same can be said of the ‘campus that I visited. The

enrollment was 40,000 students, and I found out that it was built to accommodate
somewhere around 15,000 students. That caused me some anxiety. However, like the

university I visited in Southern California, I was told that my chances of graduating in
two years was about as slim as Dole’s chances of beating Clinton. What's with these

people? Shouldn’t they at least bend the truth a little? I mean, are they trying to
persuade students to enroll or not?
Ever notice that the farther north you travel in California, the more laid back people

are? Which leads me to HSU — my savior. The people here promised me that I could

get the classes I need in time for me to graduate. I was also invited to help out with The

rjack, which will help when it comes time to fill out resumes. At other
universities, I was told that only the lucky, privileged students get to work on their
newspapers.
So, here I am at HSU. Every opportunity I could have asked for in continuing my
education — and everyone 80 friendly! The only doubts I experienced were friends
and members of the H.O.P. staff who kept telling me that I may not get all the classes

I want this first semester. As a result, I put plenty of alternatives on my registration
form. No problem, because I got all my first choices, and I’m on schedule to graduate
:
by next winter.
One more thing: what’s with all the anti-Taco Bell graffiti? Much like the rest of the
ti covering California, I don’tunderstand it. Oh well, Iguessin due time I'll know.
Meanwhile, I'll keep it to myself if I decide to frequent the place.

Reza is a journalism junior
and a staff writer for The Lumberjack
know.
don’t
I
it, he (Poppy) was a master sergeant. How many years was he in the Army?
Women who lie about their age and men who exaggerate their prowess are especially
But of all the men he commanded, how come he remembered a guy named Wes Cooley?”
in some cases, it seems that we can convince ourselves of almost anything.
and,
t,
poignan
you.
remember
doesn’t
he
ead;
knuckleh
point,
the
That’s
Perhaps it all stems from that time we dropped a glass of milk on the floor and exclaimed
I'm not sure why Poppy would lie, but I can think ofa couple of reasons Cooley might
our
to adoubtful but understanding mother that it wasn’t our fault. She may have doubted
be less than truthful; five years imprisonment and a $100,000 fine for knowingly providassertion but never our sincerity, so she cleaned up the milk and poured us another glass.
ing false information on official election pamphlets in 1992 and 1994. (Cooley has since
Is it any wonder that nobody is guilty of anything anymore? Not when you can lie, and
decided not to seek re-election.)
as a
if you’re not good at lying we'll supply you with a professional liar otherwise known
But politics has nothing on love as far as lying goes,
lawyer. They'll claim that you killed seven children on a
ee
and to affirm the fact ter
playground because you mistook them for Viet Cong. You
that lust sometimes This is the season when the really big bluffers.
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elections, otherwise known as the preview of
broken promises, have begun in earnest.

fense

cannibalism.
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In fact, there seems to be a viable explanation for every

lawyer’s bill.
ing
al of course, not payyour
act, except,
crimin
Joe Klein swore he didn’t write “Primary Colors” and $6
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Survey probes students’
attitudes about gender

Gender: War and Peace
r feelings and camouflage a fragile ego with
“Men are insensitive, cannot express thei admitting they're wrong, are quick to take
iculty
sarcasm and arrogance. They have diff
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this question. This seems
to indicate that to all sub-

jects, no matter what their

parents’ feclings, marriage
an
ultimately
is
individual’s decision.
8.“Menacceptrejection
better than women.”
Males’ disagreement
with this statement was
stronger than females’.
— 3.6 to 3.75.
However, the differences were slight
i
9.“The pressure on women to be
media.”

onger (2.5) than female agreement (2.62).
Responses were mild, with male agreement str
from a female.
There was one strongly-disagree response est than men.”
10. “On the whole, women are more hon
ent (4.25) stronger than females’ (3.75).
Strong disagreement, with males’ disagreem mankind and policeman.”
11. “1 sent such sexist terms as mailman,
i

them. Women can handle neit
of
care
take
ty
man
a
for
hong
etly
secr
they
dency to nag. They
authonty, are mpulsive and have a ten
tippers, and
are acourteous drivers, are the world’s worst
selves.

s
Mild disagreement with only one female

disagreeing. Two males strongly agreed

whi

ts
sndicate that the vast majority of responden

a home and
12. “If possible I would enjoy caring for
postponing my career.”
e agreement
No strong (1 or 5) female responses. Mal
were only two
re g
thein
thatst
stronger (2.75 to 3.12). It is intere
from males.
strongly-agree responses and both were

13. “Men are smarter than women.”
ch, again, does not
Overwhelmingly strong disagreement whi opposite is true.

little them
somehow expect courtesy while displaving
such things as
for
Women are dishonest about their motives dom providing
while sel
adultery, masturtanon and sexism
that they afford
males the same degree of understanding
themselves.”
ation of some
The foregoing paragraphs are a compil

the
necessarily indicate that respondents thinkor ‘sweetie’ by persons
14. “I don’t mind being called ‘honey’
of the opposite sex.”
were either
(4) with a mean of 3.0. All male responses icates
i
agree (1) or agree (2) with a mean of 1.62. Ind

past. Stereopopular negative gender stereotypes of the ain a grain of
cont
types are unfair, bat, unfortunately, often
own.

from females.
male characteristic of inviting familiarity
a world
world run by women would be just as sexist as

their
trath that sometimes gives them a life of
women would
and
Even ina perfect world, however, men
gender your fate?
be treated differently. Is that fair? Is vour

15. “A

runby men.”
7) stronger than
General agreement with males’ responses (1.3
believe that
females’ (1.75). This indicates that most subjects
wer and not sex is the root of sexism today.

an.”
16. “I would rather work for a man than a wom males’ (3.5).
Females’ agreement (1.62) was twice as strongas belief that
the
This may be surprising since this contradicts might therefore
they
women relate better to other women and that
prefer to work for a woman

17. “Women should never ask men for dates.”

Unanimous disagreement.
marry.”
18. “Gay persons should be allowed to legally
than male (1.62 to 2.37). This despite
Overwhelming agreement with female stronger

le.
one strongly-disagree response from a male and a fema
19. “I consider myself a feminist.”
consider themselves ‘feminists,
Of all subjects, 40 of 48 had no opinion or did not
whatever their definitions of this term may have been. sleep around are ‘sluts’ and men
20. “The double standard that states that women who
fadi
‘studs’ is slowly
ongin.
open a door for a woman.”
most
of exactly 3.0 indicates

ough
females care litle for such concessions, alth past
does not mean that men should rush

this
women trying to get in first.
§. “Wosnen are more faithful than men.”
more
Men disagreed with this statement
h does
strongly than women (3.87 to 3.0) whic
is tue.
not necessamiy indicate the opposite
sex, |
6. “ta mamers conceming the opposite

nts.”
pare
ve
vamyti
aan less conserthan

However,
as lesa conservative than their parents.
-

ngty
there was one male and ane female stro

91. “Sex on a first date is a matter of love and not morality.”

feel there 1 no
Generally mild disagreement which may indicate that respondents

credible reason for sex on a first date.
22. “Men = vm better than they take them.”

disagreement with one stronglyild
i ain
23. “Anita Hill was telling the truth.”

from a female.
:

strongly agreed.
Only two males agreed as opposed to half the females including two who
score for females (1.62) was half that of males (3.25) indicating a possible

The average
a
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according to gender, Two subjects did not know who Anita Hill was

this study raises more questions than it answers, but one conclusion was
in agreement
abundantly clear: Males and females who wok part inthis study were generally , promiscuity

conceming such previously divisive issues as feminism, career
and sexism.

were more concemed with
With few exceptions, it seems that these respondents

individuality than differences. They recognize that the sexes are different, but they dislike

“— spes no matter which sex they refer to.

owever, since most male and female respondents were under

definite and decidedly divergent points of view as they grow 7h

thev

form more
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Kamm isa journalism/ pevchology seniorand the opinion editorof The Lumberjack.
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Californians betting ‘the come’
| was standing in the parking lot

of the Stardust Casino in Las Vegas. Itwas 3a.m.and cold. Istared

upat the pulsing
neon sign, feeling

around in my
for some
money or a chip I might have for-

gotten to lose. I was drunk and

broke and pissed off.
Ifonly
this damned place wasn’t
here, I thought. I could be back

home, extra money in my
all my bills paid, and I wouldn’t

be

out here worrying about how to
scrape up enough money for gas
home.
But then, as I watched a new

batch ofsmiling
people file through
the casino’s gaudy, mirrored en-

trance, I realized that this damned

place was a 300 mile drive from my

house.

Proposition 34, passed in 1984,
makes all such “banked” games
The Indian Gaming r
ry
Act of 1988 then prohibited Indian casinos from offering any
game that wasn’t legal in the state
in which the casino was located.
We

allow card rooms, race

tracks, bingo and the lottery because the patrons theoretically play
for each other’s money while the

casino, track, or state takes a cut

forrunning the game. Indians have
always claimed that such laws do
not pertain to Indian reservations
which are considered separate
countries. We'll see ...
However, Hollywood Park is
betting big-time that California’s

If this damned place wasn’t

willing to drive? And on top of
that, I drove all that way with
money I knew I could afford to
lose ... kind of.
I mention this
experience because the ambivalence
some people feel toward gambling

baccarat, blackjack and sports.
Casinos where you can bet any
spite

Games such as

» roulette

and blackjack
are not presently permitted in California

because

A sure sign of our state
legislature’s ammenable atti-

tude is the legalizing of video slots
in Indian casinos despite a threatened veto by Governor Pete Wil-

son.

Also, a bill was killed in the Appropriations committee this summer that would have banned gifts
and limited contributions to legisling interests to
lators from
$250 per election.
aa

ifcasinos come, we can

gambling proceeds and
help Californians for a change.

those crack and heroin dealers a

busy place to operate and our politiciansachance to take bribes from
somebody else besides insurance
companies and oil corporations.
We can give all those alcoholics
and speed freaks some place to go

$14-billion-a-year gaming induswill mushroom when laws are
passed that will allow gamblers to
wager against the casino. Otherwise, why would a racetrack with

declining profits build a Las Ve-

amount at any time.

then let it be here in the Golden
State and not next door in
Neveda.

where they belong. We can give

as Trinidad’s, but real casinos

offer action on roulette, craps,

they’re going to lose their money,

into hotel bars and escort services

nia
Notthe tame Indian casinos such

whose slot machines clang and
beckon, where they serve alcohol
24 hours a day and where they

ers the long drive to Las Vegas. If

those prostitutes off the streets and

may be the impetus that will bring
casino-style gambling to Califor-

gas-style casino right next door?

Pll guarantee it’s not for bingo.
Of course our interest here in

eement

Gucci belts.
andts
ostrich-skin boo
We can add life to our economy

and partake of the riches that can
be attained by exploiting people’s

weaknesses.
We can groom our children to

be carhops and bartenders, wait-

resses and showgirls, and, in the

. courses in hotel management and

xe
ee

,

But the road to casino gambling

is not wide open. Mexico is con-

sidering repealing a 60-year-old
law prohibiting gambling.
And
ahypocrisy

above and beyond the call ofduty,
Las Vegas casinos are
i
trouble than it’s worth.

And recently,
our California Su-

preme Court ruled that Keno was

- illegal because it was a “banked”
d with
dislike
m more

(Pachinko Palace) and the Calif. Horsemen’s Benevolent &
Protective Association. Gee,

that was nice of them.
Now that we can’t play Keno

anymore,
I guess we can all go lose
ourmoney
at Pachinko Palaces and
the racetrack.
So if we want to get in on this
gravy train and start catering to the
lowest common denominator
while it still has money, then we'd

better act fast.

Thecrucial
willbe
the Indian reservations and how
much sovereignty they really have.
Ifthey’reallowed
to have “banked”

games in their casinos there will be
a huge push to have themlegalized
Of course the only real stumbling block is average people.

treat women like sex objects and
drunks like kings.
Colleges like HSU can offer

ee

on was

Telcon

get all those Indians off welfare
and onto Rodeo Drive where they
can buy all the “essentials” like

ae

lil] was

Western

statewide.

loan s

senile

Keno:

late at night, and, of course, we can

process, we can show them how to

nalin

fea

California is to save all those suck-

Yes, we can build gambling rehabilitation centers, expand our
emergency room facilities and get

here, how far would I have been

7

because if everyone won the
would be nat ya Aper
parently, these people don’t get
out much because nobody wins at

Keno.

But the real story here is who
bankrolled the legal challenge to

gage at a variable interest rate, or
believe their

er when he

says that their health benefits won't
be canceled if they're laid off or

jobs.
Or maybe they can roll the dice

and fix their old car instead of
buying a new one, or buy earthquake insurance
with its huge pre-

mium and high deductible.

As for me, I say let the casinos

come.

They'll still be able to make
money off people who can’t stand

prosperity.

We need a few more pawn
shops, check-cashing parlors and
you have lots of money you don’t
strip joints around here to ease
need to gamble, and ifyou’re broke
unemployment.
you can’tafford
to gamble anyway.
And just think what a tourist
How immature!
attractionacasinoin
Arcata would
Don’t they know what a thrill it - be. Besides,
it'll save me a long
is to bet more than you can afford drive home the next time I’m drunk
to lose?
and broke and pissed off.
These people actually go to a
casino
to eat dinner!

Poor things, they figure that if

Kamm is the opinion
editor
of The Lumberjack.
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PROGRAM
FIVE
COORDINATOR POSITIONS
per
$400
Stipends
FOR 1996-07—
year. 1) Community Liaison &
Fundraising, 2) Media & Public
Relations, 3) Activities & Events,

WORK IN THE OUTDOORS—
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
s
Preserves, &Concessionaireare

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—
Entry-level & career positions

Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:

Mexico,

now

SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
resorts are now hiring for many
this winter. Up to$1,500+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical

Applicants

Employment Group: (206) 971-

need to submit letter and resume
to
Arapata
McKay,

3650 ext. V60472.

lr
Septembe
byura
ult
MulticCenter

6th.

For more

information call

(This is funded by
826-3365.
Associated Students.)

on cruise

opportunities

with

and

TRAVEL

World

classes in aquatics, outdoor
eies.
activit
ur
leisure
andnt
adve

to

RESPONDING
BEFORE
advertisements

ber.
s
Septem
beginse
New clas

Call 826-3357 for info. or pick up
now.
our fall program schedule

PERSONALS

travel.

ABROAD

teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.

offers a variety of fitness classes

information call: (206) 971-3570

our facility, pick up the fall schedule
or call 822-6801 for information.

ext. J60473.

ALL STUDENTS!

ATTENTION

board! Transportation!
om
Roand
Male or female. No experience

eligible. Let us help. For more info
call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F60473.

up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.

Call (206) 971-3510

Baal,

CLUBS & ORGS

Fall Art: Materials Sale!
Great Prices e Great Selection

Aug. 15 - Sept. 30

©

Aug. 19 - Sept. 7
es
% off
Class List Supp20li

FORSALE

Come check out

and activities.

in aquatics,

Don't forget to
HEY FRANK!!!
advertise in the Lumberjack
Classifieds. We have plenty of
topics and lots of lots of room just
for you. So come on down.

THRLLS

CENTER ACTIVITIES is offering
classes

RECYCLING
CAMPUS
PROGRAM NEEDS YOU! Call
this all student run program to
create any job you can think of that
helps anyone to Reduce, Reuse
and Recycle. 826-4162.

HOUSING WANTED

SERVICES

AND

SUMMER
ALASKA
nts
tude
NT—S
EMPLOYME
needed! Fishing Industry. Earn

ext. A60474.

3600 ext. R60473

or land-tour

Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For

campus

education. Call today 826-4162.
Leam how to Reduce, Reuse and
Recycle.

necessary.

Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
Resort
Cali:
more.
and
nt71s 1-206-9
me
Service
Employ

WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.

eco-cycle

H.S.U

etc.).

Caribbean,

Seasonal & full-time employment
available. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60474.

collections, composting, newletter
copy-writing, Residence Hall
education,

ships

companies.

Exciting

sweat.

(Hawaii,

worldwide

workihng
Eam up to $2,000+/mont

volunteer, stipend, course credit
plain

available

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

PRO-ACTIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL WORK at
Campus Recycling Program. Paid,
or

workers.

1-206-971-3620 ext. N60474.

4) Diversity Conference, and 5)

Computer Graphics.

hiring seasonal

outdoor
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The

Lumberjack
$12/year
$7/semester,

City, State, ZIP

to:

§ Humboldt

Nelson
The Lumberjack,
State University, Arcata,

East
Hall
CA 95521

INA PEREZ
CHRIST
formerly of Panache
The

Euro

an Organic Waxing
professional hair removal

6,

cnipiniamdin

Ome

Lumberjack |
Classifieds
wants your
goodies.
Place ads at
University
Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall
East. Rates
are $5/25
words.
Student rate:

just $2.
Deadline: Fri.

4pm before
the next issue
826-3259

Paris, Rome, Berlin

with Humboldt Pricing

Eyebrows-$6, Lips-$6, Legs-$25
Delilah's Hair Styling
870 G St., Arcata (on the plaza)
822-8611

oe

THis WEEK
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Na

late Jerry Garcia. Tickets are $17

general, $13 HSU students. 826-

i
e Grammy
ward-winning,
George Winston, known for his

rural-folk piano
ing in the Van

3928.
° Cafe Mokka will be hostin
Howdy Emerson Friday andSep-

willbeplayDuzer
Theatre

tember 6 at 8:30 p.m.
— ¢HumboldtBrewerywillhave

Thurs
at 8 p.m.day
Tickets are an “Acoustic Weekend” with

$20 general,$15 students and se- DelphiniumBlueplayingFriday

niors. a
e Box

ls
ree

Pick

concert Friday
in the

Kate pica

play

sculpture by Lori Goodman

from August 28 thru
214 E St. Eureka.

Week

Saturday and Sunday, featuring Leftover Salmon, Box
Set, Dub Nation, David Lindley and many others including “MC” Wavy Gravy. Camping opens at 3 p.m.
Friday and closes by noon Monday. $30 per vehicle.

HSU students and
seniors inadvanceor
826-

3928.

Bag

° The Humboldt Arts Coun_cilin Old Town Eureka will dis-

(200°

¢ Gay Lesbian Bi-

© Hog Farm Family Pig-Nic in Laytonville, all day
:

roomatY general,
p.m.
stsare$7
$4,

at the door.

of the

Poni” nen at

Tickets are $25/day or $45 for both. 984-8085 or 546- |

¢ Sundays on the | BASS.

Plaza presents the
day.

¢ Merl Saunders

and the

Rainforest Band will be in con-

cert September 7 at 9.m. in the

Center at 7 p.m. 8265929.

¢ Campus Center

for

Appropriate

3551.

day, playing the blues, funkand
New Orleansgumbo at9p.m.$6

room 118 Founders Hall. 826-

person

you've

always

wanted
to be, Friday
at 5 p.m. in
room 181 at Founders Hall.

Stage
¢ “The Will

Follies,”

a Broadway musical tribute
to his
life and philosophy, Friday at 8
p.m. at the Fernadale Repertory

¢ “Time Travel Down the Silk
Society willholdaslideshowand .
Road,” a Middle East dance propotluck social September 10 at 8
gram Saturdayat 8 p.m. and Sunp-m. in the Arcata Masonic

Multicultural

each night. 826-2739.

Hanck and the Soulrockers Fri-

Kate Buchanan room. Saunders
recorded several albums with the

September 7 thru the 28. 4428413.
e First Fridays, a new lecture
series given by retirees in ourcommunity begins with Kathryn
Corbet speaking
on her “Gleanings,”
6 at 7 p.m. in

¢ Fantasy Gamer's Guild, be

the

55,

and the Acoustic Gypsys Satur¢ Jamalaya is hosting Terry

View-In Sight,” beginning

public and private management
plans and audience discussions.
269-2066.

5932.

(CCAT) will host an
open house Monday from 3-5

day nightat9
p.m. $2 cover

Eureka will be displaying the
work of Carol Meewis and
Vaughn Hutchins of Humboldt
County and Glenn Crosby of
a
in an exhibition titled,
“In

o

one

ciation
Thunsdagiameetblouse

Technology

Gypsy Dogs, on the
Arcata Plaza from 1-3 p.m. Sun-

ana

¢ The Ink People Gallery in

September 21 at

group, will be in

p.m. at the Buck House. 826-

© Open Mike Poetry Night at

the Jambalaya Tuesday at 8:30
pm. Five minute time limit. $1
cover.

The California
Native Plant

Lodge. Slides will feature local
plant life and botanists
will be on
hand to help identify unusual
plants. 826-7208.
|
¢ There will be a Humboldt
Bay Symposium for residents to
celebrate
and discuss the future
ofthe Humboldt
Bay Watershed
September 13-14 at the Adorni
Center. The symposium will include exhibits, artwork, tours,

Theatre. 725-BEST.

day at 2 p.m. in the World Premier Theatre in Eureka.

Workshops
¢ The Cycle Learning
Center
and CCAT will be sponsoring a
Bicycle Repair Workshop September 7, from 12- 4 p.m. 8263551.
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HealthSPORT

|

POWER PACING!
has different drills

built into the |

|

300 Community Parkway
Site

.

program. POWER
PACING is structured
so that beginners
& athletes can

eeCLASS
¢ aoe
TRY A FREE

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am.

© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ©

12-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

